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Executive Summary 
 

 
1.1 The TAYplan Main Issues Report has generated interest amongst a variety of 

organisations and the general public. There were a total of 121 responses to the Main 
Issues Report, 8 responses to the Strategic Environmental Assessment and 1 
response to the Equalities and Human Rights Impact Assessment. This was lower 
than the 2010 consultation where there were a total of 173 responses to the Main 
Issues Report, 26 responses to the Environmental Report and 10 responses to the 
Equalities Impact Assessment. Figure 4 overleaf illustrates the type of respondent to 
the Main Issues Report. 

 
Figure 1: Type of Respondents 

 

 
 
1.2 TAYplan officers were on hand in the closing weeks to help guide people through the 

process if required. Some written responses were also received. These were entered 
into the system by the TAYplan team. 

 
 Main Issue 1: Climate Change Resilience 
1.3 47 respondents supported the inclusion in the next TAYplan of requirements for new 

buildings and places to be designed with ‘greener’ ways to manage temperature and 
water. It was noted that recognition should be given to tackling surface water issues 
but the positive effects of adaptation were also acknowledged.   

 
1.4 It was considered that further detail would be needed in order to carry out the policy 

and the concept was questioned as to whether it should be dealt with at a strategic or 
local level. 

 
 Main Issue 2: Healthier Lives 
1.5 38 respondents agreed with the inclusion of lifetime neighbourhoods in the place 

shaping policy.  There was overall support for this principle and collaborative working 
to deliver it, a number suggesting it to be an excellent change to policy.  The main 
points made were around mixed use development, environmental capacity, delivery 
and sustainable development. 

  
1.6 45 respondents supported the principle of including new requirements to promote 

walking and cycling and health facilities which are easily accessible without a car.  
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The main points made were around accessibility in rural areas, health and 
environment and delivery. 

  
1.7 37 respondents supported the principle of promoting rail/ sea freight and freight 

distribution hubs.  The main arguments were around recreation and economic growth 
and tourism. 

 
 Main Issue 3: First Choice to Invest 
1.8 31 respondents agreed that TAYplan should identify areas of nationally and regionally 

important clusters for business, tourism and leisure.  Support was given to the 
potential economic benefits clusters bring to the TAYplan area but further 
consideration should be given to the role housing plays in delivering sustainable 
locations. 

 
1.9 10 respondents disagreed with the principle, suggesting that the current policy is 

adequate and the identification of clusters could be to the detriment of other areas. 
 
 Main Issue 4: Vibrant Town & City Centres 
1.10 44 respondents supported the town centres first approach. These were from a variety 

of different sectors and supported the range of social, economic and environmental 
benefits which they considered to come with focusing high trip generating land uses in 
town centres ahead of other locations. 

 
1.11 4 respondents did not support town centres first including some who were promoting 

specific non-town centre locations. There was also a recognition that some land uses 
are not always best situated in town centres. 

 
1.12 29 respondents supported the approach to identify a network of town centres. These 

were from a variety of sectors and welcomed some of the potential opportunities for 
towns to define important niche roles for themselves. 

 
1.13 5 respondents opposed the approach. Some were promoting specific sites and others 

considered this not to be a strategic issue.  
 
 Main Issue 5: Housing  
 Allocating housing land within local authorities boundaries 
 
1.14 16 people agreed with Option 1 – to increase from 10% share of housing land to allow 

Councils to shift between neighbouring housing market areas to respond to serious 
cases of environmental or infrastructure constraints.  A number of respondents 
considered there to be a need for greater flexibility.   

  
1.15 35 people agreed with Option 2 – to retain the 10% share of housing land to allow 

Councils to shift between neighbouring housing market areas to respond to serious 
cases of environmental or infrastructure constraints.  A number of respondents stated 
that ideally there would be no sharing between housing market areas, but accepted 
the retention of 10% for serious cases of environmental and infrastructure constraints.   

 
 Level of new housing to plan for 
1.16 12 respondents preferred Option 1 (planning for 100% of need and demand in 

Angus/Dundee City/North Fife and 90% in Perth & Kinross). These were from a 
variety of different sectors. They favoured this approach on the basis that it would 
reduce the need to develop greenfield land or they supported the arguments set out in 
the Main Issues Report and in particular the arguments around the transition from 
presently low to higher build rates. 
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1.17 41 respondents preferred Option 2 (Planning for 100% of need and demand in all four 
council areas). These were principally made up of builders/land owners as well as 
other sectors. There were several lines of argument ranging from disagreement with 
the points made in the Main Issues Report, to suggestions that all need and demand 
should be met, that there is 'too much land locked up in large sites, and that planning 
for higher levels of build will deliver choice. Some also considered Option 1 to be 
restrictive. 

 
 Accommodating need and demand for new homes in the ‘Greater Dundee Housing 

Market Area’ 
1.18 22 respondents supported the proposal to meet most of the need in the small Perth & 

Kinross area within Dundee City. They were from a variety of different sectors and 
supported this based on the anticipated outcomes of reduced need to develop 
greenfield land and associated social, economic and environmental benefits. 
 

1.19 12 respondents did not support this proposal. These were principally builders/land 
owners. Some argued there were limitations to land availability in Dundee City and 
others argued this would restrict growth. In all instances there were respondents who 
promoted their own sites. 

 
1.20 People were also asked that in cases where housing land becomes no longer 

effective in parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area that are outwith Dundee 
City, and where no appropriate alternative site(s) can be found then that housing 
should be built in Dundee City instead. 

 
1.21 28 respondents supported this proposal. They welcomed the flexibility and supported 

the in principle social, economic and environmental outcomes. They also considered 
this to be a method of delivering the strategy. 

 
1.22 12 respondents opposed this proposal. They argued that homes should be allowed in 

smaller settlements and that there is limited land availability in Dundee City. 
 
 Main Issue 6: Low Carbon Economy & Place 
1.23 Planning for a low carbon economy and place involved finding out how TAYplan could 

reduce and shift demand for heat and power to low carbon sources. In response to 
the questions surrounding heat networks, 37 out of 41 respondents agreed that 
greater emphasis should be put on district heating and heating provided from 
renewable sources as a means of reducing carbon emissions, energy costs and 
meeting national renewable energy targets. However, concerns were raised 
surrounding the cost of infrastructure to accommodate district heating networks which 
could be significant along with the technologies being relatively new to this country. 34 
out of 36 supported the inclusion of heat and power storage infrastructure within the 
definition of energy infrastructure. 

  
1.24 26 out of 32 of respondents were also in agreement that TAYplan should take account 

of landscape capacity for wind farms in adjoining Council areas and seek to optimise 
landscape capacity. It was supported on the basis that council boundaries are 
administrative, not visible entities and therefore should always consider cross 
boundary implications. However, it was further highlighted the cross boundary and 
landscape implications of wind farms should be considered at the local level. Other 
comments raised related to the environmental implications of wind farms and the 
need to consider other technologies.  

  
1.25 The question of whether TAYplan should consider the cumulative impacts of wind 

farms on regional assets such as the Highland Boundary Fault (HBF) and Coast was 
largely supported. 24 out of 29 supported the principle. Reference to a wind farm 
application refused for its impact on the HBF was made by a couple of respondents, 
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who felt this justified its inclusion within the SDP. It was suggested this could inform 
decision making at the local level. However it was also raised that this issue has 
already been addressed through local authorities' landscape capacity studies.  

 
 Main Issue 7: Resource Security 
1.26 Planning for resource security sought to ask the question whether TAYplan should 

consider a policy for unconventional gas as well as respond to any shortfalls in 
aggregates and safeguard minerals identified as 'at risk' within the British Geological 
survey. 22 out of 33 respondents agreed that TAYplan should include a policy to 
consider the extraction of Coal Bed Methane and Shale gas. It was expressed that a 
policy would provide a consistent approach among authorities and address concerns 
associated with environmental damage and safety. It was also raised that the policy 
could help protect the interests of local communities. However, those who did not 
express support for the principle felt this energy source would increase greenhouse 
gas and carbon emissions and this would not help promote and support renewable 
energy resources in line with current policy.  

 
1.27 20 out of 22 agreed that TAYplan should seek to respond to the shortfall of 

construction aggregates and safeguard 'at risk' minerals. The need to safeguard 
Barite resources in Highland Perthshire was highlighted. 

 
 Main Issue 8: Green Networks 
1.28 31 respondents agreed with Option 1 - focus on Strategic Development Areas, Perth 

and Dundee Core Areas and linking the Core Areas' green networks along the Carse 
of Gowrie.  Option 1 was considered to be the more ambitious option and indicates 
commitment to green networks and has a greater opportunity to deliver multiple 
benefits.   The main points made were around tourism, recreation and economic 
benefits, development delivery, habitats and wildlife, health and quality of life and 
transport.  7 respondents agreed with Option 2 - focusing only on the Strategic 
Development Areas.   

 
 Other Questions: 
1.29 70 respondents believed that not everything was covered in relation to the TAYplan 

Vision and Outcomes and the 8 Main Issues in the Main Issues Report. By selecting 
this option it allowed for the respondents to comment on what they believed to be 
missing. The responses were categorised under the following headings: 

 

 Vision & Outcomes 

 Potential Rail Stations 

 Housing Areas 

 Village Developments 

 Low Carbon 

 Developments in Green Belts 

 Cupar North  SDA 

 New Developments 

 Green Networks 
  
 Comments on the Environmental Report 
1.30 In parallel with the Main Issues Report, a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 

was undertaken and an Environmental Report was published for consultation. The 
purpose of this assessment is to provide the consideration of the environment by 
ensuring that environmental issues are considered by decision makers alongside 
economic and social issues.  

 
1.31 A total of 8 respondents commented on the Strategic Environmental Assessment. 

This is a drop of 69% from the 2010 consultation where there were 26 respondents. 
Out of these 8 respondents,  
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1.32 9 questions were asked considering the Environmental Report. In terms of the 

responses to the questions, 8 of the respondents (100%) were satisfied that the Main 
Issues Report has identified most of the significant or important environmental 
problems affecting the TAYplan area with only minor changes suggested. There was 
overall agreement with the content and approach to TAYplan's Strategic 
Environmental Assessment.  Some comments were made on how this could be 
further developed. 

 
 Comments on the Equalities Impact Assessment 
1.33 An Equalities Impact Assessment was carried out to help ensure that TAYplan does 

not discriminate and that where possible TAYplan utilise opportunities to promote 
equality as well as other human rights and good relations between groups. 

 
1.34 There was only 1 respondent to the Equalities Impact Assessment. This comment 

suggested that more consideration should be given to Gypsy and Travelling 
communities within the TAYplan area. 
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Hard copies of this document have been displayed within all public libraries in the TAYplan areas and also the following council offices. The 
document can also be viewed on the TAYplan website.  
 

In Dundee 
Dundee House, 
North Lindsay Street, 
Dundee, DD1 1LS 

Enterprise House, 
3 Green Market, 
Dundee, DD1 4QB 

Dundee House, 
North Lindsay Street, 
Dundee, DD1 1QA  

 

In Fife 
Kingdom House,  
North Street,  
Glenrothes, KY7  5LT 

County Buildings,  
St. Catherine Street,  
Cupar, KY15 4TA 

St Andrews Local Office, 
Market Street, 
St Andrews, KY16 9UY 

 

In Perth  
and Kinross 

Pullar House, 
Kinoull Street, 
Perth, PH1 5GD 

Muirton Area Office,  
19B Ainslie Place,  
Perth, PH1 5DF 

Auchterarder Area Office,  
Aytoun Hall, 
Auchterarder, PH3 1QD 

Blairgowrie Area Office,  
46 Leslie Street,  
Blairgowrie, PH10 6AQ 

 
Pitlochry Area Office,  
26 Atholl Road, 
Pitlochry, PH16 5BX 

Crieff Area Office,  
32 James Square,  
Crieff, PH7 3EY 

Kinross Area Office/Community Campus,  
Kinross High School 
The Muirs, Kinross, KY13 8FQ 

In Angus 

County Buildings, 
Market Street, 
Forfar, DD8 3LG 

Arbroath Access Office,  
Old Parish Church,  
Kirk Square,  
Arbroath, DD11 1DX 

Brechin Access Office,  
36 Bank Street, 
Brechin, DD9 6AX 

Montrose Access Office,  
Town House,  
High Street, 
Montrose, DD10 8QW 

 Carnoustie Access Office  
26 High Street, 
Carnoustie, DD7 6AP 

Forfar Access Office, 
Castle Street, 
Forfar, DD8 3AF 

Monifieth Access Office, 
81 High Street, 
Monifieth, DD5 4AA 

Kirriemuir Access Office, 
5 Bank Street,  
Kirriemuir, DD8 4BE 

 

TAYplan Strategic Development Planning Authority 
Enterprise House, 3 Greenmarket, Dundee, DD1 4QB 
 
Internet: www.tayplan-sdpa.gov.uk 
Phone: 01382 307180 
Email: contactus@tayplan-sdpa.gov.uk  

 

mailto:contactus@tayplan-sdpa.gov.uk
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1. Questions Posed in the TAYplan: 
a) Main Issues Report (2014) 

 

Question 1: Do you support the inclusion in the next TAYplan of requirements for new buildings 
and places to be designed with ’greener’ ways to manage temperature and water? 
 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 

Question 2: Do you support changes to policy about place shaping in the next TAYplan to 
include the following:  
 

A. The role of lifetime neighbourhoods 
B. Include new requirements to promote walking and cycling and health facilities which are 

easily accessible without a car? 
C. Promote rail/sea freight and freight distribution hubs? 

 

Question 3: Do you think that the next TAYplan should identify areas of nationally and  
regionally important clusters for business, tourism and leisure as suggested by the Scottish  
Government?  
 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 

Question 4: Do you support changes to the next TAYplan that promote town centres as the first 
location of choice for high trip generating uses such as shopping, business, civic activity, 
community uses, events and markets? 
 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 

Question 5: Do you support changes to the next TAYplan that identify a network of town centres 
with different sizes and functions in the TAYplan area? 
 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 

Question 6: How much future estimated housing need and demand should the next TAYplan 
aim to plan for?  
 

 Option 1: 90% of housing need and demand in Perth & Kinross and 100% in Dundee 
City, Angus and North Fife? 

 Option 2: 100% of housing need and demand in Perth & Kinross, Dundee City, Angus 
and North Fife? 

 No Comment 
 

Question 7: What share of housing land should the next TAYplan allow Councils to shift 
between neighbouring housing market areas to respond to serious cases of environmental or 
infrastructure constraints?  
 

 Option 1: Increase from 10% and possibly up to 25% 

 Option 2: Retain the 10% (current approach) 
 No Comment 
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Question 8: Within the relatively small areas of Perth & Kinross that lies within the Greater 
Dundee Housing Market Area should the next TAYplan plan for most of the identified need for 
new homes in this area to be built in neighbouring Dundee City instead?  
 

 Yes it should be 

 No it should not 

 No comment 
 

Question 9: If housing land in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area becomes non-effective 
and appropriate alternative site(s) cannot be found should the next TAYplan provide for the 
additional homes to be built in Dundee City instead? 
 

 Yes it should be 

 No it should not 

 No comment 
 

Question 10: Do you agree that the next TAYplan should help to reduce and to shift demand for 
heat and power to low carbon sources by:  
 

A. Placing greater emphasis on district heating networks to maximise the use of heat produced 
by waste processing, surplus heat producers and renewable energy? 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 
B. Adding heat and power storage infrastructure to the definition of energy infrastructure. 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 
C. Taking account of landscape capacity for wind farms in adjoining Council areas and seek to 
optimise landscape capacity? 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 
D. Expanding the approved policy to consider the cumulative impact on regionally important 
assets e.g. the coast and the highland boundary fault? 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 
E. Providing greater emphasis in policy that landscape and/ or related studies are compatible 
across Council boundaries in the consideration given to national/ regional assets? 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 

Question 11: Beyond those identified on the map on page 41 are there other opportunities for 
heat networks and district heating? 
 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 

Question 12: Do you think the next TAYplan should include a policy to consider the extraction of 
shale gas and coal bed methane?  
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 Yes it should be 

 No it should not 

 No comment 
 

Question 13: Do you agree with the approach for the next TAYplan to amend existing policy to 
respond to any shortfall in construction aggregates and/or to safeguard deposits of minerals 
identified on the British Geological Survey’s Risk List? 
 

 Yes 

 No  

 No comment 
 

Question 14: In order to provide for strategic green networks which option do you think should 
be included in the next TAYplan? 
 

 Option 1: Strategic Development Areas, Perth and Dundee Core Areas and linking the 
Core Areas’ Green Networks along Carse of Gowrie 

 Option 2: Strategic Development Areas Only 

 No Comment 
 

Question 15: Thinking about the Vision and Outcomes (page 7) and the eight Main Issues in 
this Main Issues Report; have these covered everything that you think needs to be addressed for 
the next TAYplan? 
 

 Yes – everything has been covered 

 No - I want to tell you about something you have missed 

 No Comment 
 

 

b) Environmental Report to the Main Issues Report (2014) 
 

Question 1: Do you agree with our understanding of the baseline environment in the 
TAYplan Area? 
 

Question 2: Do think there are there any other plans, policies (in addition to those listed in 
the Environmental Report) or wider environmental objectives that should be taken into 
account? 
 

Question 3: In your opinion have we identified the most important or significant 
environmental problems affecting the TAYplan area? Are there other environmental effects 
arising from the Main Issues Report? 
 

Question 4: What are the most significant negative effects arising from the assessment that 
should be taken into account as the Plan is finalised? 
 

Question 5: How can the Plan be enhanced, to maximise its positive environmental effects? 
 

Question 6: Do you have concerns about significant or cumulative environmental effects on 
particular parts of the TAYplan area or on particular environmental features? (If yes, please 
give details) 
 

 

c) Equalities and Human Rights Impact Assessment to the Main 
Issues Report (2014) 

 

Question 1: What is it that you wish to say about the Equalities Impact Assessment? 
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3. Main Issues Report Comments Received 
 

Issue: 
 

 Main Issue 1:  How to be more resilient to a changing climate 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 1: Do you support the inclusion in the next TAYplan of 
requirements for new buildings and places to be designed with 
‘greener’ ways to manage temperature and water?  
 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID 
Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846888 Barton Willmore for Scotia Homes Ltd MIR2014_105 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn CC MIR2014_85 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

372307 FTMINS for Trustees MZCT MIR2014_28 

846251 HolderPlanning for Forth Ports Limited MIR2014_32 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

450207 Largo Area Community Council MIR2014_52 

846861 Lochee Pop Up Shop Project MIR2014_102 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

846384 Mill o' Mains Local Learning Together Group MIR2014_45 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

540817 Mr David Wardrop for Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 

752938 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey MIR2014_20 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

742611 Mrs Linda Jeffrey MIR2014_19 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

760515 RES UK & Ireland MIR2014_43 
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763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443486 
Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community 
Council MIR2014_93 

344939 Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_97 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Propert Federation MIR2014_125 

844703 Scottish Water MIR2014_86 

835401 SEPA MIR2014_54 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 

845440 University of Dundee MIR2014_24 

443732 Visitscotland MIR2014_8 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Water and temperature management. 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 
 

Yes, 47

No , 3

No Comment, 
70

Yes

No

No Comment

 
 
 
Overall Concept 
 
47 respondents supported the inclusion in the next TAYplan of requirements for new 
buildings and places to be designed with ‘greener’ ways to manage temperature and 
water. It was noted that recognition should be given to tackling surface water issues but 
the positive effects of adaptation were also acknowledged. 
 
It was considered that further detail would be needed in order to carry out the policy and 
the concept was questioned as to whether it should be dealt with at a strategic or local 
level. 
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Support 
 

a) Support in Principle 
 

Many respondents supported the principle of greener ways to manage temperature and 
water.  It was suggested that the next TAYplan would need to be clear that avoidance is 
the first form of defence and the opportunity to identify Shoreline Management Plans 
(SMPs) was noted. 
 
The potential positive contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions was supported 
alongside the reduction in energy consumption and the greater proportion that could be 
sourced from renewables.  It was suggested that the concept should be applied to all 
development as there is a need to tackle the existing building stock as well as new 
development.  Alongside, the emphasis was placed on the need for sustainable 
infrastructure to help us cope and adapt. 
 
There was also support for the retention of existing trees.  
 

b) Surface Water 
 

It was recognised that land management would need to be considered with better ways to 
deal with surface water run-off.  There was support for increased landscaping, permeable 
surface materials and the use of poor drainage areas for parks rather than housing.  It was 
suggested that several of these factors could be attached as planning conditions. 
 
Concern was expressed at the loss and waste of water that has occurred, particularly on 
farmland, in the past and the need for a flood policy was considered. 
 

c) Further Detail 
 

It was identified that further detail would be needed in order to carry out the policy and a 
shared understanding needed among planners.  A flexible approach would be required 
rather than a box ticking exercise and it was suggested that Sustainability Reviews could 
be used instead of pre-requisites. 
 
Concern was raised regarding the financial implications for developers and the fact that 
resilience should be tackled across the board and not solely with building design.  In order 
to tackle climate change the public need to be more involved in planning. 
 

d) Listed Buildings 
 

It was identified that listed buildings need to be managed differently to new buildings and 
proportionate development in rural areas can be beneficial. 
 

Oppose 
 

e) Strategic Level 
 

3 respondents disagreed with the concept and questioned whether the issue should be 
dealt with at a strategic level.  It was regarded as not appropriate for TAYplan to prescribe 
stringent design criteria as this should be dealt with at a local level. 
 
Other 
 

a) Comments made at the Youth Camp 
 

It was considered important to be ready and adaptable for floods and rising sea levels. 
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Sustainable travel was also considered important in climate change adaptation.  Improved 
transport links and incentives to encourage the use of public transport were noted. 
 
Increased sustainable methods and the incorporation of renewable means of generating 
electricity were raised but fracking was not considered appropriate for the TAYplan area. 
 

b) Comments made at the Community Events 
 
It was recognised that the presumption against development on floodplains is an important 
factor in becoming more resilient to climate change.  In addition, better management of 
watercourses and a limit on the use of impermeable surface materials were also 
considered important. 
 
It was considered that climate change mitigation, such as green space, should be well 
designed in order to become a community asset and there is also a need for incentives to 
encourage more brownfield development. 

 
 

TAYplan’s response: 

 
Overall Concept 
 

a) Support in Principle  
 
TAYplan welcomes the support for new buildings and places to be designed with ‘greener’ 
ways to manage temperature and water.  This would be considered for all types of 
development, in all locations at all scales. 
 
TAYplan agrees that there is a need for sustainable infrastructure that incorporates climate 
change resilience and notes the concept that avoidance is the first form of defence.  This 
is the current approach in approved TAYplan policies 1, 2 and 3. 
 
The support for shared heating schemes, existing building solutions and the retention of 
existing planting is welcomed by TAYplan and the points made are reflected in existing 
policy for place shaping. 
 

b) Surface Water 
 

TAYplan welcomes the support in tackling surface water issues and the points made are 
agreed with.  These are covered in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 2. 
 
Scottish Planning Policy sets out a flood policy and other flood policies are set out in the 
Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009.  TAYplan includes the principle of 
avoidance and sustainable drainage in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 2A.  These will 
continue.  A new Strategic Flood Risk Assessment will be prepared to inform the Proposed 
Plan. 
 

c) Further Detail 
 

TAYplan agrees that more detail would be required but this will be either through the Local 
Development Plans, Masterplans and Development Briefs or development proposals.  The 
TAYplan (2012) Policy 2 approach will continue to require solutions to be presented.  The 
identification of requirements to adapt to a changing climate within TAYplan will ensure 
consistency across the board at a local level. 
 
TAYplan recognise the significant challenge with existing housing stock and note the need 
for a flexible approach. 
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TAYplan agrees that the public need to be involved in planning.  TAYplan promotes public 
engagement in the plan process and has been recognised for good practice in how it 
engages with young people and communities. 

 
d) Listed Buildings 

 
TAYplan welcomes the support in incorporating ‘greener’ designs in listed buildings.   The 
issues raised will be a matter for consideration at local level.  However, approved TAYplan 
(2012) Policy 2 and Policy 3 promote this. 

 
e) Strategic Level 

 
This is a strategic issue and will be implemented further into the next TAYplan.  The 
approach of requiring appropriate solutions rather than a one size fits all approach drives 
innovations and tailored solutions but effectively delivers the outcomes.  Detail will come 
from Local Development Plans, Masterplans, Briefs and development proposals. 
 
Other 
 

a) Comments made at the Youth Camp 
 

TAYplan welcomes the support to be more adaptable to a changing climate and agree that 
sustainable travel will be an important consideration. 

 
b) Comments made at the Community Events 

 
TAYplan welcomes the support in tackling surface water issues and agree to the need for 
increased landscaping. 
 
The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment informs the development plan process, primarily, to 
avoid increasing overall flood risk by avoiding areas of flood hazard. In addition, local 
Flood Risk Assessments are undertaken to inform Local Development Plans. 
 
Changes to be made within Proposed Plan Stage 
 
To be included within the place shaping policy. 

 Emphasis on management of surface water run-off within sites. 
 

 Encourage development to include sustainable infrastructure. 
 

 Shading and temperature management.   
 

 
Possible wording 
Part of the approach to being ‘resilient and future-ready’. 
 
Ensure the inclusion of appropriate climate change adaptability and resilience into the 
natural and built environments through the: 
 

- Integration of water management solutions and enhancement into development 
sites including water consumption and storage solutions, sustainable drainage 
systems and landscaping. 

- Provision of climate sensitive infrastructure that supports sustainable 
development. 

- Design of natural and man-made shading, ventilation and cooling systems to 
buildings and places. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 2: Planning to enable people to live healthier lives 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 2: Do you support changes to policy about place shaping 
in the next TAYplan to include the following: 

A. The role of lifetime neighbourhoods? 
B. Include new requirements to promote walking and cycling 

and health facilities which are easily accessible without a 
car? 

C. Promote rail/ sea freight and freight distribution hubs?  
 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

Question 2A. 
 

ID 
Number 

Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846888 Barton Willmore for Scotia Homes Ltd MIR2014_105 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846251 HolderPlanning for Forth Ports Limited MIR2014_32 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

846861 Lochee Pop Up Shop Project MIR2014_102 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

846384 Mill o' Mains Local Learning Together Group MIR2014_45 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

540817 Mr David Wardrop for Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 

752940 
Mr David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) 
Ltd/Iain Bett, Esq MIR2014_16 

752938 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey MIR2014_20 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443486 
Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community 
Council MIR2014_93 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

835401 SEPA MIR2014_54 
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753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

836278 sportscotland MIR2014_72 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

441235 Tactran MIR2014_22 

      

Comments made at workshops 

 
Question 2B. 
 

ID 
Number 

Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846888 Barton Willmore for Scotia Homes Ltd MIR2014_105 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846251 HolderPlanning for Forth Ports Limited MIR2014_32 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

846861 Lochee Pop Up Shop Project MIR2014_102 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

846384 Mill o' Mains Local Learning Together Group MIR2014_45 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

540817 Mr David Wardrop for Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 

752940 
Mr David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) 
Ltd/Iain Bett, Esq MIR2014_16 

752938 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey MIR2014_20 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443486 
Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community 
Council MIR2014_93 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

835401 SEPA MIR2014_54 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 
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846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

836278 sportscotland MIR2014_72 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

441235 Tactran MIR2014_22 

      

Comments made at workshops 

 
Question 2C.  
 

ID 
number 

Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn CC MIR2014_85 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846251 HolderPlanning for Forth Ports Limited MIR2014_32 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

742611 Mrs Linda Jeffrey MIR2014_19 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

443486 
Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community 
Council MIR2014_93 

344939 Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_97 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

835401 SEPA MIR2014_54 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

836278 sportscotland MIR2014_72 

441235 Tactran MIR2014_22 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 
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845440 University of Dundee MIR2014_24 

 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

n/a 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 
A: The role of lifetime neighbourhoods? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overall Concept 
 
38 respondents agreed with the inclusion of lifetime neighbourhoods in the place shaping 
policy.  There was overall support for this principle and collaborative working to deliver it, 
some considering it to be an excellent suggested change to policy but requiring: 

 Careful planning and zoning; 

 Integration with good design standards to ensure safety and quality of life; 

 Has to come alongside social housing requirements for couples without children; 

 Consideration of pensioner housing being grouped together, allowing families 
larger properties in town centres; 

 People must be at the centre of this proposal;  

 Consideration that health and wellbeing is also dependent on the quality of places; 

 Some focus on areas of regeneration; and, 

 Requiring lessons to be learnt from new developments in Europe. 
 
There were some comments seeking clarification of the meaning of lifetime 
neighbourhoods.  Concern was expressed that whilst planning policy can complement the 
adaptability of housing, it should not attempt to set standards higher than those already 
within current regulations.  TAYplan should set a strong strategic framework to enable 
Local Development Plans to deliver economic growth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes, 38

No , 1

No Comment, 
81

Yes

No

No Comment
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Mixed Use Development 
 

a) Recreation 
 
It was suggested that sport and physical recreation is referred to specifically in policies on 
health.  There was some support for the improvement of existing but substandard 
recreational facilities.   
 
There was also support for promoting the principle of enabling development where 
substandard recreational facilities are upgraded by developers, for example, at South 
Auchray. 
 

b) Access for All 
 
The need to achieve quality developments with good access to services for all was 
supported.  It was also felt that a key component of lifetime neighbourhoods is effective 
engagement with communities and understanding local aspirations.  New, mixed use 
development is well placed to secure sustainable, lifetime neighbourhoods. 
 

Environmental Capacity 
 
Recognising that a key driver of people’s health includes the quality of the environment, 
was supported.  In ensuring that the environmental capacity of the region is not 
compromised, this in turn can help achieve other ambitions of the Main Issues Report 
such as reducing the need to travel and facilitating opportunities for public transport; 
reducing CO2 emissions; reducing waste; and, protecting soils. 

 
Delivery 
 
A point was made about the benefits of self-contained retirement villages to counter the 
proposal for lifetime neighbourhoods. 
 
Respondents highlighted that greater thought is required into the delivery of lifetime 
neighbourhoods e.g. through the Action Programme and/or the development of a 'place 
standard' as at the national level, encouraging progress to be monitored.  It was 
considered that delivery should be approached and implemented in different ways across 
the TAYplan area e.g. rural/ urban areas. 
 
A long term and strategic approach to phasing and infrastructure delivery for large scale 
development was considered critical to the effective delivery of lifetime neighbourhoods 
 and collaborative working between agencies and communities. 
 
One respondent suggested that there was no mention of Cross Tay Link Road (CTLR) in 
Main Issues Report apart from in the proposals map. 

 
Sustainable Development 
 
The enhancement of the policy context, including new requirements to promote active 
travel and health facilities which are easily accessible without a car, was supported, 
learning more from Europe.  It was also suggested that new development should be 
clustered around train stations and that there should be greater use of sea transport. 

 
Other 
 
1 respondent did not agree with the inclusion of lifetime neighbourhoods in the place 
shaping policy.  They considered it unnecessaryto add this much additional information, 
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however felt it was important to retain what the existing Approved TAYplan (2012) policy 5 
contains. 

 
a) Comments made at Youth Camp 

Tree planting, free sports clubs and other activities for young people were considered to 
be key aspects of a lifetime neighbourhood. 
 
B: Include new requirements to promote walking and cycling and health facilities which are 
easily accessible without a car? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Overall Concept 
45 respondents supported the principle of including new requirements to promote walking 
and cycling and health facilities which are easily accessible without a car.   
 
Some respondents felt it was important to develop an integrated network that joins up 
recreational and functional routes to optimise use, focusing on the development of a dense 
network of routes linking in/out/between urban areas. 
 
It was considered important to identify housing land in or surrounding existing settlements 
meaning less reliance on the private car and promoting walking and cycling.  The site at 
The Grange, Monifieth, was promoted under this question. 
 
Some respondents also felt that more consideration is required into how the policy will 
result in better outcomes in practice e.g. through Action Programme.  To make this 
approach work, it was also considered vital to have a long term, collaborative and strategic 
approach to phasing and infrastructure delivery for large scale development. 
 
To deliver this it was suggested that investment is required for segregated cycle paths into 
and through urban areas so that cycling is a safe and desirable option.  It was also 
highlighted by a respondent that the key issue is to associate transport and development 
correctly and that quality of place and active lifestyles are important.  Mixed development 
minimises private transport use.  One respondent viewed car free housing developments 
as the way forward.  Another respondent considered developing a designated cycle lane 
like there is in Copenhagen to be beneficial.  It was also considered appropriate for new 
development to be clustered around train stations. 
 
There was support expressed for health facilities being located within existing community 
infrastructure, but acknowledgement of the impacts of rationalisation of premises. 
 
One respondent commented that there is no mention of Cross Tay Link Road (CTLR) in 

Yes, 45

No , 2

No Comment, 
73

Yes

No

No Comment
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the Main Issues Report, apart from the proposals map.  Another sought some clarification 
around what was meant by the concept in this question. 

 
Accessibility in Rural Areas 
 
Whilst there was general support for the principle of Question 2 b), it was noted that it is 
difficult to deliver in rural areas.  There was a suggestion that electric cars/ buses should 
be considered connecting rural and urban areas. 

 
Health and Environment 
There was support for the principle of active travel encouraging good health and 
supporting environmental improvements.  Improving air quality is also considered central 
to this strategy. 
 
There was specific support for lifetime neighbourhoods, attractive greenspaces and 
neighbourhood centres, contributing to a low carbon economy, more dedicated cycle lanes 
on roads, new developments with adequate provision of pavements and a 20mph speed 
limit.   

 
Delivery 
Whilst showing overall support for the principle, one respondent considered it necessary 
for this principle to feed through into detailed policy mechanisms on developer 
contributions, promoting high levels of non-car based travel. 
 
2 respondents did not support the principle of including new requirements to promote 
walking and cycling and health facilities which are easily accessible without a car.   
It was considered that there was a need for further information about how this principle will 
be implemented.  It was not considered clear how TAYplan would implement new 
requirements to promote walking and cycling and health facilities that are easily accessible 
without a car.  It was also suggested that further clarity is required on what is meant by 
'health facilities'.  Developers shouldn't be burdened with obligations to provide health 
facilities in terms of public (quasi) sector services. 

 
Other 
 

a) Comments made at Youth Camp 
A number of the young people considered obesity to be a major problem and safe and 
conveniently located and connected green networks a way to improve health, encourage 
physical activity and active travel.  It was also considered that care in the community 
should be promoted, encouraging good health and encouraging safe walking routes 
between housing and schools/ healthcare. 
 

b) Comments made at Community Events 
It was considered that encouraging health and active/ sustainable travel opportunities are 
key to developing a good quality place.  It was however raised that historic narrow streets 
are a problem for cycling – not very safe and few opportunities for re-design, which is a 
challenge.  Bus lanes were also considered a way forward, prioritising sustainable 
transport options.  Overall, it was felt that through the opportunities outlined here, air 
quality could be improved, having a knock on effect in encouraging healthier lives. 
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C: Promote rail/sea freight and freight distribution hubs? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overall Concept 
 
37 respondents support the principle of promoting rail/ sea freight and freight distribution 
hubs.   
 
It was considered that the A9 would benefit from extensive rail freight for heavy goods 
vehicles.  Rail/ sea freight was also supported at Dundee/ Montrose Port and Arbroath/ 
Perth Harbour, in addition to transferring goods between rail and road networks.  
Consequently, it was considered that there would be a growth in employment, urban 
regeneration and economic development in these locations as benefits of modal shift.  It 
was viewed by some respondents that rail/ sea freight is currently lacking in the TAYplan 
area.  Another respondent was not sure that TAYplan will create the required freight hubs 
but agreed that all transport needs to be seamless and in the correct position. 
 
The promotion of a freight facility near Errol was also considered, in addition to depots on 
the outskirts of cities allowing for local deliveries.   
 
There was some uncertainty around the link between rail/sea freight and healthier lives.  
But, it was acknowledged that this can also reduce air pollution and congestion.  Air quality 
issues were viewed as cross boundary and SDPs need a clear direction to Local 
Development Plans to address this issue. 

 
Recreation 
 
It was raised that any policy related to the coast (including harbours, ports, anchorages) 
should refer to their role in serving sport/ recreation etc. and safeguarding these uses. 

 
Economic Growth and Tourism 
 
Whilst there was general support for rail/ sea freight, it was considered appropriate for the 
land at ports to continue to be safeguarded for other port related uses e.g. economic 
growth and tourism.   
 
Improved airport connections were also considered important for freight. 
 
 

Yes, 37

No , 0

No Comment, 
83

Yes

No

No Comment
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TAYplan’s response: 
 

A: The role of lifetime neighbourhoods? 
 

Overall Concept 
 
TAYplan welcomes the support for the concept of lifetime neighbourhoods.  TAYplan 
consider a neighbourhood to be within a walking distance of 20 minutes and will provide 
clarity on this in the Proposed Plan.  TAYplan consider a lifetime neighbourhood to be a 
place where every aspect of the built environment is designed in, making it easy for all 
people to move around and provide facilities for all ages that are easily accessible. 
 
Where comments provided were not considered to be relevant to the scale considered 
through the Strategic Development Plan, detailed comments will be shared with the 4 local 
authorities and key agencies e.g. NHS Tayside/ Fife where considered appropriate, to 
ensure points made are considered where most relevant.  
 
TAYplan recognise the need to not only encourage lifetime neighbourhoods through new 
development, but also in regenerating existing areas.  TAYplan also acknowledge the link 
with housing standard requirements and housing for all ages.  The intention is not to 
change the standard of buildings, but to better ensure that developments are designed to 
help achieve better health outcomes. 
 
TAYplan consider it important to learn from good practice across Europe and TAYplan’s 4 
Topic Papers (accompanying the Main Issues Report) outline research undertaken and 
what TAYplan has learnt from examples across Europe and internationally.  This will be 
taken forward into the Proposed Plan. 

 
Mixed Use Development 
 

- Recreation 
TAYplan welcomes the support for sport and physical recreation as key components of 
quality of life and that these factors should be included within an policy approach to health 
and lifetime neighbourhoods.  However, the improvement of existing substandard 
recreational facilities is not considered a justification for enabling development. 
 

- Access for All 
TAYplan agree that effective community engagement is essential to lifetime 
neighbourhoods.  Mixed use development, which is well designed and integrated, with 
place shaping at its heart, is critical to lifetime neighbourhoods. 
 

Environmental Capacity 
TAYplan agree that the environmental capacity of the region should not be compromised 
and this will continue to be a key consideration in the Proposed Plan. 

 
Delivery 
TAYplan consider that retirement complexes would be part of a lifetime neighbourhood, 
not detached from it. 
 
The intension of the amendments will be to provide an overarching policy to guide the 
design of new development proposals.  Local Authorities may choose to develop this 
policy in more detail.  Consideration will be given to the actions required.  Local 
Development Plans, Masterplans and Development Briefs can specify specific solutions 
for particular places.  The approved Plan sets out the requirement for Strategic 
Development Frameworks which will include phasing. 
 
Infrastructure delivery is in part phased through TAYplan's Action Programme and  
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TAYplan is looking at how to improve this.  TAYplan's Action Programme will highlight the 
agencies involved in delivering such a policy approach.  The Action Programme also 
contains more detailed information about the Cross Tay Link Road and the phasing of this.  
The proposal is considered in more detail through the Perth & Kinross Council’s Local 
Development Plan and associated documents. 

 
Sustainable Development 
TAYplan agree that, where appropriate, locating new development in close proximity to rail 
stations is important in developing sustainable transport options. TAYplan also agree that 
there should be a focus on a range of sustainable transport/ active travel options, and 
opportunities to develop these encouraged.   

 
Other 
The principle of lifetime neighbourhoods is an overall principle about the place shaping of 
new and existing development, rather than implying any specific space/ layout standards 
of homes.  It is important to ensure that development is supported by facilities which are 
necessary and appropriate to all ages, encouraging lifetime neighbourhoods. 

 
- Comments made at Youth Camp 

TAYplan have noted the points made at the Youth Camp.  More activities/ facilities for 
young people/ people of all ages could be identified within Strategic Development Areas. 
 
B: Include new requirements to promote walking and cycling and health facilities which are 
easily accessible without a car? 
 

Overall Concept 
 
TAYplan welcome the support for the overall concept of promoting walking and cycling 
and health facilities which are easily accessible without a car, reinforcing Policy 2 (F) in the 
Approved TAYplan (2012).  This policy will be further developed through the Proposed 
Plan.  Where relevant, comments provided to this question will also inform Tactran's 
Regional Transport Strategy and will be discussed with NHS Tayside and NHS Fife. 
 
TAYplan's existing settlement strategy adheres to an approach where existing settlements 
are favoured for new development, with the largest existing settlements being able to 
accommodate most new development. 
 
TAYplan agree that in the updated Action Programme, consideration will be given to 
actions for Local Development Plans in terms of active travel.  Infrastructure delivery is in 
part phased through TAYplan's Action Programme.  TAYplan is looking at how to improve 
this.  The approved Plan sets out the requirement for Strategic Development frameworks 
which include phasing.  TAYplan's Action Programme will highlight the agencies involved 
in delivering such a policy approach and more detailed information about the Cross Tay 
Link Road and the phasing of this. 
 
TAYplan is looking to achieve lifetime neighbourhoods with facilities and services in close 
proximity to homes and in encouraging active travel (cycling and walking) through such an 
approach.  Through promoting a lifetime neighbourhoods concept, it is considered that 
transport and development will be integrated in a way that minimises the use of private 
transport. 
 
TAYplan agree that, where appropriate, locating new development in close proximity to rail 
stations is important in developing sustainable transport options.  TAYplan recognise the 
need for reducing the reliance on the private car in new developments and through a 
lifetime neighbourhood approach, alternative options to sustainable travel are considered 
to be far more desirable. 
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TAYplan recognise the need to learn from Europe and TAYplan’s 4 Topic Papers (May 
2015) outline research undertaken and what TAYplan has learnt from examples across 
Europe and internationally.  This will be taken forward into the Proposed Plan.  

 
Accessibility in Rural Areas 
 
TAYplan agree that it is important to consider a wide range of sustainable travel policy 
opportunities, which appreciate both rural and urban areas.  Electric charging points are 
increasingly being implemented across the area.  TAYplan agree that it is important to 
consider a wide range of sustainable travel policy opportunities, which appreciate both 
rural and urban areas.  Where relevant, comments provided to this question will also 
inform Tactran's Regional Transport Strategy. 

Health and Environment 
 
TAYplan agree that central to this principle is an improvement in air quality and it is 
through TAYplan's policy approach to increased sustainable travel alternatives, to the 
private car, that improved air quality can result.  Where relevant, comments provided to 
this question will also inform Tactran's Regional Transport Strategy. 

 
Delivery 
 
TAYplan will seek to clarify the implementation of this principle in the Proposed Plan.  The 
design of new developments should not only look at walking and cycling provision within 
the site, but crucially how this links to the wider place.  The facilities which are required as 
part of a specific development will be set out in a Local Development Plan or Masterplan.  
The principle of this policy is to better promote and seek improvement to the quality of 
places being developed, enhancing people's quality of life. 
 

Other 
 

- Comments made at Youth Camp 
 
TAYplan support the links made between obesity and the environment and will follow this 
through into the Proposed Plan when looking at a policy on health, quality of life and green 
networks.  TAYplan also support the principle of care in the community, as suggested, and 
it is through a policy approach to lifetime neighbourhoods that TAYplan propose to 
consider the close and convenient proximity of housing, services, employment, recreation 
etc. 
 

- Comments made at Community Events 
 
TAYplan agree that encouraging health and active/ sustainable travel opportunities are 
key to developing a good quality place.  Whilst it is considered that historic, narrow streets 
can be difficult for cycling, TAYplan proposes to encourage active travel/ sustainable travel 
opportunities where these are most appropriate.  TAYplan support the comments made 
about improving air quality through active/ sustainable travel.  
 
 
C: Promote rail/sea freight and freight distribution hubs? 
 

Overall Concept 
 
TAYplan welcome the support for the overall concept of promoting rail/ sea freight and 
freight distribution hubs.  TAYplan recognise that increasing freight movements by sea and 
rail can also reduce air pollution, congestion on roads, and improve public health and 
wellbeing.  This will be expanded upon in the Proposed Plan.  TAYplan will consider 
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whether policy and/ or specific actions should be included in the Proposed Plan to address 
air quality issues.   
 
The promotion of rail and sea freight will ease pressures on the roads and contribute to 
reducing emissions.  This is in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014).  The 
Strategic Development Plan can identify suitable locations to promote rail/sea freight 
opportunities.  TAYplan consider that in providing a policy response to promoting rail/ sea 
freight and freight distribution hubs, this will begin more conversations at a local level in 
ensuring this is given more prominence in decision making around transportation options.   
 
A rail freight facility would be best located close to key potential users.  The Carse of 
Gowrie is not supported by TAYplan for such a use.   
 
Where relevant, comments provided to this question will also inform Tactran's Regional 
Transport Strategy. 

 
Recreation 
 
TAYplan recognise that there is a requirement for sport, recreation and other uses to be 
safeguarded where ever possible.  In preparing the Proposed Plan TAYplan will consider 
how the policy is worded to take account of this comment.   

 
Economic Growth and Tourism 

 
TAYplan recognise that there is a requirement for airport connections.  In preparing the 
Proposed Plan and Action Programme TAYplan will consider how this is taken into 
account.   
 

 
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan  
 
In light of the Approved TAYplan (2012), the responses received to the Main Issues 
Report consultation (2014) and subsequent discussions with Key Agencies, the following 
recommendations have been made for graphics and policy content in the Proposed Plan.   
 
Graphics 
 
The concepts brought out through from the Main Issues Report are still considered to be 
the correct approach to health and the provision of health facilities, in terms of lifetime 
neighbourhoods and active by design.   
 
a) Lifetime Communities 
 
Lifetime communities are those which offer everybody the best chance of health, wellbeing 
and social, economic and civic engagement regardless of age. Lifetime communities are 
beneficial to all age groups as they cater for everybody. Older people do not just benefit 
from lifetime communities but also have a large role to play in creating them.  
 
Sustainable planning of the human environment is interdependent with the development of 
healthier and wealthier communities. Cross-sectoral engagement in planning is essential 
for lifetime communities to succeed as it is crucial that everyone is involved in the planning 
process to ensure that everybody’s voice is heard. This makes the lifetime communities 
concept better as it encompasses and provides for the needs of all ages and types of 
people. 
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Source: TAYplan 
 
 
b) Active by Design 
 
It is suggested that there should be more 
made of ‘Active by Design’ in the policy on 
place shaping. This is about designing 
and managing places and buildings that 
encourage physical activity.  This is about 
finding new linkages and connecting 
aspects of our planning system, health 
service and the built environment sector, 
both public and private.  This is a big 
ambition that could be solved by many 
simple, practical solutions, through 
planning public, promoting healthy 
communities. 
 
Policy Principles 
 
In light of the above analysis, the policy principles to be taken forward in TAYplan are 
around active and healthy by design by ensuring that: 
i. the principles of lifetime neighbourhoods are designed-in; 
ii. new development is integrated with existing community infrastructure and provides new 

community infrastructure/facilities where appropriate; 
iii. collaborative working with other delivery bodies integrates, concentrates and co-locates 
new buildings, facilities and infrastructure; and,  
iv. transport and land use are integrated to: 
a. reduce the need to travel and improve integrated accessibility by foot, cycle and public 

transport and related facilities;  
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b. make the best use of existing infrastructure to achieve a walkable environment 
combining different land uses with green space; and, 
c. support land use and transport integration by transport assessments/appraisals and 

travel plans where appropriate, including necessary on and offsite infrastructure. 
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Issue: Main Issue 3: Making TAYplan a place of first choice to invest 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 3: Do you think the next TAYplan should identify areas of 
nationally and regionally important clusters for business, tourism 
and leisure as required by the Scottish Government?    

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 

ID 
Number Name/Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846888 Barton Willmore for Scotia Homes Ltd MIR2014_105 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn CC MIR2014_85 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846251 HolderPlanning for Forth Ports Limited MIR2014_32 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

846392 KC Fraser MIR2014_46 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_35 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_33 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

540814 
Mr David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain 
Bett, Esq MIR2014_16 

610383 Mr James Watt MIR2014_9 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond SEA2014_5 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

540817 Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

843701 Ryden for Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_50 

344939 Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_97 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

835401 SEPA MIR2014_54 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

836278 sportscotland MIR2014_72 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 
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845440 University of Dundee MIR2014_24 

443732 Visitscotland MIR2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning Limited for National Grid/Scotia Gas 
Network MIR2014_26 

 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Clusters for business, tourism and leisure. 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 

 

Yes, 31

No , 10No Comment, 
79

Yes

No

No Comment

 
Overall Concept 
31 respondents agreed that TAYplan should identify areas of nationally and regionally 
important clusters for business, tourism and leisure.  Support was given to the potential 
economic benefits clusters bring to the TAYplan area but further consideration should be 
given to the role housing plays in delivering sustainable locations. 
 
10 respondents disagreed with the principle, suggesting that the current policy is 
adequate and the identification of clusters could be to the detriment of other areas.  
 

Support Inclusion of Clusters 
 

a) Support in Principle 
Some respondents supported the principle of identifying nationally and regionally 
important clusters with an emphasis on tourism.  However, it was considered important 
to safeguard existing assets and build upon existing clusters as well as identify new 
clusters. 
 
It was considered that clusters, such as life sciences and digital media, help to focus 
resources and have huge economic benefit by making the TAYplan area more 
competitive and aiding investment. 
 
One respondent suggested that Dundee has the potential to hold an international 
motorsports event but the quality of accommodation is currently ‘mediocre’.  They 
suggested that exceptional standards for international tourism and business are needed 
with high end hotels along the coastal golf areas. 
 
One respondent suggested that rather than attracting business to Dundee there should 
be a focus on being a low carbon and liveable city with car infrastructure only needed 
between towns and cities.   
 
One respondent considered that Strategic Development Areas could act as clusters with 
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the necessary retention of Cupar North in order to deliver a vital piece of infrastructure 
(the Cupar relief road).   
 
One respondent highlighted that the Dundee Wider Waterfront Strategic Development 
Area should not have any detrimental effects on the integrity of the Special Area of 
Conservation and Special Protection Area in the River Tay Estuary. 
 
Another respondent considered that if sites are located or proposed within the TAYplan 
area they should be identified within the plan.  Suggested clusters were those identified 
in the National Renewable Infrastructure Plan and the Enterprise Areas. 
 
Several respondents suggested business clusters including Strathmore Valley, Dundee, 
Montrose Port and Dundee Port.  Suggested tourism clusters included St Andrews, 
Carnoustie and water sports at Dundee Waterfront. 
 

b) Proposal of New Sites 
Several new sites were promoted in the responses. 

 One respondent suggested that the site at Drums of Ardgaith Farm, Errol could be a 
potential cluster with a proposal to develop a freight depot alongside the 
industrial/business allocation. 

 Junction 6, Kinross was also suggested as having potential to become a cluster with 
the possibility to contribute significantly to economic development. 

 It was suggested that the Gas Holder Site, Dock Street should be included in the 
Dundee Wider Waterfront Strategic Development Area. The respondent suggested 
its poor appearance has a negative impact and redevelopment would improve the 
quality of life of residents who are currently at risk for health and safety reasons.   

 It was also suggested that there should be a new or amended Strategic Development 
Area at Westfield, Forfar. 

 It was suggested that clustering enables synergies between businesses and the Binn 
Eco Park has further potential for advanced industrial ecology use but remains listed 
as a waste management facility. 

 
One respondent considered it important for TAYplan to follow the recommendation in 
Scottish Planning Policy.  However, identified clusters should complement, but be 
separate to, the Strategic Development Areas. It was recognised that sustainable 
communities can be achieved through residential growth at locations close to business 
clusters. 
 

c) Housing 
Some respondents considered the need to identify housing land to deliver sustainable 
locations as important.  It was suggested that the house building industry is often 
overlooked in regard to strategically important locations and that key infrastructure needs 
to be addressed to allow towns and cities to grow sustainably. 
 
One respondent considered that identified clusters should not restrict development solely 
to the sectors identified.   
 
One respondent suggested that the availability of land is a key element to wider 
economic outcomes.  An over reliance of brownfield land and limitation of greenfield 
limits the type of housing that would be sustainably located and this needs to be 
recognised in the next TAYplan. 
 
Some respondents sought clarification on why Cupar requires additional concentrated 
housing and concern that it would create extra demand on schools, leisure facilities and 
have a detrimental impact on the character and quality of the town. 

 
d) Energy 

One respondent considered that clusters have contributed to Dundee's revival with 
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tourism being particularly strong in Perthshire. However, they concluded that 
environmental services should be developed and extended to include electricity storage.  
Other suggested clusters include life sciences, creative industries, tourism and 
environmental services. 
 
The importance of the energy industry to the city region needs to be recognised, 
including and linked to Dundee Port. TAYplan must direct the Local Development Plan to 
allocate sufficient land and ensure future development is not curtailed. 
 

e) Don’t Exclude Development Elsewhere 
Some respondents suggested that development should be concentrated in clusters, but 
not to the exclusion of development out with these areas. 

 
f) Co-ordinated Approach 

One respondent considered it important to review existing plans in order to direct funding 
to where it is effective and a mixture of economic interests suggests a designated area 
for co-ordinated action.  It was also suggested that Perth and Kinross should be 
responsible for a more co-ordinated approach. 
 

g) Need for Definition 
One respondent considered that the parameters regarding clusters need to be clearly 
defined as there is little understanding of the definition and it would be damaging to 
identify some areas as clusters and not others. 
 
It was suggested that an emphasis was needed on the enhancement and protection of 
the natural environment in the creation of a strong economy. 

 
h) Small Settlements 

Old style market towns were considered by one respondent as key locations and areas 
that should be promoted so people can be entertained without travelling to larger 
locations, such as Dundee. 
 
There was support for local planning authorities to designate employment land in smaller 
settlements and for Tier 1 settlements in Perth and Kinross to be kept under review. 
 

Opposing Inclusion of Clusters 
  

i) Disagree 
One respondent considered that clusters did not need to be identified as ‘Tourism 
Scotland is currently doing an effective job’ and suggested that the promotion of some 
areas would be to the detriment of others. 
 
One respondent suggested that the identification of clusters would be challenging and 
the current TAYplan policy is already adequate.  They considered that a flexible 
alternative would be a policy which supports developments without identifying them 
geographically and criteria based policies were regarded as more useful as they allow 
opportunities to respond as they arise. 
 
One respondent considered that communities should develop their own brand and 
purpose rather than identify nationally and regionally important clusters. 
 
One respondent suggested that the Tayside region has had a detrimental effect on 
Perth. 
 

Other 
 

j) Comments made at the Youth Camp 
It was considered important to acknowledge the links between educational institutions 
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and businesses in order to retain young people and graduates in the area.  The 
opportunity for a conference centre was suggested for Dundee city centre. 
 
The promotion of business opportunities in areas of high unemployment was considered 
important as well as the promotion of natural assets in order to attract tourism and a 
supply of employment land. 
 
There was support for the reuse of old buildings as business spaces which would allow 
for greenfield sites to then be used for leisure activities rather than development sites. 
 

k) Comments made at the Community Events 
Some considered it important to support a broader spread of development across areas 
rather than focussing on principal settlements.  This was suggested to allow for jobs and 
growth to retain communities in rural locations.  
 
Some regarded clustering as a confusing concept. 
 
Some considered that in order to attract investment town centres would need to be 
attractive and accessible environments. 
 
Some suggested that a focus on what settlements and clusters could offer would prevent 
them competing against each other. 
 
The following clusters were suggested: 

 Dundee and Montrose Port for renewable energy 

 Forfar regional agriculture centre 

 James Hutton Institute could complement the universities and Ninewells Hospital 

 St Andrews West and Science Park could link with St Andrews University 

 Potential digital cluster in Dundee. 
 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

Support Inclusion of Clusters 
 

a) Support in Principle 
TAYplan welcomes the support for identifying clusters for business, tourism and leisure. 
National Policy has changed from draft to finalised Scottish Planning Policy and the 
Proposed Plan will need to reflect this.  In accordance with Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014) TAYplan will identify and safeguard any nationally or regionally important 
locations for tourism or recreation development within the TAYplan area.  The Proposed 
Plan will consider the best method to achieve this. 
 
TAYplan acknowledges the sectors mentioned in the responses such as life sciences, 
digital media and tourism. These are important for the regional economy and make a 
major contribution to the national economy. 
 
It is less clear, however, what role Dundee could play as a motorsports cluster. This 
would need to be based around the existing road structure or enhancement to existing 
off-road or indoor facilities. Although Michelin tyre factory has a presence in the city there 
is no major concentration of engine manufacture, vehicle assembly or automotive 
engineering of national or regional significance. This is not to say that there could not be 
in the future, but it is what cluster(s) exist at present. 
 
TAYplan agree that the Dundee Wider Waterfront Strategic Development Area should 
not affect the integrity of Natura 2000 sites.  Development proposals of all types and in 
all locations will be required to take account of Special Protected Areas (SPAs) policies. 
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b) Proposal of New Sites 
There is no change proposed to the Strategic Development Areas, therefore, the issue of 
site specific allocations for non-strategic use is a matter for consideration in Local 
Development Plans. 
 
Two proposals which were not submitted for consideration at the pre-MIR stage have 
been considered. TAYplan does not support a strategic rail freight facility at Errol in 
Carse of Gowrie.  The comments made will also inform the Regional Transport Strategy. 
TAYplan does not consider that there is a need for an additional strategic 
business/employment site.  Potential strategic development projects were considered in 
2013 at pre-MIR stage and the Junction 6, Kinross proposal was not submitted for 
consideration.  This does not prevent Perth and Kinross Council allocating business land 
here but it is not a new Strategic Development Area.  
 
The proposed strategic development area at Westfield, Forfar was considered during the 
Early Engagement (Pre-MIR) 2013. TAYplan does not consider that there is a need for a 
new Strategic Development Area in the Proposed Plan and no changes will be made to 
this. This has also been considered in Question 15. 

 
c) Housing 

TAYplan welcomes the support and agrees that housing is important to delivering 
sustainable locations.  TAYplan does recognise the very significant contribution housing 
makes to the economy and considerable time and effort goes into identifying the scale of 
need and demand to plan for. 6 of the 11 Strategic Development Areas in the Approved 
TAYplan (2012) include significant housing components. 
 
The upgrade of the A90 is identified as a national project, with Transport Scotland 
responsible for taking forward the action to progress this proposal. 
 
No change is proposed to Strategic Development Areas. TAYplan, and its constituent 
Councils, consider that Cupar North and the other Strategic Development Areas in the 
Approved TAYplan (2012) remain effective.  The details of facilities delivered as part of 
this development is set out in the adopted Local Development Plan and will be given 
detailed consideration at the planning application stage.  The comments made will be 
highlighted to Fife Council. Cupar North has been considered in more detail under 
Question 15. 
 

d) Energy 
TAYplan welcomes the support for developing energy sectors and the clusters 
suggested will be considered. TAYplan has already identified Strategic Development 
Areas, which include Dundee and Montrose Ports.  The locations of the Dundee 
Enterprise Areas have also been added.  This is part of an East Coast energy cluster 
and reflects the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan and National Planning 
Framework 3. 

 
e) Don’t Exclude Development Elsewhere 

Clusters will be important in understanding the value and role of TAYplan as a place and 
bringing important social and economic opportunities. Clusters are the recognition of 
groupings of business and activity which are collectively significant to the economy. They 
do not automatically mean that development will not be allowed elsewhere. The purpose 
of recognising clusters is to ensure the continual growth of the respective sector(s). This 
will happen through Strategic Development Areas and sites allocated in Local 
Development Plans. This does not and will not prevent growth of other businesses.  
 

f) Co-ordinated Approach 
TAYplan welcomes the support for a co-ordinated approach and the points made are 
agreed with. 
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g) Need for Definition 
TAYplan welcomes the support for enhancement and protection of the natural 
environment in the creation of a strong economy and will provide clarity regarding 
clusters in the Proposed Plan.  Note also response to point (e) above. 

 
h) Small Settlements 

TAYplan welcomes the support for smaller settlements and recognises their importance 
in creating sustainable places.  Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 already sets out an 
approach for development in small settlements and this is proposed to continue. 
 

Opposing Inclusion of Clusters 
 

i) Disagree 
In accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) TAYplan will identify and safeguard 
any nationally or regionally important locations for tourism or recreation development 
within the area. TAYplan will carefully consider the effect on developments out-with 
clusters.  The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 already identifies Strategic 
Development Areas which contribute to some of these. 
 
TAYplan disagrees that Dundee has had a detrimental effect on Perth and regards the 
two locations as having separate and individual identities.  TAYplan does not consider 
that the identification of clusters will affect place identity but rather it will be important in 
understanding the value and role of TAYplan as a place and bring important social and 
economic opportunities. 
 
Local Development Plans will identify an appropriate range of locations for business, 
tourism and leisure.  There will be particular instances where this supports an identified 
cluster in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014).  TAYplan welcomes the 
support for a flexible approach. 
 

Other 
 

j) Comments made at the Youth Camp 
TAYplan welcomes the support for the reuse of old buildings and promotion of business 
opportunities in areas of high unemployment. These are core to the approved TAYplan 
(2012) and are supported through Policies 1, 2 and 3 in particular. The links between 
educational institutions and businesses in order to retain graduates are already strong 
and this was a key part of the approved TAYplan (2012) particularly for the life sciences 
and digital media sectors.  Dundee City Council has already identified several business 
areas including the Creative Media District, Medi-Park, Hawkhill Technopole and 
theTechnology Park with close proximity to the universities and Ninewells Hospital.  The 
Strategic Development Areas identified in TAYplan (2012) support this particularly James 
Hutton Institute, St Andrews West and Science Park and Dundee Wider Waterfront. 
 

k) Comments made at the Community Events 
TAYplan note the importance of supporting a broad range of development in accordance 
with Scottish Planning Policy (2014). Beyond the Strategic Development Areas and the 
employment land requirements set out in Approved TAYplan (2012) Policies 3 and 4 
Local Development Plans will identify an appropriate range of locations for business and 
other activity.  Consideration will be given to improved clarity regarding clusters in the 
Proposed Plan. 
 

Changes to be made within the Proposed Plan stage 
 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 98 requires Strategic Development Plans to 
identify an appropriate range of locations for significant business clusters. It clarifies the 
position from the Draft Scottish Planning Policy in 2013 to say that clusters could include 
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sites identified in the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan NRIP), Enterprise Areas, 
business parks, science parks, large and medium-sized industrial sites and high amenity 
sites. 
 
The publication of this in the closing stages of the Main Issues Report (2014) 
consultation has provided considerable clarity on what is meant by clusters. 
 
Both Dundee and Montrose Ports were recognised in the National Renewables 
Infrastructure Plan. These are already both part of Strategic Development Areas and this 
is proposed to continue and reflects the importance of these as clusters for offshore 
renewables and also oil and gas as well as other port activities. 
 
Dundee Port and Claverhouse Industrial Estate (a high amenity business park to the 
north of Dundee) were given Enterprise Area status in 2012. As a result the Main Issues 
Report (2014) proposed the addition of Claverhouse Industrial Estate to the Dundee 
Wider Waterfront Strategic Development Area in recognition of its role in the offshore 
renewable energy sector. This is proposed for inclusion in the Proposed Plan and 
reflects those comments which also highlighted the important role of the ports in 
supporting the growth of the offshore sector. 
 
The Proposed Plan will not include reference to Dundee as a cluster for motorsports. 
Although this does not prevent the growth of that sector, should it take place. 
 
St Andrews Science Park and the development of further research clusters for food 
related research at the James Hutton Institute are both science parks that are part of 
existing strategic development areas. These are proposed to continue in the Proposed 
Plan. The existing facilities in Dundee such as medi-park, digi-park and Dundee 
technology park are already established and operational. Additional space for digital 
media is also available as part of Dundee Waterfront Strategic Development Area. 
 
The Proposed Plan will continue to recognise the importance of the food and drink sector 
with Forfar as an agricultural service centre and recognising its important role in the 
Strathmore area and beyond. Although not a strategic development area Perth Food and 
Drink Park is allocated in the Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan. The Plan will also 
recognise the emerging Tay Valley Eco Park which covers a large collection of food and 
drink related businesses around Perth and along the Carse of Gowrie to Dundee. The 
James Hutton Institute Strategic Development Area will also play a role in supporting this 
sector. 
 
Large business parks and industrial locations are also covered by Oudenarde, 
West/North West Perth, Dundee Linlathen, Orchardbank Forfar, Cupar North and St 
Andrews West. These promote large scale new business facilities that are strategically 
significant (in some cases as part of mixed use development). The future use of these 
areas may well support particular clusters as well as broader business functions. 
 
The continuation of the existing strategic development areas in the Proposed Plan 
therefore reflects many of the types of location that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
considers to be clusters. Work set out in Topic Paper 2 (2015) also concluded that these 
all remain effective and that there is no evidence to suggest any new or alternative 
Strategic Development Areas are needed. 
 
There will therefore be no additional Strategic Development Areas at those locations 
promoted in responses such as Westfield,Forfar; Junction 6 at Kinross; Dock Street, 
Dundee; Errol Freight Park proposal; or, Binn Eco-park. However, Binn Eco-Park will 
continue to be recognised as a major location for the treatment of waste and related 
resource management activity as in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6. 
 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 100 also asks Strategic Development Plans to 
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identify and safeguard any regionally or nationally important locations for tourism or 
recreation development within their areas. This is extremely challenging and 
considerable work was carried out by TAYplan, Visit Scotland, Scottish Enterprise and 
Sport Scotland at Main Issues stage to examine this.  
 
The challenges exist because there are examples where the settlement itself is 
significant for example St Andrews, Gleneagles and Carnoustie are important for golf 
related tourism. This is supported by golf courses, hotels, restaurants and other facilities 
and factors within or close to these settlements. Similarly there are numerous related 
factors which support Arbroath and Anstruther as seaside destinations. Pitlochry and 
Aberfeldy are major tourism hubs but the attractions are multiple and not always located 
within the settlement. Natural and historic assets are already protected by Approved 
TAYplan (2012) Policy 3, and this is proposed to continue. 
 
Considerable thinking on these matters has also been underpinned by work on town 
centres first and consideration of the visitor economy. Therefore rather than identifying 
specific stadia, parks, hotels or visitor facilities the Proposed Plan will take a broader 
approach: 
 

 It will seek to assist in growing the year-round economy including the role of the 
tourism, sporting and recreation sectors. This will be a central part of the approach to 
making TAYplan a first choice for investment. 

 

 There will be recognition of the importance of town centres in the provision of visitor 
uses and recognition that the network of centres (city, town, local and commercial) 
plays an important part of attracting visitors. This will seek to reflect the principles of 
town centres first for high-footfall land uses, including those which attract lots of 
visitors. It will also seek to recognise the importance of events, festivals and 
hospitality, catering and cultural land uses and activities in supporting the economic 
wellbeing and image of places. It will be for Local Development Plans to determine 
any appropriate town centre focus, commercial centres and for councils to consider 
supporting measures such as parking, other travel arrangements and appropriate 
licencing. 

 

 More broadly there will continue to be a focus on ensuring at least a 5 year supply of 
business to for a range of different industrial and commercial needs. Office land uses 
will also form part of the town centres first approach as envisaged by Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014). 

 
There will be no need to identify any clusters of businesses that handle hazardous 
material. Although these exist in small groupings they are generally focused around the 
ports or deliberately away from population. Although collectively important they are not 
considered to form nationally important clusters. This reflect remarks made in the Main 
Issues Report (2014) and no additional comments were received to the contrary. This 
reflects Scottish Planning Policy (2014). 
 
Additional policy will be added to reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 104 
which requires the location of development that generates significant freight to be close 
to railheads, harbours or the strategic road network. This will ensure land close to 
railheads and harbours is protected to support a broader strategy of enhanced air quality 
and supporting a modal shift to rail and sea freight. 
 
Overall this approach addresses the points of those who supported and opposed the 
proposition at Main Issues stage, largely thanks to the clarification of what might 
constitute a cluster in Scottish Planning Policy (2014).  
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 4: Planning for vibrant town and city centres 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 4: Do you support the changes to the next TAYplan 
that promote town centres as the first location of choice for 
high trip generating uses such as shopping, business, civic 
activity, community use, events and markets?  

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

ID 
Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846376 Christine Alton MIR2014_44 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

759644 Jigsaw Planning for Asda Stores Limited MIR2014_12 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

846861 Lochee Pop Up Shop Project MIR2014_102 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_33 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_35 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

540817 Mr David Wardrop for Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

610383 Mr James Watt MIR2014_9 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

742611 Mrs Linda Jeffrey MIR2014_19 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

764281 Savills (UK) Ltd for The Pilkington Trust MIR2014_75 

344939 Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_97 

835401 Scottish Environment Protection Agency MIR2014_54 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 
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846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

836278 sportscotland MIR2014_72 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

441235 Tactran MIR2014_22 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 

346698 Theatres Trust MIR2014_81 

845440 University of Dundee MIR2014_24 

443732 Visit Scotland MIR2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning Limited for National Grid/Scotia Gas 
Network MIR2014_26 

 

Main Issues to which the 
comment relates 

n/a 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

Yes, 44

No , 4

No Comment, 
72

Yes

No

No Comment

 
 

Overall Concept 
44 respondents agreed with the overall concept of the town centres first approach with a 
consensus view regarding mixed use town and city centres.  It was considered that the 
promotion of sustainable transport, walking, cycling and attractive places would be vital to its 
success. A flexible approach was considered important in order to allow for sustainable 
economic growth and to give consideration to small town centres and rural locations. 
 

a) Support in principle 
The overall principle was generally supported by respondents with consideration given to 
improved vibrancy, attractiveness, sustainable travel and the reduction it would bring to what 
was described as ‘urban sprawl characteristics of out of town retail parks’. It was recognised 
that multi-use town centres with vibrant arts and cultural uses are appealing to both visitors 
and residents and would encourage more people to live and work in an area. 
 
Some respondents considered that for the principle to be successful would require good 
public transport links and improved walking and cycling networks to attract shoppers back to 
traffic free centres. The focus on the city centre and, in Dundee, the Waterfront were 
regarded as good ways to link shopping, business, civic activity and community use. 
 
One respondent suggested that recognition be given to green spaces as a trip-generating 
use. It was also suggested that there should be further encouragement for development on 
brownfield sites which would protect rural land for nature conservation and food production. 
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One respondent highlighted that Scottish Planning Policy outlines that development plans 
should adopt a sequential town centre first approach and the Scottish Government welcomes 
the attention to planning for vibrant town and city centres. It was suggested that there could 
be a potential conflict with the Scottish Government hub projects. 
 
One respondent supported the principle but had little confidence that it would be adhered to 
and another suggested that Perth should be recognised as a regional centre alongside 
Dundee. 
 

b) Town centres are not always suitable 
Several respondents supported the principle but argued that flexibility would be key. They 
cited risks of too rigidly applying town centres first approach. It was also suggested that the 
sequential approach should not restrict businesses to town and city centres. These risks were 
considered to include deterring planning approvals for facilities in rural locations 
 
It was suggested that where local need is identified uses need to be established outwith town 
centres and small town centres should also be included. It was considered that life needs to 
be brought back into neighbourhoods as well as city and town centres. 
 
One respondent suggested that town centres first should not override the ambition for 
sustainable economic growth and the benefit of a proposal may not always meet the 
sequential approach. It was suggested that such an approach would result in retailers turning 
to other locations to invest.     
 
One respondent considered that mixed use zones would encourage a variety of uses within 
centres but should not be the only option within the policy.  Planning should enable and not 
restrict sustainable development. 
 
Some respondents suggested that town centres are not always the most suitable locations. 
One respondent argued that policy should be promoted that recognise the benefits of 
locations outwith town centres e.g. The Gas Holder Site, Dock Street, Dundee, which was 
presented by one respondent. They suggested that this location would offer a high quality 
retailing location that complements the City Centre and remove an unattractive use from the 
edge of the City. 
 
It was considered that when leisure and sports facilities expand they can be inappropriate for 
town centres first, with others not appropriate in the first instance.  There was concern over 
the possibility of school sports grounds being jeopardised in the sequential approach and that 
town centre sites would not be affordable to volunteer led facilities. It was suggested that the 
flexible Scottish Planning Policy (2014) approach should be reflected within TAYplan in 
relation to sports and recreation uses. 
 
It was suggested that acknowledgement should be given to retail and other floor space 
development outwith town centres, in line with the flexible approach in Scottish Planning 
Policy. It should not be regarded as a one policy fits all approach. 
 
One respondent considered that town centres are not always suitable for retail development.  
A network of centres would be an approach to take when town centre boundaries are 
reviewed.  A focus on the sequential test and assessment of town centre impact could be 
tested through the planning process and their meaning understood. It was suggested that 
private renting would help to reintroduce people to living in town centres and reduce transport 
cost. 
 

c) Cupar North 
Two respondents supported the general principle but raised concerns regarding Cupar North 
Strategic Development Area.  It was considered that people need to be able to access the 
town centre without the use of cars.  It was suggested that the scale of Cupar and the 
proposed growth through Cupar North will create a need for another commercial/retail centre. 
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d) Mix of Uses 
It was considered that sustainable transport options need to be provided at the outset and the 
mix of uses should be resilient to environmental constraints. Improvements in public transport 
will have positive environmental benefits and there is the potential to bring empty properties 
back to life.   
 
It was suggested that retail is not the primary reason for ‘town centre loss’ and that ‘more 
effective’ uses such as community, leisure and culture are needed. It was suggested that 
development plans should support a mix of use to encourage vitality and diversity. Workers 
have little chance to use the city as it is deserted after 5pm and suburban housing has 
resulted in people living away from the city centre. Therefore, more family housing is needed 
close to city and town centres. 
 
It was suggested that more support should be given to experimental ideas such as pop up 
shops and start-ups. There should be more promotion of the "first location of choice" concept. 
 

e) Crieff 
One respondent considered that in Crieff the principle is not adhered to as the library has 
moved to the settlement edge and that the council offices were likely to follow. It was 
suggested that the empty units could be converted to residential use and that there is a need 
for an information centre in Crieff. 
 

f) More focus on existing buildings 
It was suggested that more effort is needed to fill empty properties, especially with housing, 
and that there is a need for ample parking.  There was an expectation to see policies that 
encourage a mix of use and begin with the assumption to protect and enhance existing 
facilities first. 
 
Other 
 

g) Comments made at the Youth Camp 
It was considered important that town centres accommodate multiple uses that incorporate 
facilities for young people to use throughout the day and into the evening.  The promotion of 
town centres after 5pm and the provision of more attractions were suggested as a way for 
town centres to compete with online shopping. 
 
It was considered important to create attractive town centres through landscaping, green 
areas and better lighting. Communities would then feel a sense of pride and be encouraged 
to look after them. 
 

h) Comments made at the Community Events 
It was considered important to create vibrant town and city centres that would encourage 
people to both use and live within them.  It was suggested that priority should be given to 
pedestrians over cars and one way systems.   
 
The concept of multi-use was deemed important.  In order to encourage small businesses 
and a range of uses into town centres it was suggested that incentives, such as discounted 
rates, could be used.  Concern was raised over the current decline in smaller retail towns, 
such as Cupar. 
 
It was suggested that planning needs to be more flexible and allow businesses to decide 
where to go and what to do. 
 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

a) Support in Principle 
TAYplan welcomes support for the town centres first approach for high trip generating uses in 
playing a key role in creating vibrant, attractive and sustainable places. The approach offers 
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opportunities for smaller town centres to develop niche markets, therefore encouraging small 
businesses to flourish. 
 
TAYplan already recognises Perth as a Tier 1 settlement alongside Dundee. Tier 1 
settlements have the potential to accommodate the majority of the region’s additional 
development over the plan period and make a major contribution to the region’s economy. 
However, within the centres network Perth City Centre is a sub-regional centre and is not of 
the same scale as the regional centre (Dundee City Centre).   
 
The Proposed Plan will reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and will consider the potential 
conflict with the Scottish Governments hub projects. 
 

b) Town centres are not always suitable 
TAYplan welcomes the support and agrees that the approach in Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014), including its sequential approach, offers appropriate flexibility. The Local 
Development Plans may also provide for some development outwith town centres if such 
development genuinely contributes to the objectives of TAYplan and meets specific local 
needs. The sequential test will be in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) to 
ensure that the majority of development comtributes to vibrant and attractive town centres. 
The gas holder site in Dundee was submitted at pre-MIR stage and has not been supported 
as a new Strategic Development Area. 
 

c) Cupar North 
TAYplan and its constituent Councils, consider that Cupar North and the other Strategic 
Development Areas in the Approved TAYplan remain effective and will contribute to the 
economic success of their areas. Some retail is proposed at Cupar North (bulky goods only 
and limited to 6,500sq m) and the detail of facilities delivered as part of this development will 
be set out in the adopted Local Development Plan.  
 

d) Mix of Uses 
TAYplan agrees that town centres should accommodate a mix of uses and will adopt the 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) approach. This will concentrate high trip generating land uses 
in town centres to support their vibrancy, vitality and viability throughout the day and into the 
evening. 
 
TAYplan welcomes the support regarding sustainable transport and has consulted on 
enhancements to Policy relating to active travel for example. Broader consideration of these 
matters has resulted in the approved TAYplan (2012) approach to the location, design and 
layout of development, which is proposed to continue. 

 
e) Crieff 

TAYplan welcomes the support for the town centres first approach.  The local issues raised 
will be highlighted to Perth & Kinross Council.  Housing is appropriate in town centres but is 
not a town centres first land use. It will be for the relevant Local Development Plan to 
determine if some frontages need to be protected for particular use.  
 

f) More focus on existing buildings 
TAYplan agrees that the town centres first approach should include the consideration of 
bringing empty properties back into use to increase vitality and vibrancy, rather than just 
considering retail. This reflects the broader town centre first approach in Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014) and current TAYplan policy on reuse of previously developed land and 
buildings, particularly listed buildings. 
 
Other 
 

g) Comments made at the Youth Camp 
In accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014), TAYplan will encourage a mix of uses in 
town centres to support their vibrancy, vitality and viability throughout the day and into the 
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evening. 
 
TAYplan welcomes the support regarding the importance of creating attractive town centres. 
 

h) Comments made at the Community Events 
TAYplan welcomes support for the town centres first approach in playing a key role in 
creating vibrant, attractive and sustainable places. The approach offers opportunities for 
smaller town centres to develop niche markets, therefore encouraging small businesses to 
flourish. TAYplan will consider the broader network of centres and continue to identify those 
centres already defined in the approved TAYplan (2012). It will be for Local Development 
Plans to identify additional town centres and any local centres. 
 
TAYplan agrees with the need for flexibility. The Local Development Plans may also provide 
for some development outwith town centres if such development genuinely contributes to the 
objectives of TAYplan and meets specific local needs. 
 
TAYplan agrees with the need to promote pedestrian priority. This is covered in more detail 
within Main Issue 2: Planning to enable people to live healthier lives. 
 
Changes to be made within the Proposed Plan stage 
 
The next TAYplan will establish a network of centres to reflect Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014). This network of centres will include city/town centres, local centres and commercial 
centres. TAYplan will continue to identify the city/town centres and commercial centres 
covered in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 7. Local Development Plans will continue to have 
the flexibility to identify additional town, local and commercial centres as appropriate. A good 
example of this is Dundee City which will continue to identify 5 ‘district’ centres which are 
other town centres or large local centres within the urban area. 
 
In order to fulfil the town centres first approach the next TAYplan will concentrate high trip 
generating land uses in city/town and local centres first as set out in the Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014) sequential approach. This will mean that the city/town centres defined in the 
next TAYplan as well as other town and local centres identified in Local Development Plans 
will be the first locations of choice for high trip generating land uses. 
 
The high trip generating land uses that should be focused in city/town centres ahead of other 
locations will be retail, commercial leisure, offices, community and cultural facilities, civic 
activity and, where appropriate public buildings such as libraries, education and health care 
facilities). This applies the sequential approach to a broader range of land uses to reflect the 
town centres first approach. Other land uses including residential, hospitality and catering, 
events and markets should be encouraged in town centres but are not subject to the town 
centres first approach. This is considered to reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014). 
 
The next level of priority will be locations on the edge of these same centres. Thirdly 
commercial centres will be appropriate. Fourthly other locations with good foot, cycle and 
passenger transport will be considered. 
 
For commercial centres TAYplan will continue to identify those set out in approved TAYplan 
(2012) Policy 7. Local Development Plans may also identify other commercial centres. In all 
instances the Local Development Plan will specify the appropriate land uses that can take 
place there.  
 
The next TAYplan will specify the appropriate range of functions that can take place in 
city/town and local centres and also commercial centres. For commercial centres this range 
will be more limited. 
 
Local Development Plans will continue to define the specific boundary of centres; including 
any local and commercial centres. They will also specify the appropriate functions for 
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individual commercial centres and identify any additional town centres, local centres or 
commercial centres. 
 
Planning decisions will be the consequence of the network of centres and application of the 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) sequential approach. This is a continuation of the current 
approach. 
 
The Proposed Plan should have policy principles which: 

 focus land uses that generate significant footfall in city/town centres defined in the 
network of centres ahead of other locations;  

 Support a diverse mix of uses to encourage vibrancy and vitality throughout the day and 
into the evening; and, 

 Support improvements to town centres. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 4: Planning for vibrant town and city centres 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 5: Do you support changes to the next TAYplan that identify a 
network of town centres with different sizes and functions in the TAYplan 
area.  

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 

ID  Name/Organisation 
Comment 
Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

846254 Gladman Developments Ltd MIR2014_31 

759644 Jigsaw Planning for Asda Stores Limited MIR2014_12 

846392 KC Fraser MIR2014_46 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_35 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_33 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

540817 Mr David Wardrop for Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 

610383 Mr James Watt MIR2014_9 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

344939 Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_97 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

835401 SEPA MIR2014_54 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

443732 VisitScotland MIR2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning Limited for National Grid/Scotia Gas 
Network MIR2014_26 

 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Networks of town centres 
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Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

Respondents to Question 5 categorised by response 

Yes, 29

No , 5

No Comment, 
86

Yes

No

No Comment

 
 

29 of the 34 who responses to question 5 supported the identification of a network of town 
centres with different sizes and functions in the TAYplan area.  
 

 
Those supporting the proposal were from a variety of backgrounds including government, 
individuals, operators/builders/land owners and community and conservation organisations. The 
majority of those opposing the proposal were operators/builders/land owners although fewer 
than supported the proposal. 
 

Support the proposal 
 

a) Variety and change 
Some responses suggested that town centres will evolve over time and that some retail may be 
appropriate outwith town centres. Others noted that defining a network of centres is good if it 
adds value but any network must take account of variation and focus on place quality rather 
than being a ranking system. There was also suggestion that the network should not be 
prescriptive or inhibiting and recognition of the need for a hierarchy of centres with differing roles 
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in the economy. 
 

b) Multiple uses 
There were views that Town Centres are suitable for a broader range of uses besides retail and 
that this can be helpful for different sectors to collectively deliver quality places. 
 

c) Network of centres 
There was a suggestion that networks include town centres, local centres and other locations 
including commercial centres and that there should be protection for retail within the network.  
 

d) Wider benefits and issues 
A number of respondents cited important wider benefits that could be brought about by town 
centres first and a network of town centres. These included benefits to low carbon and good air 
quality from reduced travel demand and also encouraging regional connectivity and growth. 
Further this was considered by some to be good for supporting the location of development and 
identifying which places should grow. This in turn was felt to give guidance to developers to help 
focus and maximise development potential. Others felt this would provide choice and considered 
that to be a good thing. 
 
Some felt that town centre shopping is crucial for survival of a settlement. They cited both Forfar 
and Cupar as good examples of where small market towns have managed to retain their identity 
but still embrace change and out-of-town business centres (but not shopping centres). 
 

e) Support – with no comments 
A small number of respondents supported the notion of identifying a network of town centres for 
the TAYplan area but chose not to comment further. 
 

f) Individual town roles 
Some respondents felt this would be good to give each town its own feel and image. Some also 
highlighted the importance of making town centres attractive and individual, with their own 
identity and not being ‘cloned’. Others proposed an approach going beyond the hierarchy and 
setting out a clear vision for each centre. There was also a proposal to link these in with green 
spaces and green networks. 
 

g) Societal groups 
Although supporting the identification of networks, some respondents identified the need for 
careful consideration of how these town centres would relate to and complement each other in 
terms of accessibility for people. This is because it may not be easy for different communities to 
travel between the centres within the network to access services.  
 

h) Networks complementary 
One response considered that Perth City Centre should be defined as a regional centre, like 
Dundee City Centre is in the approved TAYplan (2012). 
 

i) Town Centres important 
Some respondents noted the importance of town centres as the heart of any town.  
 
 

j) Procedure 
The Scottish Government considered that emerging or new centres, such as local centres 
designated within Strategic Development Areas, should be shown within any network of centres. 
They also confirmed that TAYplan's intention is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
and needs to set out how centres can compliment each other. Over time this will be informed by 
ongoing town centre health checks. 
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Oppose the proposal 
 

k) Network includes other places that are suitable for retail 
One respondent considered that town centres may not always be the best part of the networks 
for new retail or other high trip generating uses. One respondent promoted the East Dock Street 
gas holder site in Dundee and recommended amending the approach to enable locations 
outwith town centres, such as that site, to accommodate retail.   
 

l) Procedure 
One respondent considered that there was no detail in the Main Issues Report and so a 
separate consultation would be required. They also considered that any definition of a network 
should not be too prescriptive. Others suggested that this is not a regional issue and could be 
covered instead by Local Development Plans and that there is no additional value in 
categorising this network beyond the existing method. The existing approach is considered to 
refer to the method used in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 7. 
 

m) Community empowerment 
Some respondents disagreed and considered that communities should develop their own 
business plans e.g. Business Improvement Districts (BIDS) to have a community led approach.  
 

Additional Comments  
 

n) Youth Camp 
The comments from the youth camp events reflected many of those made in the response to the 
Main Issues Report covered above. In particular there was a recognition that town centres 
should accommodate a broader range of uses besides retail and that this range of uses should 
provide facilities that are open in the evenings. The evening (post 5pm) role of town centres was 
seen as crucial for younger people. A variety of functions in town centres including cinemas and 
cafes were seen as a part of this. This was also considered important to make town centres 
places where people can socialise rather than just shop. 
 
There was also recognition that despite online retail town centres provide places for collection of 
online purchases. 
 
Place quality was also felt to be important from better lighting and feeling safer to maintaining 
street furniture to help people take pride in their areas and encourage community leadership. It 
was also felt that car parking, green spaces and green networks were important to town centre 
quality. 
 

o) Consultation Events 
Various views were collected from discussions at the 8 public drop-in events held across the 
TAYplan area during April, May and June 2014. Many of these reflected the comments above 
made in response to the Main Issues Report. 
 
Arbroath 
There were differing views in Arbroath about the suitability of car parking with some considering 
it not to be an issue and others suggesting it ought to be better arranged. 
 
There were concerns about poor building maintenance in the High Street and the impact this 
has on place quality perception. Proposed responses included discounted rates to local 
people/new businesses. There were also suggestions that the Council should be more 
supportive of investment/repairs by businesses and householders and offer grants scheme to 
improve buildings. To achieve this it was also suggested that the Council should force owners to 
maintain buildings and improve town centre flats above shops that have fallen into disrepair in 
order to encourage people to live in centres.  
 
Reference was made to the different variety of shops in Forfar versus Arbroath. 
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There was a view that planners need to help developers/businesses who want to invest in the 
town centre.  
 
Cupar 
There were views that Cupar needs an improvement in traffic flows but other views suggested 
that roundabouts had improved this. Some considered that the proposed ‘bypass’ associated 
with the Cupar North Strategic Development Areas will ‘kill Cupar’.  
 
Some felt that more investment is needed to improve the look of places, more cafes and tourist 
shops. Pedestrianisation is also considered an important thing to make town centres more 
attractive. 
 
Some considered that hosting markets is considered to be important as well as upgrading public 
buildings. Others felt that a good quality hotel in the town centre was needed as well as a better 
variety of shops and that there were too many charity shops, solicitors and estate agents. 
 
Some highlighted cost issues and considered that car parking charges are too high and 
discourages visitors. Some also suggested that business rates were also too high. 
 
Dundee 
There was a recognition that town centres were about more than just shops and that more 
pleasant town centre environments will help other businesses too. They should also be people 
focused places. Several points were suggested for Dundee city centre:  

 Market/promote events/seasonal campaigns.  

 Digital High Street.  

 Early evening economy – food and drink.  

 Safety and security.  

 Better public realm and quality of place.  

 Maintain budget for city centre.  

 Pedestrian permeability waterfront to city centre.  

 Independent retailers/businesses cluster.  

 Share data between agencies – e.g. footfall, vacancy rates etc.  

 Engage with businesses (especially retail).  
 
Forfar 
Transport was considered to be important to Forfar and the surrounding area with suggestions 
that a park and ride should operate in the summer for Forfar from A90 to draw people in. There 
should also be better transport links with Dundee and Aberdeen and bus routes should also 
include smaller towns to encourage city dwellers to visit. Better public transport was also 
considered important to out of town centres. 
 
Other measures proposed included rate free periods to encourage businesses into town 
centres, improvements to public realm and landscaping in town centres, a mix of land uses in 
town centres and a focus on high streets and business start-ups.  
 
Perth  
Some call for greater flexibility, asking ‘how do we know what will happen in the future?’  
Others suggest that we should not stipulate what goes where and let businesses decide the 
appropriate location and be less restrictive. 
 
Some suggest that Crieff and other locations must provide more parking as people will not walk 
and they won’t stop if they can’t see reasonably close parking opportunities. Traffic in town 
centres should flow to keep it moving, e.g. one way system.  
 
City centre cleanliness is thought to be important and some respondents considered that Perth 
city centre is not clean.  
 
Others consider that better city centre flats and housing could be a local economic driver.  
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TAYplan’s response: 

 

Response to supporting comments 
 

a) Variety and change 
TAYplan agrees that all places are different and that they will evolve over time. The principle 
that TAYplan is seeking is recognition that some centres play different roles and/or have a niche 
market. Some serve wider catchments than others for different reasons but all form part of a 
system (network). TAYplan also agrees that prescriptiveness does not add value and could, in 
some cases, inhibit positive change. TAYplan will consider this further in light of Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014). 
 

b) Multiple uses 
TAYplan agrees that a broad range of town centre land uses, including residential, are important 
to the vitality of town centres. This reflects the findings of the Scottish Town Centres Review 
(2013) and more recently Scottish Planning Policy (2014). 
 

c) Network of centres 
TAYplan considers that commercial centres, local centres and town/city centres are all part of 
the network of centres. The sequential approach in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) considers 
commercial centres as the 3rd best location for town centre uses after town/city centres and 
edge of centre locations.  
 
The main focus for TAYplan is to locate facilities with significant footfall in town/city centres 
wherever possible. The suggested approaches to defining a framework will be considered.  
 
TAYplan supports the principle of residential use within town/city centres, particularly bringing 
vacant upper properties back in to use. The proposed plan will accord with Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014).  
 

d) Wider benefits and issues 
TAYplan acknowledges  ‘town centres first’ and recognises that a network of centres provides 
wider economic, social and environmental benefits. TAYplan also agrees that identity and image 
are important for marketing a settlement and that the role, identity and image of the town centre 
are important for this. 
 

e) Support – with no comments 
TAYplan welcomes the support for identifying a network of town centres. 
 

f) Individual town roles 
TAYplan acknowledges the risks in identifying specific roles for towns in the next TAYplan 
because places change. TAYplan will give this further consideration. Towns can market 
themselves in different ways, TAYplan could identify any niche roles of centres and encourage 
further opportunities for improvement. 
 
Based on interpretation of national policy TAYplan considers that all town centres are equal in 
the sequential approach and the commercial centres are home to a more limited range of uses.  
 

g) Societal groups 
TAYplan agrees that it is important to ensure that town centres thrive and support strong 
communities. The town centres first principle is designed to support this. But it is also important 
to ensure that a network of centres does not exclude those who can't travel within network. The 
Main Issues Report recognised that some services such as education and health care services 
may need to be provided locally and close to users. This point has now been reflected in 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and will contribute towards supporting inclusion. 
 

h) Networks complementary 
Perth is a smaller city centre than Dundee and is not at a scale to operate as a regional centre 
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yet. Therefore TAYplan does not propose to change the description of Perth as a sub-regional 
centre. 
 

i) Town Centres important 
TAYplan agrees that town centres are the heart of settlements and should be the focus for a mix 
of land uses in accordance with the Town Centres first approach in Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014). 
 

j) Procedure 
No major changes are proposed to procedure. The approved TAYplan (2012) already 
recognises that some areas are significant for retail but it could go on to recognise that some 
play a strong tourism role or have a specific niche. As such the next TAYplan could recognise 
these as factual and there would be no need to re-consult.  
 
The idea of the network is a recognition that settlements, town centres and other centres are 
interdependent and do not operate in isolation. This means that services provided in one 
location can serve another. Local Development Plans could go into more detail but it would be 
too prescriptive to 'type cast' a town centre for the duration of the Plan because places change. 
The role of the Strategic Development Plan is to provide a strategic framework across the area. 
Doing so does not require prescriptiveness but instead clarity about what the network is and a 
culture of considering the impact on town centres of development proposals and land 
allocations. 

 
Response to opposing comments 
 

k) Network includes other places that are suitable for retail 
TAYplan considers that commercial centres, local centres and town/city centres are all part of 
the network of centres. The sequential approach in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) considers 
commercial centres as the 3rd best location for town centre uses after town/city centres and 
edge of centre locations.  
 
The main focus for TAYplan is to locate facilities with significant footfall in town/ city centres 
wherever possible. The suggested approaches to defining a framework will be considered. The 
gas holder site at East Dock Street, Dundee was submitted in 2013 at pre-MIR stage and has 
not been supported. 
 

l) Procedure 
No major changes are proposed. The approved TAYplan (2012) already recognises that some 
areas are significant for retail and could recognise that some play a strong tourism role or have 
a specific niche. As such the next TAYplan could recognise these as factual and there would be 
no need to re-consult.  
 
The idea of the network is a recognition that settlements, town centres and other centres are 
interdependent and do not operate in isolation. This means that services provided in one 
location can serve another. Local Development Plans could go into more detail but it would be 
too prescriptive to 'type cast' a town centre for the duration of the Plan because places change. 
The role of the Strategic Development Plan is to provide a strategic framework across the area. 
Doing so does not require prescriptiveness but instead clarity about what the network is and a 
culture of considering the impact on town centres of development proposals and land 
allocations. 
 

m) Community empowerment 
TAYplan considers that the proposed policy change supports Business Improvement Districts 
(BIDS) and similar community led initiatives within the context of enhancing town/city centres. 
The proposed policy approach is not considered to inhibit such activity. 
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Response to additional comments 
 

n) Youth Camp 
TAYplan agrees with the views from the youth camp and considers these to reflect many of the 
points raised above regarding a mix of uses. TAYplan will consider in greater detail the 
importance of the evening economy and operation of town centres after 5pm. It is acknowledged 
that a variety of land uses in town centres such as restaurants, cafes and cinemas, along with 
residential uses will contribute to a more active centre in the evening and this could have 
positive benefits, particularly for younger people. 
 
TAYplan also agrees that green spaces and green networks are integral parts of town centres 
and can serve as a way of linking up the network of centres or contributing to the image and 
identity of a town centre. 
 

o) Consultation Events 
A variety of specific and detailed views were recorded from the consultation events. The 
emphasis of many of these comments reflects the broader findings recorded from formal 
comments on the Main Issues Report. 
 
Although the points raised often refer to specific town centres TAYplan considers these to be 
helpful to inform the broader approach to town centres. For example the views about 
maintenance of buildings were an issue identified in the Scottish Town Centres Review. It is 
understood that Local Authorities can already undertake works and charge these to owners 
under the provisions of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 2003. Although the collective 
impact would be strategic, any planning considerations will be about individual properties and 
would best be made by respective planning authorities. Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 
already protects important natural and historic assets and this policy provide some strategic 
support for measures to improve buildings (even where they are not designated). However, the 
specific sensitivities and individual issues would be best considered through the development 
management process. 
 
There are differing views about the impacts of improved transport and what these should be. 
The town centres first approach and focus on principal settlements is designed to reduce the 
need to travel. Other considerations in the Main Issues Report considered how to improve 
facilities to support active travel. TAYplan recognised the strong relationship between this 
principle and town centres as a major destination, as such this will be considered in preparing 
the Proposed Plan.  
 
TAYplan acknowledges that fiscal arrangements could improve town centres but this has other 
implications that need to be carefully considered. Matters relating to business rates and car 
parking charges are matters for local authorities and Scottish Government. Private car parking 
firms will also be responsible for parking costs on their sites. These matters are therefore not 
best considered by TAYplan. 
 
TAYplan supports in principal, measures which make town centres better and more appealing 
places to visit and do business. It also agrees that a broader range of uses, particularly catering 
and entertainment can support an evening economy. The principles set out in Scottish Planning 
Policy already define high footfall uses for town centres first and the sequential approach for 
these. 
 
The town centres first approach is considered to provide flexibility in that it enables/requires a 
range of land uses within town centres. Councils can still protect some areas for retail frontage 
and allocate land for specific uses but this does provide the opportunity for business to lead. 
 
TAYplan does not accept that people are unwilling to choose non-car modes of travel but 
accepts that making alternatives easy and convenient will help. Car parking is an important part 
of town centres as indeed are improvements to passenger transport and active travel facilities. 
Supporting more active travel is considered under Main Issue 2. 
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The cleanliness of centres is an important factor to theimage and perceptions of place quality. 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 2 already requires waste management to be properly 
designed-in to new development from the outset.  
 
TAYplan agrees that city centre living is an important part of making town centres more vibrant. 
Although residential accommodation is appropriate in town centres it is not subject to the town 
centres first approach. 
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan Stage 
 

It is clear from the responses made on all questions to town centres that the town centres first 
approach is strongly supported. This reflects the broader national debate and as such has been 
brought into Scottish Planning Policy (2014), which was published in the closing days of the 
TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) consultation. 
 
The network of centres, the town centres hierarchy and the sequential approach 
Delivering the town centres first approach requires recognition of the role and functions of 
centres which form a network but also that each town centre behaves differently within the 
network. This is a strategic and cross-boundary issue given the importance of town centres to 
economic growth and the broader nature of town centre catchments, labour markets and 
housing markets. It also has an important bearing on travel choices, work and leisure time, as 
such it is a major component of delivering the location priorities set out in the approved TAYplan 
(2012). 
 
The network of centres will comprise all city/town centres and commercial centres identified in 
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 7 and any additional town, commercial and local centres 
defined in Local Development Plans. No new town centres or commercial centres are proposed 
to be identified in the Strategic Development Plan. It will be for Local Development Plans to 
identify any others, as appropriate.  
 
The ‘role’ of these centres within the network will be defined as either ‘city/town centre’, ‘local 
centre’ or ‘commercial centre’ reflecting Scottish Planning Policy. This is to enable terminology 
which assists in implementing the Scottish Planning Policy sequential approach rather than as 
any basis for focusing particular development types in particular centres. Approved TAYplan 
(2012) Policy 7 already includes a broad definition of scale for town centres (regional, sub-
regional, larger and smaller). These are not proposed to change. 
 
The function of centres within the network of centres 
All centres in the network are different and perform differently. Some have strong retail roles 
where as others are strong visitor hubs. Places will also change over time and may wish to 
develop niches and market themselves for particular activities. Therefore rather than being 
prescriptive for particular centres it is proposed that each type of centre is recognised as 
performing or being appropriate to perform a particular range of functions. This reflects the 
descriptions of these centres in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and is designed to assist in 
promoting ‘town centres first’ but also providing appropriate business flexibility. It also includes 
land uses which are town centre appropriate but may not be subject to the town centres first 
approach.  
 
This approach will describe an appropriate range of functions for city/town centres and local 
centres as being retail (convenience, comparison and bulky goods), Commercial Leisure, 
Offices, Civic and community activity, Visitor uses (overnight and day trips), Hospitality and 
Catering, and Residential. Town/city centres and local centres can be hubs for all of these, 
reflecting the town centres first approach in Scottish Planning Policy (2014).  
 
Commercial centres will have a more limited range of functions: Retail (bulky goods and 
convenience) and Commercial Leisure. It will be for Local Development Plans to specify whether 
one or both of these functions is appropriate at specific commercial centres and any further 
detail as appropriate. Only a Local Development Plan can define additional commercial centres 
beyond those in TAYplan.  
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Issue: Main Issue 5: How to plan for homes for people to live in 
 

Question and MIR 
Reference: 

Question 6: How much future estimated housing need and 
demand should the next TAYplan aim to plan for?  
A. Option 1: 90% of housing need and demand in Perth & Kinross 
and 100% in Dundee City, Angus and North Fife?  
B. Option 1: 100% of housing need and demand in Perth & 
Kinross, Dundee City, Angus and North Fife?  
C. No Comments? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

ID 
number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846835 Bell Ingram for Firm of WH Johnston MIR2014_94 

846836 Bell Ingram for Mr Tom Henshaw MIR2014_104 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

335651 Campion Homes Limited MIR2014_84 

835481 Colliers International for Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_15 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

846022 DPP LLP for Balmossie Developments Limited MIR2014_57 

846018 DPP LLP for Kinross Estates MIR2014_58 

844581 DPP LLP for Robert Simpson & Son MIR2014_59 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn CC MIR2014_85 

846846 Emac Planning LLP for A & J Stephen Ltd MIR2014_111 

347283 Emac Planning LLP for Angus Estates MIR2014_95 

846826 Emac Planning LLP for Delson Contracts Ltd MIR2014_108 

846821 Emac Planning LLP for F M & G Batchelor MIR2014_89 

846827 Emac Planning LLP for J G Lang & Son MIR2014_106 

846825 Emac Planning LLP for James Keiller Estates Ltd MIR2014_92 

846824 Emac Planning LLP for R Watson & Son MIR2014_91 

347277 
Emac Planning LLP for Stewart Milne Homes North 
Scotland MIR2014_107 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

846254 Gladman Developments MIR2014_31 

832682 Halliday Fraser Munro for George Martin Builders MIR2014_10 

845533 Halliday Fraser Munro for H+H Properties Ltd Dundee MIR2014_36 

785148 Homes For Scotland MIR2014_34 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

833277 Keppie Planning for CALA Management Limited MIR2014_25 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_33 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_35 

752940 
Mr David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain 
Bett, Esq MIR2014_16 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

630024 Mr James Lochhead for Muir Homes MIR2014_48 

610383 Mr James Watt MIR2014_9 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 
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345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

843701 Ryden for Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_50 

764281 Savills (UK) Ltd for The Pilkington Trust MIR2014_75 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

844060 Springfield Properties MIR2014_17 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

763602 Strutt & Parker for A Ritchie & Son and M&SM Bullough MIR2014_55 
 
 

Main Issues to which the comment 
relates 

Scale of new house building that should be 
planned for 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 

Those responding yes, no and no comment to Question 9 

Option 1: 
90%,

12

Option 2: 
100%,

41No Comment, 
67

Option 1: 90%

Option 2: 100%

No Comment

 
 
The majority of those responding to Question 7 supported Main Issues Report (2014) Option 
2. These were made up builders/land owners and some members of the public. A smaller 
number supported Option 1 (TAYplan’s preference). These were made up largely of 
government bodies, local authorities, the public, community councils, amenity groups and 
some developers and commercial organisations. 
 

Prefer Option 1: plan for 100% of need and demand in Angus, 
Dundee City and North Fife with 90% of need and demand for Perth 
& Kinross 
 
Those supporting Option 1 essentially support the reasoning in the Main Issues Report for 
Option 1 as a preference including broader strategy objectives. Some also promote sites of 
commercial interest to them. 
 

A. All too high but prefer Option 1 
One respondent considered both options were too high and would lead to increased car 
commuting but prefers Option 1 - 90%. 
 

B. Support reasons presented in Main Issues Report 
Several respondents supported Option 1 on the basis of the arguments presented in the Main 
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Issues Report including the transition to pre-recession build rates. They also cited reasons 
because they considered it to have fewer negative environmental implications according to 
the Strategic Environmental Assessment and because of the lower risk of losing productive 
land under Option 1. 
 

C. Plan can be revised if market changes 
One respondent concluded that the timescales for preparing the subsequent TAYplan 
provides appropriate flexibility to revise the plan in light of changing market demand. 
 

D. Brownfield land and proximity to services 
A respondent supported Option 1 on the basis that it presented the best likelihood of 
brownfield land reuse, regeneration and improvements to existing properties. They did not 
support what they refer to as ‘large scale, characterless development in the countryside away 
from services’. 
 

E. Demographic considerations 
Some considered the population projections to be unreliable and therefore argue that the 
plan needs to be as flexible as possible. Another suggested that if migration was curtailed 
this would alleviate youth unemployment. 
 

F. Support Option 1 and promote sites/locations 
Several respondents supported Option 1 and in so doing promoted sites or locations where 
they are the land owner and/or have a commercial interest. These include: 

 Balgathno to the northwest of Dundee, which is promoted as a possible part of the 
Western Gateway Strategic Development Area. 

 South Auchry Farm to the north west of Dundee as a mean to respond to the suggested 
over-reliance on brownfield sites and lack of ‘executive homes in green environment’. 

 
Others support Option 1 but note their concern about Cupar North Strategic Development 
Area. Another considers that Perth has limited land because of flooding and therefore argues 
that Dundee should be the major focus. 
 

G. More explanation required 
Scottish Government considers that the Main Issues Report could have provided more clarity 
about how the figures were arrived at. They note that the Main Issues Report is not incorrect 
but would like to see this made clear in the Plan. They also note that the contents of the Plan 
will need to accord with Scottish Planning Policy (2014), which was published in the closing 
date of the Main Issues Report consultation. 
 

Prefer Option 2: plan for 100% of need and demand in Angus, 
Dundee City and North Fife and Perth & Kinross 
 
Those supporting Option 2 do so on the basis that it meets need and demand, they argue it 
provides for more market choice and they consider this to be the best way to support the 
recovery. Others further critiqued Option 1 as being restrictive. Some question the 
interpretation of demographic information or other elements of strategy. Several promote 
sites where they have a commercial interest. 
 

H. Don’t falsely restrict the market 
The reasoning behind these varies from criticisms of Option 1 to presenting the proposed 
advantages of Option 2. 
 
Some respondents consider that artificially constraining the market (which they argue Option 
1 would do) will fail to meet need and demand and fail to plan for everyone to have a home. 
Others argue that planning to meet all need and demand requires a mix of sites. They argue 
that ‘restricting build rates will not deliver confidence to the market’ and thus will ‘not 
dramatically increase build rates or demographic changes’. One respondent also argues that 
Option 1 is planning to fail. This respondent goes on to argue that Strategic Development 
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Areas should be the focus. 
 
However other respondents argue that the main reasons for low build rates is the lack of 
allocated land in marketable locations, and large allocations in some areas with massive 
infrastructure costs. They argue that this would be further affected by Option 1. Another 
respondent considers that house builders should decide what is deliverable, not TAYplan. 
 
Some respondents argue that Option 1 would be contrary to Scottish Planning Policy. They 
present two arguments: 

 The first argues that Scottish Planning Policy means it is not appropriate to plan for less 
than 100% of identified need and demand for new homes. 

 The second argues that Option 1 does not meet the requirements of Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014) to plan for at least 10% generosity, the respondent interprets this as 110% 
of identified need and demand for new homes.  

 
Some respondents argue the strategy must be more pragmatic and that restricting greenfield 
land release is misguided. They also make arguments that suggest much of the brownfield 
land in Dundee City will not be delivered. 
 

I. Don’t agree with the statement ‘planning for too many homes would be as 
damaging as planning for too few’ 

Many respondents, particularly from the house building industry, do not agree with the 
statement in the Main Issues Report which says ‘planning for too many homes would be as 
damaging as planning for too few’. 
 
Some respondents argue that the Main Issues Report is incapable of accepting that demand 
could be met if more land was allocated. They go on to argue that Option 1 has not been fully 
justified. Others support the argument of planning for more land release. They argue ‘don’t 
hold back small sites for the Strategic Development Areas’. They also argue that inevitably 
popular areas will build out first but there is a need for a variety of sites and sizes. Others 
suggest that Option 1 is not being proactive, ambitious or flexible. 
 
Another argument is that this statement is inconsistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
paragraph 116, which requires a housing land requirement of at least 10% above the housing 
supply target. 
 
Another respondent promotes Carnoustie for further housing allocation on the basis that this 
areas has ‘a history of timeous delivery’.  
 

J. Provides choice and promote locations 
One respondent favours Option 2 because they argue that it provides flexibility for 
unforeseen market changes for which they reference Scottish Planning Policy para 71. They 
also argue Option 2 supports population growth to maintain viable communities and support 
infrastructure and services. Another respondent considers that Option 2 will support the reuse 
and improvement of existing homes and provide for sustainable affordable housing in the 
countryside. 
 
Several respondents go on to promote sites or locations directly which they own/have a 
commercial interest in; or criticise the Options in a way which they argue to ultimately support 
sites or locations they own or have a commercial interest in. These are as follows: 

 One respondent considers that North Angus build rates are too low given Montrose Port 
is a Strategic Development Area and also that it is lower than Highland Perthshire 
housing market area. They consider this to be unusual given the character of both areas 
and the objectives of the Plan. 

 One respondent promotes a site at Hillside in Montrose and considers that there is not a 
range of effective housing sites in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. 

 One respondent argues that Dundee Western Gateway will take ‘a long time to deliver’ 
despite now getting underway. They therefore argue that the Plan should enable sites in 
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locations such as Longforgan to come forward. 

 One respondent considers housing to be a major issue in Perthshire and support 
enabling the growth of small settlements. 

 One respondent argues for additional land to support the growth of Perth, they also 
suggest amending the green belt and continued focus on the west side of Perth where 
they have a land interest. 

 
K. Meets all need and demand and promotes choice 

Several respondents prefer Option 2 because they argue it meets all need and demand. 
Some go on to accept that increasing build rates will be challenging but argue that planning 
for Option 2 will provide confidence. In so doing they argue that this will provide choice and 
support a developer led recovery. 
 
Many respondents, particularly from the house building industry consider that Option 2 
provides for more choice to meet need and demand from a range of large, medium and small 
sites. Some also consider there to be currently too much reliance on large sites. One also 
promotes the approach adopted by Moray Council. 
 
Some respondents argue that Option 1 is contrary to the idea that ‘every person should have 
a home’ which is referenced in the Main Issues Report. 
 
Some argue that the additional flexibility for 10% generosity under Option 1 would only make 
up the shortfall between Options 1 and 2.  
 
Another argues that Option 2 is preferable because Perth & Kinross has some of the highest 
projected population growth in Scotland. 
 
Some respondents point out the need to include an element of generosity to the housing 
supply target and to justify this. Others reference Scottish Planning Policy (2010) para 70 and 
argue that the scale and distribution of new homes should be based on Housing Need and 
Demand Assessment and the need for a generous land supply in Scottish Planning Policy 
(2010) paragraph 71. 
 

L. Too much housing locked up in large sites 
Numerous respondents considered that too much housing is locked up in large sites, 
particularly the Strategic Development Areas. They argue that these large sites and their 
associated infrastructure burden will be delivered later and so flexibility is needed to bring 
forward other sites earlier. They argue that planning for Option 2 will provide additional 
choice. Similarly they consider that Option 1 would restrict this and cause un-predicted 
delays. 
 

M. Planning for this will not result in pressure on greenfield sites 
Some respondents did not agree that Option 2 would place greater pressure on greenfield 
land. In proposing Option 2 one respondent also implies not planning for some of the need 
and demand for the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area to be 
transferred to Dundee City (this matter is considered in Question 8). Another respondent 
feels that Option 2 will help reduce pressure in inappropriate locations. 
 

N. Disagree with TAYplan’s interpretation of demographics 
Some respondents disagree with demographic interpretation in the Main Issues Report. They 
consider Perth & Kinross and Angus should be focus for house building because this is 
where population has grown recently, as reported in the Main Issues Report. They also 
consider that increased household size is entirely due to people being trapped because there 
are not enough homes and they have to live with parents. They disagree that this situation 
represents a sound financial choice. 
 

O. Transition from low build rates 
Several respondents accept the significant transition in build rates needed to deliver Options 
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1 and 2 will be challenging. Some even point out the possibility that neither Option may be 
delivered. These respondents recognise the need to liaise with Councils and infrastructure 
providers on how to remove barriers to delivery and welcome further involvement in such 
discussions. They suggest that TAYplan should set out requirements for Local Development 
Plans to do this. 
 
Some respondents argue that the challenges of meeting identified need and demand should 
not be used to avoid meeting it. They argue that Option 2 is therefore about being ambitious 
and providing choice, competition and flexibility rather than what they see as dilution and 
restriction. They also argue that this will assist in the transition from the current low build 
rates to higher build rates needed for population increase and a recovering economy. Further 
they consider that it will also provide the funding and infrastructure investment, which in turn 
they felt will likely result in the provision of an undisputed supply of effective housing land. 
This, they suggest, is compliant with Scottish Planning Policy. 
 
Some respondents argue that TAYplan should plan for Option 2 and not use recent poor 
recent build rates to justify future lower rates. They also point out the need to plan for 10% to 
20% generosity in housing land requirements. 
 
Others argue for Option 2 to stimulate the market in this early recovery from low build rates. 
Others point to a national shortage of what they consider to be 35,000 homes due to pent up 
demand. They consider that 2,200 homes per year in TAYplan is insignificant.  
 

P. Disagree with risk to deliverability 
Several respondents, particularly from the house building industry, do not agree that Option 2 
presents more risks than Option 1 to deliverability or the locational objectives of the Plan. 
They consider that the 115 homes per year difference between Option 1 and Option 2 for 
Perth & Kinross Council area is marginal. As a result they consider that a 20 year plan will 
outlive numerous economic fluctuations and that Local Development Plans are capable of 
allocating higher levels of land whilst protecting areas suitable for longer term growth such as 
Strategic Development Areas.  
 

Q. Promote Aberdeen City/Shire approach 
In supporting the points made in P above, some respondents suggest that TAYplan should 
recognise examples in Aberdeen City/Shire where they realised economies of scale of major 
sites being permitted early with phasing to facilitate infrastructure delivery or in some cases to 
ignore phasing. 
 

R. Opportunities and don’t restrict market choice 
One respondent considers that Option 2 is best because they argue that TAYplan should not 
restrict people's choice about where to live. However, they also go on to support bringing 
empty homes back into use instead of what they refer to as ‘out-of-town’ housing. 
 
Another respondent prefered Option 2 because they argue that meeting demand means 
more investment. 
 

TAYplan’s response: 

Scottish Planning Policy (2014) was published in June 2014 during the closing days of the 
Main Issues Report consultation. It requires Strategic Development Planning Authorities to 
set out housing supply targets (how much housing is planned to be built). It then requires 
them to include a housing land requirement (the amount of land to be provided to deliver 
this). This should be between 10% and 20% additional land to be allocated to ensure there is 
choice or ‘a generous land supply’ dependent on local circumstances and considerations of 
economic, social and environmental factors. The total amount of land is the housing land 
requirement.  
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Prefer Option 1: plan for 100% of need and demand in Angus, 
Dundee City and North Fife with 90% of need and demand for Perth 
& Kinross 
 

A. All too high but prefer Option 1 
TAYplan acknowledges support for Option 1. The Options were based on identified need and 
demand for new homes in the robust and credible TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and 
Demand Assessment (2013). 
 

B. Support reasons presented in Main Issues Report 
TAYplan welcomes the support for Option 1 on the basis of the arguments presented in the 
Main Issues Report. 
 

C. Plan can be revised if market changes 
TAYplan agrees that the statutory plan review timetable along with the requirement for Local 
Development Plans to allocate the full housing land requirement from the outset provides 
appropriate land supply and the appropriate time and process for revisions to be made. 
 

D. Brownfield land and proximity to services 
TAYplan agrees that Option 1 is more likely to result in the reuse of previously developed 
land and buildings and development with closer proximity to services. The proposed plan will 
continue to focus strongly on place quality. 
 

E. Demographic considerations 
TAYplan agrees that the population projections can vary from forecast to forecast. National 
Records of Scotland now use several trajectories to aid planning. Although the population 
projections are important it is the household projections which help us understand exactly 
how the demographic changes are anticipated to translate into housing requirements. Since 
the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment was completed, the 2012-
based population projections have been published. These show continued population growth 
anticipated for Perth & Kinross albeit on a lower trajectory with about 15,000 fewer people by 
2036 than projected under the previous 2010-based projections. The equivalent household 
projections suggest larger average household sizes than in 2010. When considered 
alongside backlog housing need this suggests that need and demand for new homes would 
be close to the levels set out in Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1. This is investigated in 
greater depth in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015). 
 
TAYplan can find no evidence for the assertions made about migration and unemployment. 
There are many complex factors which govern these issues. 
 
Perth & Kinross and Angus each need migration for population growth because both have 
negative natural change. 
 

F. Support Option 1 and promote sites/locations 
TAYplan welcomes support for Option 1 and acknowledges the sites proposed. TAYplan 
does not propose any change to the Strategic Development Areas identified in the approved 
TAYplan (2012) and does not propose to identify any others. It will be for Local Development 
Plans to identify sites for new homes including the specific boundaries and areas within 
Strategic Development Areas whilst considering other factors such as flood risk.  
 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 also sets out a clear sequential approach for considering 
sites for development which prioritises land within settlements ahead of land outside of them. 
Previously developed land and buildings within principal settlements will make an important 
contribution to this. TAYplan will continue to require a generous supply of effective housing 
land in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy 2014. This means that the key difference 
from the approved TAYplan (2012) will be the requirement to specifically stipulate the margin 
of generosity. 
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G. More explanation required 
The Main Issues Report explains what scale of house building is proposed and references 
the robust and credible TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) 
as well as Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2014). These consider many of the detailed 
technical factors which have informed the Options presented at Main Issues stage. 
Presenting the information in this way is considered to strike the appropriate balance 
between a brief and informative Main Issues Report and the collation of more detailed 
technical information for those who want to explore this further. TAYplan will consider in the 
Proposed Plan how to clarify the presentation of the planned level of house building and 
accord with the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014). 
 

Prefer Option 2: plan for 100% of need and demand in Angus, 
Dundee City and North Fife and Perth & Kinross 
 

H. Don’t falsely restrict the market 
The implication of restricting the market is noted. However, many of the same respondents 
also argue (in P above) that the 115 homes per year difference (between the Options) is 
'insignificant'. Given this argument, it is less clear how Option 1 would represent the scale of 
restriction suggested when compared with Option 2. 
 
TAYplan considers that the central challenge is increasing build rates to match those 
currently planned in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 as well as those consulted upon at 
MIR stage. This is acknowledged by some respondents who recognise the possibility that 
neither 90% nor 100% of need and demand for Perth & Kinross (or elsewhere) may be 
delivered.  
 
It is not true to say that planning for 90% of need and demand in Perth & Kinross is 
restrictive. Present build rates are delivering around half of need and demand. Planning for 
Option 1 represents a significant step change and implies build rates similar to or higher than 
the upper levels of pre-recession build rates. Similarly Perth & Kinross’s housing land audit 
(2014) anticipates some growth in build rates over the 7 years following 2014. However, 
these are unlikely to reach the levels in the approved TAYplan (2012) let alone the higher 
levels considered under Options 1 and 2. This suggests firstly that despite the emerging 
recovery this challenge will be considerable. Secondly it suggests that there is a significant 
implicit generosity within Main Issues Report Option 1. 
 
In practical terms transition would mean lower build rates in the early years as performance 
improves. TAYplan proposes to continue the approach of requiring Local Development Plans 
to allocate all of the Housing Land Requirement from the outset. This means that land which 
is allocated but not developed in these early years could provide for any additional flexibility 
later. This would also be supplemented by the Scottish Planning Policy (2014) requirement 
for at least 10% generosity on top of the housing supply targets. However, as stated above 
for Perth & Kinross it is clear that even Main Issues Report Option 1 presents considerable 
implicit generosity even before considering the appropriate margin. 
 
The 2012-based population and household projections for Perth & Kinross revise down the 
growth trajectory (albeit still significant). The stronger statistical rigour of these projections, in 
light of the 2011 census, suggests that Main Issue Report Option 1 is more likely to be 
representative of future need and demand. This also suggests that Main Issues Report 
Option 2 for Perth & Kinross would be the consequence of levels in excess of the high 
migration variant. This is inconsistent with the original analysis of the future economy in the 
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013). It is also inconsistent 
with recent analysis of economy trends in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015). 
Therefore TAYplan is not persuaded by the demographic arguments presented by 
respondents and neither is TAYplan persuaded that Main Issues Report Option 1 is 
restrictive. However, it is now clear that Main Issues Report Option 2 is unrealistic. 
 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 already requires Local Development Plans to plan for a 
housing supply target which is set out in that Policy, but it goes on to require a higher housing 
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land requirement to ensure a generous supply of land. However, it does not stipulate what 
proportion of additional generosity this should be, instead leaving this to Local Development 
Plans. The next TAYplan will continue this approach but will now stipulate the margin of 
generosity and the housing land requirement. 
 
TAYplan does not accept that the current strategy restricts greenfield land release. Approved 
TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 focuses the majority of new housing in principal settlements. To do 
this it sets out a sequential approach that prioritises all sites (greenfield or brownfield) that are 
within principal settlements ahead of those which are not. This means that a greenfield site 
within a principal settlement (and which is not protected for e.g. heritage, recreation or 
environmental reasons) is better than a brownfield site in the middle of the countryside far 
from services and facilities. TAYplan is not persuaded that this approach is wrong. Given that 
it is a settlement strategy TAYplan accepts the balance of probability that more greenfield 
than brownfield sites may be filtered out by this. This represents an appropriate and 
pragmatic approach to development that is primarily concerned with where the site is located 
and its proximity to jobs and services. 
 

I. Don’t agree with the statement ‘planning for too many homes would be as 
damaging as planning for too few’ 

Many respondents, particularly from the house building industry, do not agree with the 
statement in the Main Issues Report which says ‘planning for too many homes would be as 
damaging as planning for too few’. TAYplan considers that this is a legitimate statement since 
there are significant risks to deliverability and consequent social, economic and 
environmental implications. There are examples such as the Republic of Ireland where 
unfettered development has led to large scale vacancy. It is also possible to envisage 
situations where almost unfettered growth brings about major environmental or infrastructure 
implications. Therefore TAYplan consider this to be an important balance between meeting 
identified need and demand considering important physical, social, economic and 
environmental factors. Although TAYplan covers housing it is a plan for a wider range of 
sometimes competing and often conflicting factors which collectively must align to deliver the 
vision. 
 
TAYplan does not agree that small sites are being held back in favour of the larger strategic 
development areas. Firstly the total amount of housing planned for strategic development 
areas represents 19% of the total new homes planned in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5. 
The total level of house building proposed under Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1 is very 
similar and therefore the vast majority of housing planned would be on sites which are not 
part of strategic development areas. The clarity provided by Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
about what land can contribute to the housing land requirement is already reflected in the 
approved TAYplan (2012) and this will continue. 
 
TAYplan does not agree that the Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1 is inconsistent with 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116. This is because Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014) paragraph 115 requires TAYplan to include a housing supply target. This is a policy 
view of the number of new homes that will be planned for, not an automatic transfer of the 
housing need and demand assessment. This is because besides the housing need and 
demand assessment planning authorities also need to consider the wider economic, social 
and environmental factors, issues of capacity, resource and deliverability, and other important 
requirements. TAYplan has considered numerous factors during preparation of the Main 
Issues Report (2014) and since. These are set out in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper 
(2015) and Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2015). This meets all of the market demand and 
TAYplan considers the evidence here to be compelling and significant and remains 
persuaded that Main Issues Report Option 1 is the most appropriate option to plan for. 
 
Also Scottish Planning Policy (2014) was published in the closing days of the Main Issues 
Report consultation. The respondents are correct that Scottish Planning Policy 2014) 
paragraph 116 requires TAYplan to stipulate a housing land requirement to show the extent 
of generosity in land supply. However, TAYplan does not agree that the Options presented at 
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Main Issues Report stage are contrary to this. The Options represent build rates and are 
therefore equivalent to housing supply targets. This is consistent with the requirements of 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 115 and 118. The approved TAYplan (2012) 
Policy 5 already required local authorities to provide a larger supply of land to ensure that the 
housing supply targets were delivered. This was proposed to continue. However, Scottish 
Planning Policy then clarified matters as such the next TAYplan will reflect this requirement. 
In particular this will be based on robust evidence and will reflect local circumstances. 
 
Therefore the proposed TAYplan will contain a housing supply target based on the 
appropriate considerations. There will also be a housing land requirement in the Proposed 
Plan based on the appropriate considerations set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
paragraphs 115, 116 and 118. There is no conflict between this requirement and Option 1 (or 
indeed Option 2). Both options represent a housing supply target. As at present in the 
approved TAYplan, a margin of generosity would be applied and Local Development Plans 
would be required to allocate a larger housing land requirement. The only difference from the 
approved TAYplan (2012) is that the proposed plan will now specify the margin of generosity 
in order to accord with Scottish Planning Policy. This does not represent an inconsistency. 
 
Furthermore the proposed plan will also continue to include flexibility for Local Development 
Plans to some housing between neighbouring housing market areas in appropriately 
evidenced cases of environmental or infrastructure constraint. This matter is considered 
under Question 7 but provides further flexibility. 
 
Carnoustie is identified in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 as a tier 2 principal settlement. It 
will be for Angus Council to determine which sites will be allocated in Carnoustie for new 
housing. 
 
TAYplan does not agree that Option 1 has not been fully justified. The factors influencing this 
were considered in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) 
and Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2014). These have been further considered in the 
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) and Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2015).  
 
The TAYplan-wide Joint HNDA (2013) considered the implications of welfare reform. In 
particular it recognised the high ratio of market to affordable housing requirement from 
assessment tool would need to be delivered through alternatives to market development; this 
recognition was supported by many house builders. It was also recognised that private rent 
will play an increasingly important role in meeting a variety of needs in the future market. To 
support this, a significant evolution would need to take place in the private rented sector to 
involve new providers such as private rental firms and institutional investors. This evolution 
will take time during the first years of the plan and may be an additional factor that would 
limit, or at least partially dictate, the scale of transition from presently low house building 
rates. 
 
Evidence from housing land audits suggests that house building rates for Angus, Dundee City 
and North Fife will reach, almost reach or exceed levels in Main Issues Report (2014) Option 
1 at points during the 7 years following 2014. For Perth & Kinross however build rates are 
expected to increase but would represent less than 60% of the build rates in Main Issues 
Report (2014) Option 1. This suggests considerable implicit generosity of housing supply 
targets based on Option 1 for Perth & Kinross. 
 
Analysis of the 2012-based household projections in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper 
(2015) suggests that the scale of need and demand for Perth & Kinross, Angus and North 
Fife would be slightly less than Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1. This again suggests that 
these are appropriate as housing supply targets and indeed appear to offer a degree of 
implicit generosity. 
 
The same analysis also suggests that Main Issues Report (2014) Option 2 for Perth & 
Kinross would now be the consequence of migration in excess of the 2012-based household 
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projections high migration variant. This is inconsistent with the original economic assumptions 
in the TAYplan-wide Joint HNDA (2013). As such Option 2 would be the consequence of far 
more substantial economic growth for Perth & Kinross than there is evidence for at present. 
TAYplan is therefore satisfied that Option 2 is unrealistic and that Option 1 remains 
appropriate, is generous and that should growth take place at a more significant rate the 5 
yearly review cycle provides the appropriate process and timing to consider this and make 
any appropriate policy changes.  
 
TAYplan continues to consider that its analysis is appropriate and does not accept the view 
that it is misguided, nor does TAYplan accept that a shortage of land is the reason for low 
build rates. These are clearly driven by the risk adversity of lending institutions, the value of 
land and choices of land owners, capacity in the building industry and supply chain 
businesses and the job security and financial capacity of would be purchasers. After all these 
fell due to the economic downturn and credit crunch. TAYplan provides for land but many 
other factors are fiscal. 
 

J. Provides choice and promote locations 
TAYplan notes the interest in specific sites or locations. TAYplan does not agree that it 
should plan for Option 2 simply to enable the sites mentioned by respondents to be 
developed. This will be a matter for Local Development Plans to consider in line with 
TAYplan. It will also be for respective Local Development Plans to consider amendments to 
any green belt designations. However, there are no proposals to amend that Strategic 
Development Areas or to add new ones. 
 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 focuses the majority of new development in principal 
settlements and also allows for some land to be developed in locations outside of principal 
settlements in specific circumstances. Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5C restricts new 
housing development in areas surrounding Dundee and Perth including along the Carse of 
Gowrie. These approaches are proposed to continue. 
 
It will be for the Local Development Plan to determine which sites are allocated where, 
although the present Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan does not presently allocate 
any land in Longforgan.  
 
The housing supply targets for North Angus (and all other housing market areas) are based 
on the findings of a robust and credible housing need and demand assessment and 
consideration of wider economic, social and environmental factors and issues of capacity, 
resource and deliverability, as well as other requirements. This is consistent with Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014). North Angus and Highland Perthshire each have a different scale of 
backlog housing need and different projected household change, as such the scale of 
planned new house building differs for each.  
 
The only circumstance where need and demand will be met in another housing market area 
is in appropriately justified cases of serious environmental or infrastructure constraint. 
Furthermore this can only take place between neighbouring market areas within the same 
council. The level of transfer is presently limited to 10% but this level is being considered 
under Question 7. TAYplan does not agree that house land requirement should be 
transferred from one housing market area to another which is not a direct neighbour and is 
not within the same council areas and where there are no issues of environmental or 
infrastructure constraint to justify this. 
 

K. Meets all need and demand and promotes choice 
The respondents appear to make a straightforward argument to meet all of the identified 
need and demand in principle, as well as suggesting a number of benefits also covered by 
arguments discussed elsewhere.  
 
TAYplan has considered the identified need and demand from the TAYplan-wide Joint HNDA 
(2013) and has then considered whether there are any implications with meeting this. Such 
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an approach is expected by Scottish Planning Policy paragraph 115. This makes clear firstly 
that the conclusions of the HNDA do not automatically become the housing supply targets, 
these are a policy view. Secondly it makes clear that the housing supply targets are also 
informed by consideration of wider economic, social and environmental factors and issues of 
capacity, resource and deliverability, as well as other requirements. This is what TAYplan has 
done in the preparation of the Main Issues Report (2014) and subsequently through the 
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015). 
 
The identified need and demand for Angus, Dundee City and North Fife is lower than planned 
build rates in approved TAYplan (2012). Therefore it is consistent with the continuation of this 
strategy to plan to meet 100% of identified need and demand. In Perth & Kinross the situation 
is different. The identified need and demand is higher than build rates planned in the 
approved TAYplan (2012). There are also significant capacity, resource and deliverability 
issues relating to the transition from currently low build rates to higher build rates. These 
amongst other factors persuade TAYplan that it is most appropriate to plan for Main Issues 
Report (2014) Option 1. 
 
Several respondents cite Scottish Planning Policy (2010) paragraphs 70 and 71 and argue 
that these say the identified need and demand for new homes in the housing need and 
demand assessment should become the house building target (now housing supply target). 
However, TAYplan considers this to be incorrect and that Scottish Planning Policy (2010) 
required plans to consider wider social, economic and environmental implications. Therefore 
it is not automatic that Housing Need and Demand Assessment outputs become the housing 
supply target. Since these responses were received, Scottish Planning Policy (2014) has 
clarified matters as described above and TAYplan is satisfied that its approach is consistent 
with this. 
 
For clarity, Option 2 is the housing supply targets taken directly from the identified need and 
demand for new homes in Housing Need and Demand Assessment. Option 1 plans for 90% 
of need and demand for Perth & Kinross as a consequence of broader social, economic, 
environmental and physical considerations. There is therefore no conflict with Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014) or indeed its predecessor. 
 

L. Too much housing locked up in large sites 
Larger sites, including Strategic Development Areas have, like all other sites, progressed 
more slowly due the economic downturn. This does not present a convincing argument to 
alter them, delete them or add new Strategic Development Areas. They are also not unique in 
requiring new infrastructure but they are large and do require infrastructure arrangements. 
Some of those with a housing component are already underway e.g. Dundee Western 
Gateway and Dundee Waterfront. Others are progressing to application stage e.g. Cupar 
North and St. Andrews West. 
 
Based on approved TAYplan (2012) Policies 4 and 5 Strategic Development Areas represent 
approximately 19% of planned house building in the approved TAYplan (2012), although this 
will be higher in places like North Fife.  
 
The Strategic Development Areas are not just about numbers, they are also about fully 
considered settlement extensions which factor in infrastructure delivery. It is sometimes 
misleading to argue that there would be no or fewer infrastructure implications from smaller 
sites as these can individually or collectively bring about infrastructure implications of their 
own.  
 
The new jobs and demand for goods and services will still remain in the principal settlements. 
A more dispersed series of small sites would not automatically result in less need for new 
transport or education infrastructure and could result in a less coordinated and more 
challenging situation in which to make provision for new infrastructure. Planning authorities 
will be identifying other sites besides the Strategic Development Areas but it will be for them 
to determine which sites through their Local Development Plan. 
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Many respondents argue elsewhere that the difference between Main Issues Report (2014) 
Options 1 and 2 (115 homes per year) is insignificant. It is therefore also less clear how 
Option 2 would result in such a significant improvement in choice, particularly as this will only 
affect Perth & Kinross. 
 

M. Planning for this will not result in pressure on greenfield sites 
TAYplan does not agree that there will be no increased pressure on greenfield land. 
Brownfield land is limited in the TAYplan area and is particularly concentrated in Dundee City 
where many of the former industrial areas are located. It is therefore inevitable that Option 2 
(which does not affect Dundee City per se) will see some additional pressure on greenfield 
land from the increase in housing supply target and also from the larger amount of land that 
would constitute the housing land requirement. In a long-term transition to recovery during a 
weak market with limited output further allocation also risks ‘cherry picking’ of sites and the 
potential consequence for unsustainable patterns of travel and development, contrary to that 
sought to achieve the vision. 
 

N. Disagree with TAYplan’s interpretation of demographics 
The fact that Angus and Perth & Kinross have experienced the most growth does not mean 
they automatically offer the most sustainable location for homes to deliver the plan's vision. 
Nor does it mean that these are the locations where most new households are expected in 
future.  
 
The housing supply targets in both Option 1 and Option 2 are the result of considering a 
series of factors, including demography, through the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and 
Demand Assessment (2013). This was declared robust and credible by the Scottish 
Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis in early 2014.  
 
The more recent 2012-based population projections indicate a lower growth trajectory for 
Perth & Kinross (albeit still one of Scotland’s highest) and almost zero change for Angus 
between 2012 and 2036. The consequent implications for anticipated new households 
includes both the 2012-based household projections and also backlog housing need. Based 
on the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) it is likely that the need and demand for new 
homes in both Angus and Perth & Kinross would be slightly lower than the levels in Main 
Issues Report (2014) Option 1. 
 
TAYplan has never argued that the increase in household size is entirely as a result of 
demographic factors. The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment 
(2013) considered household size and recognised both demographic factors and economic 
ones. The 2012-based projections now reflect a more rigorous consideration of these factors 
based on the 2011 Census. It is true that some of those in larger households have been 
‘trapped’. TAYplan considers that this has occurred because of rising house prices (which 
then did not fall) and the subsequent credit crunch which denied home buyers and home 
builders alike the credit they needed. TAYplan acknowledges that many of those who have 
been ‘trapped’ in larger households may not have otherwise chosen this situation. However, 
given the broader economic context, this choice has probably been made because it made 
most financial sense, even if it was not preferred.  
 
The economic recovery does not necessarily mean that all of those who are ‘trapped’ in 
larger households will suddenly become active in the market. Similarly the population 
projections reveal a significant projected growth in children, working adults and pensionable 
adults. The largest proportional increase is amongst children. In Angus the population is 
projected to growth strongly in those of pensionable age with falls in the number of children 
and working age adults. The opposite is projected in the other council areas covering the 
TAYplan region. 
 
TAYplan considers that it is far too simple to suggest this has occurred because there are not 
enough homes. The factors are far broader with more complex inter-linkages but the 
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availability of credit, contraction of building firms and supply chain businesses and fall in the 
confidence of land owners and investors made many more risk averse. This reduced 
completion rates for new homes and limited the availability of existing homes on the market. 
Overall the market slowed despite latent demand. The availability of more property on the 
market, including new build, contributes to a more fluid market.  
 

O. Transition from low build rates 
TAYplan welcomes the recognition that a transition to higher build rates will take time and 
may not deliver all the homes of either Option 1 or Option 2. TAYplan also acknowledges the 
requirement to ensure that the supply of land is generous.  
 
TAYplan also welcomes the willingness to work together to consider potential barriers to 
delivery.  
 
TAYplan does not accept that it has used the challenges of meeting identified need and 
demand as a basis for preferring Option 1. Instead it has considered the broader physical, 
social, economic and environmental implications of Option 2 in light of the vision and at Main 
Issues stage. It has also considered the issues of capacity, resource and deliverability and 
considered that Option 1 is preferable to deliver the vision. 
 
Based on the arguments set out above for TAYplan does not accept that planning for Option 
2 will automatically bring choice and flexibility nor that it will assist the transition to higher 
build rates any more than Option 1. Analysis of housing land audits for Perth & Kinross 
suggests that build rates are not expected to reach those of Option 1 in the 7 years following 
2014. In fact these will be approximately 55% or so of Main Issues Report Option 1. This 
implies considerable generosity and there is no evidence to suggest that providing even more 
land will make Option 1 (or indeed Option 2) any more likely to be delivered than if this was 
not to be done. 
 
Planning for Option 1 still represents a considerable increase (over 100 homes per year) 
compared with what is currently planned in the approved TAYplan (2012), which itself is not 
being achieved. TAYplan therefore considers that this is ambitious, particularly given the 
scale of transition and the evidence cited in Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2015) and the 
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015). 
 
TAYplan also notes the suggestion that higher build rates would cater for population 
increases. It is correct that a higher level of house building would accommodate a higher 
level of population growth. However, the level of population growth, and its implications for 
household formation are governed by a broader series of factors that are social and 
economic rather than based on land availability.  
 
The robust and credible TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2014) 
has already considered a range of possible growth scenarios. Further consideration has also 
been given to the implications of the 2012-based population and household projections in the 
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015). Neither suggests the likelihood of significant 
population growth beyond the levels that would deliver Main Issues Report Option 1. As 
noted above Option 2 would be the consequence of migration levels in excess of the 2012-
based household projections high migration variant. There is no evidence to suggest the 
economic circumstances to bring this about are apparent now or in the short to medium term. 
 
Recent build rates do not represent, on their own, the basis for future building targets but they 
do indicate two important factors:  
1. The build rates during the most liberal lending climate ever resulted in approximately 2,000 
homes per year. To achieve those levels again the same or better circumstances would need 
to exist. During this same time period Perth & Kinross did not experience build rates of the 
levels in Option 1 (let alone those in Option 2); and,  
2. When circumstances did change in 2007 house building rates fell. This tells us how much 
of a transition is needed and indicates the types of factors (besides land supply) that are 
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needed to bring this about.  
 
The difference between the low and high points in build rates assist TAYplan’s understanding 
of what has been possible and the magnitude of change now needed. TAYplan accepts that 
recent peaks would not automatically represent a limit but that to reach and exceed these 
requires job security, fiscal confidence, lending to builders and buyers, growth in industry 
capacity and supply chain businesses, and, land owner and investor confidence. This 
happens in spite of as well as because of land supply. TAYplan is satisfied firstly that what is 
planned is appropriate to meet likely need and demand; secondly that it is reflective of other 
important considerations; thirdly that the procedures and thought processes reflect the 
requirements of national policy; and, fourthly that the statutory review timetable provides the 
appropriate procedures and timing to consider and debate any changes that may be needed 
to policy. 
 
TAYplan notes the suggested 35,000 shortfall in house building although it is not clear that 
this is all as a result of ‘pent-up demand’. It is also unclear if this is presented as a national 
figure or a figure for TAYplan. Similarly if one accepts the argument that the proposed 2,200 
homes per year is insignificant to this then it is not clear how the 115 extra homes per year 
under Option 2 would make a difference. TAYplan considers the comments made above 
appropriately deal with this point.  
 

P. Disagree with risk to deliverability 
Although 115 homes per year may not represent a significant amount when considered 
across a large geography such as Perth & Kinross; it is less clear why this point supports the 
case for Option 2. This is because those raising this point argue this figure is 'insignificant'. If 
planning for an 'insignificant' level of building (115 homes per annum) may have no impact 
this could suggest that it makes no difference if the next TAYplan includes Option 1.  
 
TAYplan has considered these matters further in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) 
as detailed above. As a result TAYplan considers that there are risks to deliverability and that 
planning for Option 1 is appropriate. 
 
Local Development Plans may well be capable of ‘allocating higher house building rates’ but 
the issue is not the rate of building per se but the resultant physical, social, environmental 
and economic implications. 
 

Q. Promote Aberdeen City/Shire approach 
The arguments made for phasing of large sites in particular to deliver infrastructure would 
apply if TAYplan was requiring a phased step change in house building and holding back 
some sites. TAYplan is not doing this, it is asking for Local Development Plans to identify all 
of the housing land requirement for the ten year period advised in Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014) from the outset.  
 
There is also no restriction made on when Strategic Development Areas come forward. Some 
of the Strategic Development Areas, as well as other Local Development Plan sites, do 
require significant new infrastructure. The respective councils are considering a variety of 
methods to enable this including prudential borrowing and other measures. This is a matter, 
at present, for the respective councils. TAYplan already sets out requirements for place 
shaping and developer contributions which provide an appropriate strategic context. 
 

R. Opportunities and don’t restrict market choice 
TAYplan does not wish to restrict people's choice about where to live and cannot. This is 
done by price and availability in the free market. Clearly a new home can only exist if 
planning permission is obtained and then construction takes place.  
 
TAYplan correctly protects some assets for a limited range of land uses and focuses 
development in principal settlements to reduce the need to travel and improve access to jobs, 
services and facilities. This is appropriate given the vision of the Plan. TAYplan also enables 
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some development to take place outside of principal settlements.  
 
Meeting demand will only mean more investment if investors choose to take financial risks 
and then these pay off. It has already been noted by several respondents from the building 
industry that it is possible that the full housing supply target of Option 1 or Option 2 may not 
be delivered for Perth & Kinross and that 115 homes per year is 'insignificant'. It is therefore 
suggested that this will make very little difference to the overall level of investment. However, 
it must be recognised, however unpopular, that related issues of site ownership and capacity 
to build along with the risks of flooding the market with too much land each present some risk 
that must be recognised when considering how many homes to plan for. 
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan Stage 
TAYplan will set out housing supply targets and housing land requirement for TAYplan, each 
constituent council area and their respective housing market areas. 
 
TAYplan will present housing supply targets and housing land requirement figures for each 
local authority part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. This is because the Greater 
Dundee Housing Market Area is the only one to cover more than one council area and this 
will provide clarity for Local Development Plans. 
 
The housing supply targets should be based on Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1. This is 
because Option 1 better reflects the consideration of wider economic, social and 
environmental factors, issues of capacity, resource and deliverability and other requirements. 
 
The housing land requirement will provide for a generous supply of land based on local 
circumstances and other considerations. Generosity will be highest where the respective area 
is expected to accommodate more homes than Main Issues Report Option 1 during the plan 
period e.g. due to population and household projections or policy triggers. Lower levels of 
generosity will be apparent where population and household projections indicate similar or 
lower levels of anticipated house buildings, where there are no policy triggers and/or where 
there is implicit generosity in the housing supply targets. 
 
The ability to shift housing land requirement between housing market areas in response to 
infrastructure and environmental constraint will continue (see Question 7). However, this will 
be the only circumstance in which this can take place. 
 
35 homes per year from the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market 
Area should be transferred to Dundee City (see Question 8). 
 
Dundee City Council will continue to have the flexibility to plan for housing land requirements 
in excess of those stated in TAYplan. This will contribute to its land generosity and ensure 
that the majority of the effective housing land in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area is 
in Dundee City. This will also support the sustainable pattern of land use where other sites 
elsewhere in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area become non-effective. The 
effectiveness of housing land should be considered at the Greater Dundee Housing Market 
Area level (see Question 9). This will be done through monitoring. 
 
TAYplan will continue to consider the need for a range of type, size and tenure of new homes 
to meet the needs and aspirations of a variety of households throughout their lives. TAYplan 
will also explicitly state the scale of market and affordable homes planned at TAYplan level to 
reflect the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 127. 
 
The housing supply targets and housing land requirements include any new build homes 
(including conversions) of any tenure and also specialist provision such as for Gypsies and 
Travellers where a land for a new home or pitch is required. 
 
It will be for Local Development Plans to determine which sites contribute to the housing land 
requirement (including the exact boundaries of Strategic Development Areas).  
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 5: How to plan for homes for people to live in 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 7: What share of housing land should the next TAYplan allow 
Councils to shift between neighbouring housing market areas to respond 
to serious cases of environmental or infrastructure constraints? 

- Option 1: Increase from 10% and possibly up to 25% 
- Option 2: Retain the 10% (current approach) 
- No comment 

 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

ID 
number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

442583 Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA MIR2014_79 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846888 Barton Willmore for Scotia Homes Ltd MIR2014_105 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

335651 Campion Homes Limited MIR2014_84 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

540817 David Wardrop for Persimmon/ Headon/ VICO MIR2014_99 

752940 David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett Esq MIR2014_16 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

846846 Emac Planning LLP for A & J Stephen Ltd MIR2014_111 

347283 Emac Planning LLP for Angus Estates MIR2014_95 

846826 Emac Planning LLP for Delson Contracts Ltd MIR2014_108 

846821 Emac Planning LLP for F M & G Batchelor MIR2014_89 

846827 Emac Planning LLP for J G Lang & Son MIR2014_106 

846825 Emac Planning LLP for James Keiller Estates Ltd MIR2014_92 

846824 Emac Planning LLP for R Watson & Son MIR2014_91 

347277 Emac Planning LLP for Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland MIR2014_107 

344811 Feuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846254 Gladman Developments Ltd MIR2014_31 

832682 Halliday Fraser Munro for George Martin Builders MIR2014_10 

845533 Halliday Fraser Munro for H+H Properties Ltd Dundee MIR2014_36 

785148 Homes for Scotland MIR2014_34 

763496 John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

846022 John Handley for Balmossie Developments Limited MIR2014_57 

846018 John Handley for Kinross Estates MIR2014_58 

844581 John Handley for Robert Simpson & Son MIR2014_59 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

833277 Keppie Planning for CALA Management Limited MIR2014_25 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_33 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallave Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_35 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

630024 Mr James Lochhead MIR2014_48 

610383 Mr James Watt MIR2014_9 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 
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842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

843701 Ryden for Bon Accord Land Ltd/ Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_50 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

844060 Springfield Properties MIR2014_17 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

763602 Strutt & Parker for A Ritchie & Son and M&SM Bullough MIR2014_55 

 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

n/a 
 
 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Option 1: Increase 
16 people agreed with Option 1 – to increase from 10% share of housing land to allow 
Councils to shift between neighbouring housing market areas to respond to serious cases of 
environmental or infrastructure constraints. 
 
A number of respondents considered there to be a need for greater flexibility. One respondent 
specifically suggested a 20% share and 3 respondents suggested a 25% share.  One 
respondent suggested that there should be no upper limit, as any stated percentage would be 
an arbitrary conclusion.  Another respondent considered that the full identified housing need 
and demand should be met in Perth & Kinross.  Shifting housing land should not just be for 
environmental or infrastructure reasons.  It was also considered that there should be greater 
flexibility where there is a residential-led Strategic Development Area that can provide effective 
land in locations that fit the TAYplan strategy.  It was also suggested that greater flexibility 
would be helpful in flood risk areas. 
 
Additionally, it was suggested that the greater the flexibility, the more likely local authorities 
would be able to allocate land in locations best able to support sustainable, successful places 
and still meet housing demand.  It was considered that greater flexibility could reduce the need 
to allocate greenfield and prime agricultural land sites and respond to environmental factors.  It 
was also suggested that an alternative would be to allocate more homes and land than 
required in the Housing Market Areas that face environmental and infrastructure constraints. 

Option 1: 
Increase,

16

Option 2: 
Retain 10%,

35

No Comment, 
69

Option 1: Increase

Option 2: Retain 10%

No Comment
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Option 2: Retain 10% 
35 people agreed with Option 2 – to retain the 10% share of housing land to allow Councils to 
shift between neighbouring housing market areas to respond to serious cases of environmental 
or infrastructure constraints. 
 
A number of respondents stated that ideally there would be no sharing between housing 
market areas, but accepted the retention of 10% for serious cases of environmental and 
infrastructure constraints.  However, it was considered that TAYplan should focus on removing 
these constraints. It was considered unclear what other issues within the TAYplan area could 
justify a similar approach being taken.  Overall, a 25% share was considered to be too high. 
 
A number of respondents considered that the environmental/ infrastructure constraint often 
aren’t addressed when shifting housing allocations to neighbouring Housing Market Areas and 
that measures should be required to mitigate the environmental issues.  A specific example 
was given, at Kinross, in Perth & Kinross Council. One respondent considered that planning 
authorities should work around environmental and infrastructure constraints.  It was considered 
that if larger housing allocations are allocated in these locations, developers could contribute to 
a solution, positively contributing to the regional economy and putting less pressure on 
neighbouring Housing Market Areas.  It was also considered that greater focus on shifting 
housing numbers is not sustainable, and does not ensure an equitable and sustainable 
development pattern. It was suggested that constraints in Housing Market Areas should be 
identified by TAYplan, and an action plan developed to deal with the issues. 
 
One respondent considered that housing demand should be met within each housing market 
area and find alternative sites in the same housing market area free from environmental or 
infrastructure constraints.  Another considered that in retaining 10% flexibility; this would force 
Councils to make better use of what they have.  One respondent considered that no one 
settlement can have constraints that mean development can never take place.  It was 
considered that if there was a higher percentage share than 10%, this would result in too much 
competitiveness, caused by too many allocations.  It was also considered that Housing Market 
Area boundaries should continually be under review and that market segmentation, by 
household income and wealth, will influence Housing Market Area geography.  Over time it 
was considered that circumstances may require consideration of Option 1 in certain parts of 
the region, but this should be addressed through further review rather than be built into the 
plan now. 
 
Another respondent noted that they are opposed to social engineering. 
 

Other  
One respondent considered it to be dangerous that this proposal could result in quite a 
different strategy to the Approved TAYplan (2012). One option suggested to mitigate this 
potential would be to introduce a limit by which Housing Market Areas could grow under this 
arrangement. 
 

a) Comments made at Community Events 
It was considered that Dundee Western Gateway could absorb more development from Perth 
as there is a huge demand, good location and great potential, helping to deliver better services 
and protect rural land. It was also considered that there is a requirement for TAYplan to plan 
for flexibility to allow housing to be delivered to full target levels.  
 
Furthermore, it was suggested that St Andrews should form part of Dundee housing market 
area. 
 
It was also reported that the housebuilders prefer Option 2, meeting needs locally and that they 
are quite happy with TAYplan’s proposals and also how it is presented currently. 
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TAYplan’s response: 
 

TAYplan has considered the different points of view offered in response to the Main Issues 
Report (2014). These responses highlight the need for clear evidence and identify some of the 
risks of transferring too much of the housing land to neighbouring market areas as this would 
have the potential to adversely affect the meeting of housing needs. These are important 
points which have strongly influenced TAYplan’s thinking following the Main Issues Report. 
 

Option 1: Increase 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TAYplan welcomes the support and suggestions noted.  
 
TAYplan considers that in allocating more homes than required, particularly where there are 
environmental constraints, this would likely accentuate any negative environmental impact. 
 
TAYplan’s Proposed Plan will set out a generous supply through the Housing Land 
Requirement taking account of Scottish Planning Policy (2014).  In respect of the flexibility of 
allocating housing land within local authority boundaries, TAYplan notes those with a 
preference for an increase to 20-25% flexibility. The key issues remain the evidence to support 
this and achieving a balance within each Housing Market Area of developing in a sustainable 
manner whilst meeting housing need and demand. 
 
TAYplan does not consider it necessary that this flexibility could only be applied where a 
Strategic Development Area is allocated within a Housing Market Area. The Local 
Development Plan would however be required to justify that the additional need and demand 
could be met through a range of effective sites. 
 
It is also important to make clear the distinction between what is considered under these 
options and the proposal to meet some of the housing need and demand for the Perth & 
Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area in Dundee City. The latter is about 
how best to accommodate homes within an individual housing market area that contains 
several different administrative areas. These administrative areas within the Greater Dundee 
Housing Market Area are not different housing market areas. The proposed approach here is 
the best approach to ensure the most sustainable location of development. This is part of the 
strategy is to direct the majority of new development to larger settlements. Issues within the 
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area were considered separately under questions 8 and 9. 
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Option 2: Retain 10% 

 
 
The original premise argued that although retaining 10% provided some flexibility a higher 
proportion would provide greater flexibility. Although this may be true, TAYplan has considered 
in detail the responses that proposed retention of 10%. 
 
Any change in policy would retain the approach to shift housing land between housing market 
areas only within a local authority boundary. Perth & Kinross have applied the approved 
TAYplan (2012) approach to the Kinross housing market area. This was justified and fully 
considered as part of the Local Development Plan process, which was adopted in 2014. 
 
Serious environmental or infrastructure constraints may not always be rectifiable. The principle 
of this policy is to best ensure the area is being developed in a sustainable manner and that 
development occurs in sustainable locations. Scottish Water are continuing to work on the 
Kinross/ Milnathort issues. Perth & Kinross Council, along with Scottish Natural Heritage, 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency and the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology are 
commissioning a major project to survey the condition of Loch Leven, which will be done every 
10 years.  
 
TAYplan recognises that housing makes a significant contribution to the economy across all 
areas. 
 
The principle of the policy is to balance delivering development in the most sustainable 
locations. TAYplan does not consider that the existing 10% policy limits the delivery of sites. 
Additionally, TAYplan does not consider providing a degree of flexibility in housing market 
areas with environmental/infrastructure constraints to be social engineering. Instead, this 
approach is considered to promote a more forward approach to sustainable economic growth 
and delivering the Plan's strategy. The focus remains on accommodating the majority of new 
homes within principal settlements. 
 
TAYplan agree that there is a requirement for a regular review of housing market area 
boundaries and this exercise was undertaken to inform the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need 
and Demand Assessment (2013). The conclusion of this has resulted in the boundaries as set 
out in the Main Issues Report. The Strategic Development Plan is reviewed 5 yearly and an 
equivalent exercise to consider housing market areas will form part of the next housing need 
and demand assessment. Any change in policy would only apply environmental/infrastructure 
constraints by shifting housing land between housing market areas within a local authority 
boundary. 
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Other  
The comments and potential concerns to increased flexibility are noted. The principle of this 
flexibility is not to distort the overall spatial strategy. TAYplan will consider these suggested 
potential implications. 
 

a) Comments made at Community Events 
 
TAYplan agrees that there is a requirement for flexibility to allow new homes to be delivered. It 
is not, however, considered appropriate for St Andrews to form part of the Dundee housing 
market area. Housing Market Area analysis work did not show any significant relationship 
between the St Andrews and Dundee housing market areas. Any change in policy would only 
apply environmental/infrastructure constraints by shifting housing land between housing 
market areas within a local authority boundary. 
 
TAYplan welcomes house builders support for TAYplan’s existing proposals/ approach to 
flexibility and this will inform decisions made in developing the Proposed Plan. 
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan  
 
Following the Main Issues Report and subsequent discussions it is clear that there is greater 
consensus and evidence to support retention of the current 10% share between Housing 
Market Areas. However, this exercise has highlighted specific issues in the Highland 
Perthshire Housing Market Area that require a higher level of flexibility – 15% for this area only. 
 
Justification for a greater % (likely 15%) share of land in Highland Perthshire Housing 
Market Area: 
Recent experience in Highland Perthshire has shown that there are significant environmental 
and infrastructure constraints affecting the delivery of new homes in principal settlements.  
 
These are driven by a mixture of factors. Highland Perthshire is an area which contains a 
significant number of landscape and habitat designations that are geographically large. It is 
also a mountainous area whose topography and terrain has a limiting effect on site capability. 
There are also flood risk areas on some of the flatter ground. These conspire to limit either the 
effectiveness or the ability to deliver some sites for new homes. Evidence for land allocations 
for the Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan (2014) considered the impacts of sensitivities 
(primarily protected habitats and landscapes) and also flooding. Flood risk is likely to have 
increased when considering the updated SEPA flood risk maps (March 2014).  
 
Of the 151 sites submitted to Perth & Kinross Council (112 for residential and 39 for non-
residential) only 17 were taken into the Local Development Plan (wholly or partly) either as an 
allocation or within the respective settlement boundary. 23 sites were outside of the settlement 
boundaries and therefore failed to meet the spatial strategy, 14 were not included due to 
removal of settlement boundaries and 22 were considered as small sites (capable of delivering 
5 or fewer homes). 30 sites were affected by specific constraints including: access, flooding, 
ancient woodland, pipelines, designed gardens and landscapes, drainage, topography, noise 
(A9 trunk road), visual impact on nature designations (Tay Special Area of Conservation, Sites 
of Special Scientific Interest etc), loss of amenity, historic and archaeological interest and loss 
of woodland. These are all considerations required under Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (and 
2010), approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 (which is not proposed to change), as well as other 
policies in the Local Development Plan. 2 small settlement extensions of around 10-15 homes 
were also not taken forward.  
 
Considering these sites in relation to the principal settlements the work concluded that: 

 In Aberfeldy 67% of sites experienced 1 or 2 sensitivities and 12% experienced 3 or more 
sensitivities leaving 21% which experienced none.  

 In Pitlochry 58% of sites experienced 1 or 2 sensitivities and 25% experienced 3 or more. 
This left 17% of sites with no sensitivities. 

 In Dunkeld 33% of sites experienced 1 or 2 sensitivities and 63% experienced 3 or more 

http://www.pkc.gov.uk/Local-Development-Plan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0045/00453827.pdf
http://www.tayplan-sdpa.gov.uk/system/files_force/publications/Approved_TAYplanSDP_June2012_0.pdf
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sensitivities leaving 4% which experienced none. 

 Similar proportions were observed in smaller settlements, for example 69% of sites in 
Kenmore experienced 3 or more sensitivities. 

 
This provides persuasive evidence that there are considerable environmental and 
infrastructure constraints in Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area. These are driven by the 
need to protect a series of valuable assets, the avoidance of risk and the sparsely distributed 
population and infrastructure. Highland Perthshire is also one of the least ‘self-contained’ 
housing market areas in the TAYplan region. This is because almost as many house 
purchases are made by people from within the housing market area itself (or areas which 
share a land boundary) as there are from other areas. It is also heavily influenced by the 
second home market.  
 
Other housing market areas do not experience the same concentration of environmental 
designations, topography, infrastructure constraint and flood risk. This confirms that Highland 
Perthshire Housing Market Area experiences significant environmental and infrastructure 
constraints that have a strong likelihood of requiring a policy response that shifts some of the 
housing land requirement to a neighbouring housing market area(s). The scale and impact that 
these constraints have had in preparing the Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan (2014) is 
also significant and an increase from 10% to a higher proportion would assist in responding to 
these unique pressures. 

 
Between 2008 and 2010 44% of house purchases in Highland Perthshire originated within 
Highland Perthshire and 9% in neighbouring market areas. The remainder originated 
elsewhere. This means that Highland Perthshire experiences considerable mobile demand and 
one of the lowest levels of self-containment of any housing market area in TAYplan. It also 
experiences amongst the highest proportions of second home ownership in the TAYplan area. 
This suggests that sharing some of the housing land requirement amongst neighbouring 
housing market areas would pose a lower risk of adverse consequences for meeting identified 
need than would be the case in a housing market area with higher levels of self-containment. 
This also provides some justification to support an increase in the level of flexibility in Highland 
Perthshire. 
 
Overall this collection of circumstances suggests that Highland Perthshire is distinctly different 
to other housing market areas in terms of the multitude of likely, potential constraints and the 
impacts that any increase would have on its housing market. As such this justifies a higher 
level of flexibility to share housing land requirement with one or more neighbouring housing 
market areas in Perth & Kinross.  
 
However, determining the specific scale of increase is not a straightforward scientific 
calculation. It is very difficult to argue that an increase to e.g. 13% is better or worse than an 
increase to 14% or 12%. Therefore it is more reasonable to consider this in blocks of 5%. Such 
an approach also readily helps to understand whether the flexibility has been doubled, for 
example. 
 
There are three neighbouring housing market areas, Strathearn to the south, Greater Perth to 
the south east and Strathmore & Glens to the east. Applying the current flexibility of 10% would 
be equivalent to transferring a housing supply target of 180 homes (or 9 homes per year 2016-
36). This means that 180 homes (2016-36) would be transferred to one of these housing 
market areas or shared between them in some way. There is a limit to the additional homes 
that could be accommodated by neighbouring housing market areas whilst themselves 
delivering development in principal settlements and not themselves resulting in consequent 
environmental/ infrastructure constraints. 
 
Although the circumstances described above justify an increase they do not necessarily justify 
doubling (20%) or more than doubling (25%) the proportion of housing land requirement that 
can be shared with one or more neighbouring housing market areas. Doing so would result in 
sharing in the order of 360 homes (2016-36) for a 20% shift or 450 homes (2016-36) for a 25% 

http://www.pkc.gov.uk/Local-Development-Plan
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shift.  
 

This would represent between one fifth or one quarter of Highland Perthshire’s housing supply 
target/land requirement. To put this in context for the recipient housing market areas; if only 
one was to accommodate all of this it would represent a maximum of: 

 15% of Strathearn’s housing supply target/land requirement as extra.  

 14% of Strathmore & Glens’ housing supply target/land requirement as extra. 

 4% of Greater Perth’s housing supply target/land requirement as extra. 
 
These maximums would only apply if the respective housing market area was to accommodate 
all of the shared housing land requirement based on a flexibility of 20% or 25%. 

 
Even if these proportions were to be lowered by sharing the additional homes between more 
than one of the market areas, this is still considered to be too high. The reasons for this are 
because the risks may well result in significant additional pressures to the respective housing 
market areas. This could result in knock-on constraints and may affect the ability to focus the 
majority of development in principal settlements in these neighbouring housing market areas.  
 
Similarly if this then gives rise to environmental or infrastructure constraints in that housing 
market area, then up to 10% of this would need to be shared with its neighbours. For 
Strathmore and Glens and Strathearn their neighbours are Greater Perth and Highland 
Perthshire. Transferring back to Highland Perthshire would be illogical. Strathmore & Glens 
also neighbours the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area but this 
is already subject to constraints. Strathearn also neighbours Kinross but the 10% approach is 
already applied here. All of this would suggest that Greater Perth would be the total or at least 
majority recipient and collectively from several of its surrounding market areas. This begins to 
illustrate the point that there are important limits to the scale of flexibility. 
 
It is therefore considered more reasonable to increase the scale of flexibility for Highland 
Perthshire from 10% to 15%. This constitutes a 50% increase, and balances the need for more 
flexibility in recognition of specific constraints with the associated practicalities of transferring a 
large share of housing into neighbouring housing market areas. 
 
Conclusion 
Following consideration of the Main Issues Report responses and more in-depth thought about 
the practicalities it is proposed that the next TAYplan should retain the current flexibility to 
share up to 10% of the housing land requirement for one housing market area with one or 
more neighbouring housing market areas. This will continue to be a response to serious cases 
of environmental or infrastructure constraints only. This should therefore remain as 10% of 
housing land requirement from the origin housing market area. There is no evidence to support 
an increase beyond 10%. However, it should increase to 15% for Highland Perthshire only, in 
recognition of the unique scale of environmental and infrastructure constraint and the nature 
and operation of that housing market area.  
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Issue: Main Issue 5: How to plan for homes for people to live in 

Question 
and MIR 
Reference: 

Question 8: Within the relatively small areas of Perth & Kinross that lies within 
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area should the next TAYplan plan for 
most of the identified need for new homes in this area to be built in 
neighbouring Dundee City instead?  

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

ID 
number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

846022 DPP LLP for Balmossie Developments Limited MIR2014_57 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

846846 Emac LLP for A & J Stephen Ltd MIR2014_111 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

832827 Forthside Properties MIR2014_90 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846254 Gladman Developments Ltd MIR2014_31 

832682 Halliday Fraser Munro for George Martin Builders MIR2014_10 

845533 Halliday Fraser Munro for H + H Properties Ltd Dundee MIR2014_36 

785148 Homes For Scotland MIR2014_34 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

752940 
Mr David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett, 
Esq MIR2014_16 

752938 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey MIR2014_20 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

630024 Mr James Lochhead MIR2014_48 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

843701 Ryden for Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_50 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

844060 Springfield Properties MIR2014_17 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 
 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Housing in the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing 
Market Area. 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 

Those responding yes, no and no comment to Question 8 
Of 34 who responded most supported the proposal to meet the majority of the need and 
demand for new homes for the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market 
Area in neighbouring Dundee City. An additional two responses made under other issues were 
also considered here. These two were considered to oppose the proposal and were made by 
builders/land owners. 
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Yes, 22

No , 12

No Comment, 
86

Yes

No

No Comment

 
 
The majority of those opposing the proposal were builders or land owners. Those in favour 
were from a mix of different backgrounds but included some builders and land owners. They 
also included Government agencies, conservation groups and community councils. 
 

 
 

Support the proposal 
 

A. Brownfield but need some greenfield 
Many respondents strongly supported the approach on the basis that it brings the possibility of 
re-using brownfield land and empty properties, and also reduces the need to allocate 
greenfield sites and prime agricultural land. One respondent supported the market as the driver 
of delivery for locations that are ‘on-plan’ in whichever part of the TAYplan area they should be 
taken. 
 
One respondent argued that ‘over-reliance’ on redevelopment of brownfield land within Dundee 
City will also present issues of effectiveness. They argued that a wider number and range of 
sites, including greenfield on the edge of city boundary should accommodate some of this 
additional growth to provide for the range of house types, particularly family housing. Several 
of these respondents also promoted greenfield sites or areas where they have land or 
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commercial interests. These are: 

 South Auchry on the north west edge of Dundee City; 

 Monifieth; and, 

 Balmossie village to the east of Dundee, which is promoted as an additional Strategic 
Development Areas. 

 
B. Settlement Focus 

One respondent supported the proposal as a means of delivering approved TAYplan Policies 1 
and 5C. Several respondents considered that this proposal would: 

 be more environmentally sustainable;  

 reduce travel demand through closer proximity to work, shops and leisure;  

 avoid or reduce the risk of sprawl. 

 support regeneration in Dundee, which they also argue has more land to build on. They 
also highlight the need for better quality homes. One notes that this should not detract from 
the quantity of houses already planned for the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. 

 
One respondent considered that Dundee City should build taller buildings for all, not as high as 
the Glasgow high rise buildings which had many problems. They also feel that Perth should not 
expand further. 
 

C. Be specific 
One respondent suggested that the plan will need to be absolutely clear that these homes are 
to be accommodated in Dundee City and not the Dundee Core Area. 
 

D. Support but no reason provided 
One respondent supported the proposal but did not state a reason why. 
 

Oppose proposal 
 

E. Issues with Dundee City 
Some respondents argued that Dundee already has enough new homes planned and that the 
homes proposed to be transferred there should instead be spread between smaller settlements 
in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. One argues that there is limited available land in 
Dundee and ‘plenty’ of sustainable sites outwith Dundee. Another considered that Dundee 
cannot rely solely on brownfield and must have some greenfield land to grow. Others argued 
that sites in Dundee stall and have lots of expensive costs associated, especially brownfield 
sites. Another argued that development should not be restricted in the A90 corridor. Some 
respondents promote land at Liff and Longforgan. 
 

F. Meet need and demand where it arises 
Several respondents opposed the proposed transfer arguing that it is a flawed approach 
because need should be met where it arises. They each go on to point out various reasons 
why they consider this approach to be flawed. These include arguments that: 

 the Local Development Plan is being used to justify the Strategic Development Plan 
strategy. 

 5 homes per year for the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area 
is a ‘pitiful’ amount and ‘completely illogical’. 

 Builders do not want to build in Dundee City, and they cite Dundee Western Gateway as an 
example and go on to argue that people do not want to live there.  

 TAYplan should not restrict development which could lead to infrastructure improvements. 

 This would oversupply Dundee and leave other areas underprovided. 
 
Another respondent argued that this is not a strategic issue and some parts of A90 corridor 
offer accessible locations to solve strategic housing issues. They go onto argue that Inchture is 
a principal settlement which should be a focus for growth. 
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G. Build some in Montrose 
One respondent suggested that rather than transferring these homes to Dundee City, some of 
this could be built in other small settlements e.g. Montrose. 
 

H. Oppose but no reason provided 
One respondent opposed the proposal but did not state a reason why. 
 

I. Employment changes in Carse of Gowrie 
One respondent, who opposes the proposal, felt that it will be important to provide local 
housing and promote housing chains to meet the demand for homes in the Carse of Gowrie 
that has come from growth in employment, particularly in the health and care sector. They 
argue that this has an effect on local housing markets and therefore more homes are needed 
for locals priced out of the market. 
 

Additional Comments 
 

J. Youth Camp 
The youth camp expressed numerous views on housing but the one most closely related to 
Question 8 was that ‘brownfield sites should be regenerated as much as possible as our 
greenfield sites are valuable for agriculture and looking after protecting our countryside’. This 
reflects some of the comments above in support of this proposal. 
 

K. Drop in Events 
Points raised at the community drop in events which seemed most closely related to Question 
8 were concerns over housing in the Carse of Gowrie due to infrastructure and sustainability. 
There was also a view that St Andrews should form part of Dundee housing market area.  
 

TAYplan’s response: 

Response to Supporting Comments 
 

A. Brownfield but need some greenfield 
TAYplan considers that homes should be built in locations which deliver the vision and the 
outcomes which underpin it. The proposed approach to move 35 homes per year to Dundee 
City is considered to be a way of delivering these.  
 
It is for Dundee City Council to determine where best to allocate this land. This activity would 
be subject to the normal processes involved in preparing a Local Development Plan, including 
consultation on which sites to allocate for what uses. The proposed approach in the Main 
Issues Report did not specify or intend that it should only be limited to brownfield land. Instead 
it was recognised that this would increase the likelihood of brownfield redevelopment to 
continue to regenerate the city. It will be for Dundee City Council to determine where the 
additional land is allocated in accordance with TAYplan and its own Local Development Plan. 
However, no new or amended Strategic Development Areas are proposed for Balmossie or 
that area. This approach would also not apply to Monifieth because this is not part of Dundee 
City. 
 
TAYplan welcomes the support for this and the approved TAYplan (2012) sets out a sequential 
approach to ensure that greenfield and brownfield land in appropriate locations is brought 
forward.  
 

B. Settlement Focus 
TAYplan agrees that this approach implements existing policy 1and 5C, which are not 
proposed to change. The Plan would add these figures to the Dundee City housing supply 
target and housing land supply. 
 
TAYplan agrees that this proposal will ensure that more people are close to jobs, services and 
facilities and that development can make best use of existing infrastructure. This has the 
potential to reduce the need to travel and will limit development in the countryside which some 
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may label as ‘sprawl’. This will focus more development in Dundee City and contribute to 
regeneration and improving the City.  
 
The density and design of specific buildings is a matter for the Local Development Plan and 
the respective planning authority in determining planning proposals. Approved TAYplan (2012) 
Policy 2 Place Shaping will be enhanced in the proposed plan and any land use, including 
housing, will need to reflect this. Although flatted accommodation is an appropriate land use, 
over half of the Dundee City housing stock is already made up of flats and it may be that 
different forms of accommodation are needed to broaden the offer available in Dundee. This 
will be a matter for the Dundee Local Housing Strategy and Local Development Plan. 
 
TAYplan will continue to plan for the expansion of Perth, one of Scotland’s fastest growing 
cities, through the Strategic Development Areas at West/North West Perth and Oudenarde at 
Bridge of Earn. Perth & Kinross Council will also allocate land to meet the housing land 
requirement set out in the next TAYplan. 
 

C. Be specific 
TAYplan made clear at Main Issues stage that this proposal is to transfer the homes from the 
Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area into Dundee City only and 
not the Dundee Core Area. However, it is right that the plan should be clear about this to avoid 
confusion and delay. The proposed plan could make specifically clear the difference between 
Dundee City and Dundee Core Area. 
 

D. Support but no reason provided 
TAYplan welcomes this support for the proposal. 
 

Response to Opposing Comments 
 

E. Issues with Dundee City 
Dundee is the TAYplan's largest city and Scotland's 4th largest. This should be the focus for 
development as per approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1. As such TAYplan considers that 
Dundee City should be the focus for major growth including new homes. Dundee Western 
Gateway and Dundee Wider Waterfront Strategic Development Areas both include new home 
proposals. 
 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1B provides a sequential approach to ensure that land within 
principal settlements is developed ahead of land elsewhere, particularly brownfield land. It will 
be for Dundee City Local Development Plan to determine which sites are allocated to meet a 
generous and effective supply of housing land for the respective plan period. 
 
Policy 1 also already enables development outside of principal settlements but this only in a 
specified and limited set of circumstance. The focus remains on the majority of new 
development, including housing, being within principal settlements. TAYplan does not accept 
the notion that ‘Dundee has enough’. A strategy of meeting the housing needs of Dundee in its 
surroundings is not considered to reflect the vision and is contrary to approved TAYplan 
policies 1 and 5C, which are not proposed to change. Further it is considered to lead to an 
unsustainable pattern of development and travel. 
 
TAYplan acknowledges that some sites may present more development challenges than 
others. However, these challenges are not always solely apparent with urban brownfield land. 
Many greenfield sites also have expensive infrastructure costs. Many of the brownfield sites in 
Dundee are council owned and serviced. 
 
Liff and Longforgan are not defined in approved TAYplan (2012) policy 1 as principal 
settlements. Therefore neither is the focus for strategic growth. It will be for the respective 
Local Development Plans to determine where to accommodate the need and demand for new 
homes in both the South Angus and Perth & Kinross parts of the Greater Dundee Housing 
Market Area respectively. 
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Approved TAYplan Policy 1 would intend that this is accommodated in the principal 
settlements. 

 For Angus this would be Monifieth, Muirhead/Birkhill and Carnoustie. If there is not 
considered to be enough appropriate land here then Angus Council will need to determine 
the next most appropriate location(s).  

 For Perth & Kinross this would be Invergowrie. However, constraints identified here have 
led TAYplan to propose accommodating most of this house building in neighbouring 
Dundee City. For the remaining 5 homes per year; if there is not considered to be enough 
appropriate land in Invergowrie then Perth & Kinross will need to determine the next most 
appropriate location(s). 

 
F. Meet need and demand where it arises 

TAYplan does not agree that the proposal is ‘flawed’, it is about ensuring that need and 
demand is met in accordance with a strategy that is designed to meet a vision and outcomes 
which underpin it.  
 
This proposal is about meeting need and demand within the same housing market area where 
it arises. This is a policy response to environmental and strategy issues and is essentially 
about which part of the same housing market area the need and demand should be 
accommodated in to deliver the vision.  
 
Identical considerations will be made by individual planning authorities for every other housing 
market area in the TAYplan region. In all other housing market areas the focus will be on the 
principal settlements as the locations to accommodate growth. Where this cannot be 
accommodated in one principal settlement or one part of it, it would be accommodated in 
another or another part of the same one. 
 
This is the case in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area too, but there are 4 administrative 
areas unlike the other housing market areas. The principal settlements in the Perth & Kinross 
part can't accommodate the growth so it will be accommodated in the Dundee City part next 
door. This means that need and demand arising in one housing market area is being 
accommodated within the principal settlement in that same housing market area. This is 
considered to be a strategic cross-boundary issue and provides a clear framework for the 
Local Development Plans in question. 
 
TAYplan does not accept that ‘builders do not want to build in Dundee City, as per Dundee 
Western Gateway’ or that ‘nobody wants to live there’. Dundee Western Gateway is underway 
and completion rates for Dundee City as a whole, although lower than before the recession, 
indicate building is taking place. It is also the largest concentration of population in the 
TAYplan area accounting for over one third of the population. Dundee City’s population has 
been growing since 2006/07. Similarly the 2012-based population projections indicate that 
Dundee City is anticipated to grow substantially compared with the 2010-based projections and 
other preceding projections. This does not describe a place where ‘nobody wants to live’.  
 
TAYplan does not accept that this proposal would ‘over provide’ for Dundee or leave other 
areas ‘under-provided’. This proposal accommodates 100% of the need and demand identified 
for the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area within the same housing market area. There is 
therefore no under-provision or over-provision as the same situation is apparent in all 10 other 
housing market areas in the TAYplan region. No evidence is also provided to detail what the 
apparent ’under-provision’ is and what method has been used to calculate it. 
 
The Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan has not been used to justify the proposal. 
However, it has been recognised that the adopted Local Development Plan has allocated 
some land already in this part of Perth & Kinross which is similar in scale to the residual need 
and demand for new homes from this proposal. The decision has been influenced by 
recognition of capacity issues, the delivery of the strategy and the conclusions of the TAYplan 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (2010). 
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TAYplan does not consider this to be a restriction of development per se but instead a 
response to identified constraints and the delivery of current policy. This policy includes 
optimising the use of existing infrastructure.   
 
Inchture is not defined in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 as a principal settlement and this 
is not proposed to change. Therefore it is not a focus for strategic growth. It will be for Perth & 
Kinross Local Development Plan to determine where to accommodate the remaining need and 
demand for new homes in the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market 
Area. Approved TAYplan Policy 1 would intend that this is accommodated in the principal 
settlement, Invergowrie. Constraints identified here have led TAYplan to propose 
accommodating most of this in neighbouring Dundee City. For the remaining 5 homes per 
year; if there is not considered to be enough appropriate land in Invergowrie then Perth & 
Kinross will need to determine the next most appropriate location(s). 
 

G. Build some in Montrose 
TAYplan disagrees that some of the need and demand for new homes from the Perth & 
Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area should be accommodated in 
Montrose. This would not shift the homes within the same housing market area but instead 
transfer it to a different housing market area that does not share any land boundary with the 
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. 
 

H. Oppose but no reason provided 
TAYplan acknowledges the opposition to the proposal. 
 

I. Employment changes in Carse of Gowrie 
There is a strong likelihood that the growth in health sector employment coincides with house 
building over the 2001-11 period, which may have accommodated workers from nearby 
Ninewells Hospital or other health professionals. However, this is not persuasive evidence that 
this area should therefore be subject to significant house building or that the proposed 
approach should not be taken forward. 
 

Additional Comments 
 

J. Youth Camp 
TAYplan acknowledges the support for this principal implied by views which support the reuse 
of brownfield land, regeneration and protection of agricultural land. This reflects points made 
by other respondents supporting the proposal above which TAYplan has welcomed. The 
outcomes of the proposed approach would also support these principles. 
 

K. Drop in Events 
TAYplan acknowledges the support for this principal implied by views which raise concerns 
over housing in the Carse of Gowrie due to infrastructure and sustainability.  
 
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) examined housing 
market areas and concluded that St. Andrews is part of the St. Andrews and East Fife Housing 
Market Area and not the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. Therefore no such change will 
be made. 
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan stage 
The Proposed Plan should accommodate 35 homes per year from the Perth & Kinross part of 
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area in Dundee City only. This would result in a housing 
supply target for Dundee City of 480 homes per year and for the Perth & Kinross part of the 
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area of 5 homes per year.  
 
This is a strategic cross-boundary issue and the approach provides certainty and clarity given 
the presence of administrative boundaries within a single housing market area. The responses 
made to the Main Issues Report suggest support for the principles of this approach. No 
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persuasive evidence has been provided to suggest that the proposed approach is wrong or 
that a better and more credible way of supporting the vision exists. 
 
It will be for the respective Local Development Plans to determine the most appropriate 
locations in accordance with approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 and to identify an effective and 
generous supply of housing land. The extent of generosity will be determined in the proposed 
plan as required by Scottish Planning Policy. 
 
The Proposed Plan should also make clearer the distinction between Dundee City and Dundee 
Core Area. 
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Issue: Main Issue 5: How to plan for homes for people to live in 

Question 
and MIR 
Reference: 

Question 9: If housing land in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area 
becomes non-effective and appropriate alternative site(s) cannot be found 
should the next TAYplan provide for additional homes to be built in neighbouring 
Dundee City instead? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

ID 
number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

846888 Barton Willmore for Scotia Homes Ltd MIR2014_105 

846835 Bell Ingram for Firm of WH Johnston MIR2014_94 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

835481 Colliers International for Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_15 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

846022 DPP LLP for Balmossie Developments Limited MIR2014_57 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846846 Emac LLP for A & J Stephen Ltd MIR2014_111 

846821 Emac LLP for F M & G Batchelor MIR2014_89 

846825 Emac LLP for James Keiller Estates Ltd MIR2014_92 

846824 Emac LLP for R Watson & Son MIR2014_91 

347277 Emac LLP for Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland MIR2014_107 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846254 Gladman Developments Ltd MIR2014_31 

832682 Halliday Fraser Munro for George Martin Builders MIR2014_10 

845533 Halliday Fraser Munro for H+H Properties Ltd Dundee MIR2014_36 

785148 Homes For Scotland MIR2014_34 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

832827 MD Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

752940 
Mr David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain 
Bett, Esq MIR2014_16 

752938 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey MIR2014_20 

834831 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey/AWG Properties MIR2014_39 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

630024 Mr James Lochhead MIR2014_48 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

843701 Ryden for Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_50 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

844060 Springfield Properties MIR2014_17 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 
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Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Effectiveness of housing land in the Greater Dundee Housing Market 
Area. 
 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 

Those responding yes, no and no comment to Question 9 

Yes, 28

No , 12
No Comment, 

80

Yes

No

No Comment

 
The majority of those who responded to Question 9 supported the proposal that if housing 
land in the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area becomes non-effective and appropriate 
alternative site(s) cannot be found then the next TAYplan provide for additional homes to be 
built in neighbouring Dundee City instead. 
 

 
 
Of those who supported the proposal 7 were individuals, 14 were builders or land owners, 3 
were conservation/amenity groups, 2 were government agencies and 2 were community 
councils. Of those opposing the proposal 11 were builders or land owners and one was local 
government. 
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Supporting the proposal 
 

A. Will need some greenfield land 
Many of those who supported the proposal argued that delivering this would require some 
greenfield land and could not be accommodated on brownfield land alone. In particular they 
argued that there is an ‘over-reliance’ on Council-owned brownfield land in Dundee City and 
that this limits the types of housing that can be delivered. They argued that this could 
undermine economic aims that rely on a range of homes including large executive homes in 
attractive green landscapes. As a result of this many of the same respondents went on to 
promote sites where they have a land or commercial interest. These include: 

 Balgathno, west of Dundee as an additional part of Dundee Western Gateway. 

 Land at South Auchray. 

 Greenfield land in the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. 

 A new Strategic Development Area to the east of Dundee centred around Balmossie 
Village. 

 The promoters of Dundee Western Gateway Strategic Development Area argue that it 
could expand to accommodate some of this and that care must be taken not to undermine 
a generous land supply in Dundee City by accommodating non-effective land from 
elsewhere. 

 
One respondent argued that the principle should also work in reverse so that non-effective 
sites in Dundee City could be accommodated in other parts of the Dundee Core Area. They, 
and some others, argued that many brownfield sites in Dundee City are non-effective and 
therefore some greenfield land is needed.  
 

B. Meet need and demand where arises 
Several respondents considered that need and demand should be met where it arises but 
recognise that there will be circumstances where this can't happen. Their preference would 
be for Local Development Plans to be given opportunity to overcome the barrier. They also 
considered that there would need to be a transparent way of dealing with this. Some of these 
respondents also argue that effective sites around Dundee will include greenfield sites. 
 

C. Support based on Main Issues Report reasoning 
Several respondents supported the proposal because they agreed with the justification put 
forward in the Main Issues Report and agreed with approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 and 
Policy 5C. Others supported the implicit likelihood of reusing previously developed land and 
buildings to reduce greenfield land release and ‘urban sprawl’. Some considered it would 
reduce travel demand. There were also concerns about flood risk in Carse of Gowrie. 
 

D. Improve Dundee 
Several respondents supported this principal because they felt it would reverse urban decline 
and make Dundee a place where people want to live. They also considered that Dundee 
needs ‘more family homes, but seems to have a surplus of flats’ and that Dundee has ‘lots of 
housing potential’. 
 

E. General Support 
One respondent supported the principle but argued that development quality and land 
banking are major issues. Others welcomed the additional flexibility to deliver development in 
the most appropriate location. 
 

Oppose the proposal  
 

F. Allow homes in smaller settlements 
Several respondents opposed the proposal because they feel that TAYplan should consider 
additional homes in smaller settlements. They argued this will promote viable communities, 
provide a range and choice of land for new homes and retain key contributors to the TAYplan 
economy. 
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Some went on to argue that homes should be built where need and demand arises arguing 
that the proposal could undermine the sustainability of small communities which they argue 
need housing growth to protect services. They argued that if there are non-effective sites 
then alternative sites should be identified and released in advance of Local Development 
Plan if necessary to maintain 5 year land supply. 
 
Some of these respondents went on to promote land which they own or have a commercial 
interest in land: 

 at Newbigging near Carnoustie; and, 

 north and east of Dundee which, it is argued could accommodate future demand without 
compromising the strategy. 

 
G. Limited brownfield land and possibility for specific products 

Some respondents argued that insufficient appropriate land is likely to be available and a 
brownfield focus will lead to a limited product range for a limited market. They considered that 
this prevents generic growth of places like Longforgan whose sites, they argue, would not 
become in-effective and could contribute to improved infrastructure. 
 

H. Westfield, Forfar should be a Strategic Development Area 
The promoters of land at Westfield in western Forfar disagreed that the homes should be 
accommodated in Dundee City and argued that some of this should be accommodated within 
constituent local authorities. They argued that a housing led Strategic Development Area in 
each council area would assist. In so doing they promote Westfield at Forfar as a new 
Strategic Development Area for Angus. 
 

I. Make more location specific 
One respondent suggested that this proposal should be made more location specific as it is 
only likely to occur in North Fife. 
 

J. Artificial boundaries 
In arguing that need and demand should be met where it arises and in full one respondent 
considered that TAYplan should not allow itself to be ‘constrained by artificial administrative 
boundaries’. 
 

K. Long-term expansion of Dundee 
In disagreeing with the principle one respondent argued for proper consideration and long-
term planning for the expansion of Dundee. 
 

Additional Comments  
 

L. Youth camp 
The youth camp expressed numerous views on housing but the one most closely related to 
Question 9 was that ‘brownfield sites should be regenerated as much as possible as our 
greenfield sites are valuable for agriculture and looking after protecting our countryside’. This 
reflects some of the comments above in support of this principle. 
 

M. Community Events 
Points raised at the community events which seemed most closely related to Question 9 were 
concerns over housing in the Carse of Gowrie due to infrastructure and sustainability. There 
was also a view that St Andrews should form part of Dundee housing market area.  
 
 

TAYplan’s response: 

Although the majority of respondents to Question 9 were builders or land owners most of 
these supported the proposal that; if housing land in the Greater Dundee Housing Market 
Area becomes non-effective and appropriate alternative site(s) cannot be found then the next 
TAYplan provide for additional homes to be built in neighbouring Dundee City instead. In 
many instances they also promoted sites or areas which they own or have a commercial 
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interest in. 
 

Response to supporting comments 
 

A. Will need some greenfield land 
TAYplan welcomes the support for the flexibility offered by this proposed approach. It is not 
intended to be restricted to brownfield land but the emphasis is on the regeneration of 
Dundee City. However, care would be needed to ensure that this does not become a ‘free-
for-all’ that brings forward development which conflicts with Policy 5C.  
 
There is no intention to apply this principle in a way that would see housing on land that 
becomes non-effective in Dundee City accommodated in other parts of Dundee Core Area or 
other administrative parts of Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The principle of this 
policy change is to meet any such need in Dundee City and not surrounding areas. More 
detail was provided in Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2014), which identifies issues with 
delivering new homes in parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area surrounding 
Dundee City. It was also explained in the Main Issues Report. 
 
It would be for the Dundee City Local Development Plan to identify where any additional 
capacity should be accommodated. TAYplan, in preparing the Proposed Plan, will consider 
what clarity is needed for defining the mechanisms to operate this proposal.  
 
The principle of such a policy is to achieve the most sustainable development locations and 
therefore should continue to be a focus on brownfield redevelopment as described in the 
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 sequential approach, which is not proposed to change. It 
would also be a requirement for the Dundee City Local Development Plan to identify a range 
of sites to reflect this. Inevitably this would be a mix of greenfield and brownfield sites.  
 

B. Meet need and demand where arises 
TAYplan welcomes support and notes the need for transparency and clarity about how this 
approach would operate in practice. This is a central issue and TAYplan considers the 
principle to be sound but requires an appropriate operational framework. TAYplan considers 
that need and demand should be met, as far as possible, within the same housing market 
area within which it was identified. The Policy focus for this is principal settlements, as 
defined in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1, which is not proposed to change.  
 
The proposed approach reflects this because it is intended to meet need and demand within 
same housing market area and fulfil the Policy of focusing the majority of new development in 
principal settlements. Under the proposed approach, where possible this will be met within 
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area part of the respective constituent authority and the 
emphasis would be on overcoming issues which inhibit implementation, as they would in 
other parts of the region. However, where this cannot be done and no appropriate site(s) can 
be found then, as a position of final resort, these homes would be accommodated in Dundee 
City. 
 
It would be a requirement for the Dundee City Local Development Plan to identify a range of 
sites. The principle of such a policy is to achieve the most sustainable development locations 
and therefore should continue to be a focus on brownfield redevelopment as described in the 
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 sequential approach, which is not proposed to change. 
 

C. Support based on MIR 
TAYplan welcomes the support for the rationale in the Main Issues Report (2014) and the 
approved TAYplan (2012) including the recognition of potential to reduce travel demand and 
the need to use greenfield land outside of principal settlements. 
 

D. Improve Dundee 
TAYplan welcomes these views as the principle of such a policy is to achieve the most 
sustainable development locations. 
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E. General Support  
TAYplan agrees that place quality is important; this is a fundamental part of the approved 
TAYplan (2012) and will be enhanced in the Proposed Plan. TAYplan would need clear 
evidence to substantiate claims of land banking which was not provided in the response. 
TAYplan acknowledges and welcomes the support for the principle of flexibility offered by the 
proposed approach. 
 

Response to opposing comments 
 

F. Allow homes in smaller settlements  
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 already sets out the approach for development outside of 
principal settlements. The strategy is intended to deliver high quality development within 
principal settlements so that these continue to and become better at being places where 
people want to live. There is no proposal to change this Policy.   
 
The land at Newbigging (east of Dundee and north of Carnoustie) is not strategic in scale and 
was not submitted before the Main Issues Report for consideration as a new Strategic 
Development Area. Proposals for development in villages and other small settlements that 
are not principal settlements are considered under approved Policy 1. This allows some 
development in such areas provided that it meets local needs. It will be for Angus Council to 
consider whether it is appropriate to allocate this, or other land, to reflect Policy 1 and other 
requirements set out in the Strategic Development Plan. However, Newbigging is not a 
principal settlement and is therefore not a focus for growth. 
 

G. Limited brownfield land and possibility for specific products 
TAYplan acknowledges that the potential of smaller brownfield sites may allow for a more 
limited mix of housing type. However, this does not apply to all previously developed land and 
the approach is not intended to focus solely on brownfield. Also approved TAYplan (2012) 
Policy 1 still allows for some development outside of principle settlements in specific 
circumstances and there is not proposal to change this.  
 
Longforgan is not a principal settlement. It is for Perth & Kinross Council to determine 
whether Longforgan, and any specific site there, is the appropriate location for new homes in 
future Local Development Plans. 
 

H. Westfield, Forfar should be a Strategic Development Area 
TAYplan does not consider there is a need for any new Strategic Development Areas in this 
Plan review. There are also no proposals to accommodate housing from non-effective sites 
within the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area in neighbouring housing market areas. 
Instead the approach is about accommodating it in the most sustainable location within the 
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area – Dundee City. 
 
However, additional provisions exist for Local Development Plans to accommodate up to 
10% of the homes for one housing market area in one or more neighbouring market areas in 
the same council. This can only take place in appropriately justified cases of serious 
environmental or infrastructure constraint. However, this is different to sites becoming non-
effective. 
 

I. Make more location specific 
TAYplan agrees that the most likely instance where this would occur is in the North Fife part 
of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. It is less likely elsewhere due to the size of the 
South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area, which includes principal 
settlements of Carnoustie and the Muirhead/Birkhill and Monifieth parts of the Dundee Core 
Area. The proposed transfer of homes from the Perth & Kinross part to Dundee City has also 
largely alleviated this issue in these Local Authorities. However, TAYplan does not consider 
this to be a reason why the approach should not apply to some parts of the Greater Dundee 
Housing Market Area. This flexibility should exist consistently for the whole market area. If it 
only occurs in one area in practice, this does not present a problem. It means it did not need 
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to be brought into action for other places. Ultimately this is a fall-back position to ensure that 
new homes are delivered in the most sustainable locations. 
 

J. Artificial boundaries 
TAYplan considers that all boundaries represent something. Housing market areas are 
places where most house moves start and finish. Under this proposal need and demand for 
new homes is being accommodated within the origin housing market area, as elsewhere, but 
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area has the extra complication of administrative 
boundaries which must be recognised. This means this becomes a strategic cross-boundary 
issue. All other housing market areas are wholly within one council area and the equivalent 
issues can be managed through Local Development Plans. 
 

K. Long term expansion of Dundee 
TAYplan agrees that consideration of the long term expansion of Dundee is needed and this 
is done through approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 and the approach to distributing homes in 
Policy 5. This proposed approach for effective housing land provides additional, operational 
flexibility at the same time. However, this raises the importance of considering the 
effectiveness of all housing land within the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area as a start 
point. 
 

Response to additional comments 
 

L. Youth camp 
The views which support the reuse of brownfield land, regeneration and protection of 
agricultural land reflect points made by other respondents supporting the proposal above 
which TAYplan has welcomed. 
 

M. Drop-in Events 
TAYplan acknowledges the support for this proposal implied by views which raise concerns 
over housing in the Carse of Gowrie due to infrastructure and sustainability. The TAYplan-
wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) examined housing market areas 
and concluded that St. Andrews is part of the St. Andrews and East Fife Housing Market 
Area and not the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. There are no proposals to change 
this. 
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan stage 
TAYplan has considered the views of all respondents. There is broad support for the principle 
of the approach as a last resort to overcome issues that risk peripheral and countryside 
development that would be otherwise avoided in housing market areas contained entirely 
within a single local authority area. No persuasive evidence has been presented to suggest 
that this is an inappropriate principle. 
 
The approach retains the homes within the origin housing market area and this overcomes 
issues relating to meeting need and demand where it arises. However, there are a series of 
practicalities and these are fundamental to the operation of this principle. This is strongly 
inter-twined with the approach to housing land requirement in Dundee City and monitoring of 
housing land across the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. 
 
The approach should operate firstly by monitoring the effective housing land in the whole of 
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. This will provide a whole market area position. 
This exercise will be carried out by bringing together the respective published housing land 
audits for all four councils using the information which covers the Greater Dundee Housing 
Market Area. This is a matter for the Action Programme rather than for the next TAYplan. It 
will rely on ensuring consistency of approach between the four councils. The completion of 
this exercise will provide an understanding of how much effective housing land exists and 
where.  
 
The second part of the approach will be delivered by the generosity of housing land supply in 
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Dundee City. This has already been established as approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B 
already allows for Dundee City to plan for more homes than planned for in Policy 5A/Proposal 
2. This approach will continue in the next TAYplan. Doing so will provide the policy context for 
a generous supply of housing land. 
 
Overall each Council will use their Local Development Plans to provide for the housing land 
requirement within their respective parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. For 
Dundee City the proportion and scale of generosity will be higher than any other part of the 
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. Each year this will be monitored, as normal, using the 
respective housing land audits. The published results for each Council part of the Greater 
Dundee Housing Land Audit will then be collated to present a picture for the whole 
geography. This will then determine each year whether there is sufficient housing land that is 
effective or expected to become effective. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 6: Planning for a low carbon economy and place 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 10: Do you agree that the next TAYplan should help to reduce 
and to shift demand for heat and power to low carbon sources by:  

A: Placing greater emphasis on district heating networks to maximise the 
use of heat produced by waste processing, surplus heat producers and 
renewable energy? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID Number Name / Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

344939 Business Infrastructure Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_97 

832929 DPP LLP for Shell UK Limited MIR2014_11 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

846891 Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

785148 Homes For Scotland MIR2014_34 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

763496 John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

846861 Lochee Pop Up Shop Project MIR2014_102 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

832827 MD Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

328962 Mr Graham Lang MIR2014_117 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

846836 Mr Tom Henshaw MIR2014_104 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

742611 Mrs Linda Jeffrey MIR2014_19 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

540817 Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 
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760515 RES UK & Ireland MIR2014_43 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

846894 Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

835401 Scottish Environment Protection Agency MIR2014_54 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

444087 Scottish Property Federation MIR2014_125 

846913 Scottish Renewables MIR2014_114 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

845440 University of Dundee MIR2014_24 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Heat distribution and surplus heat 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 

Yes, 37

No , 4

No Comment, 
79

Yes

No

No Comment

 
 
Of the 41 respondents, 37 were in agreement that TAYplan should place greater emphasis on 
district heating networks to maximise the use of heat produced by waste processing, surplus 
heat producers and renewable energy.  

A number of issues were outlined from both those who support and oppose the principle 
including the cost associated with heat networks as well as other challenges associated with 
delivery. In addition, the need for greater energy efficiency was highlighted along with 
suggestions for policy content and sources of heat for heat networks. 

Support for principle 

a. General support 

A number of respondents expressed general support for the principle. It was highlighted that 
efficient and affordable energy strategies should be supported and this is important for 
promoting sustainable economic development. 

b. Costs and infrastructure 

One respondent expressed support on the basis that heat networks have the potential to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions as well as reduce the cost of heating for those within the network. It 
has been noted that heat networks should be efficient, cost-effective and economical. 

It was noted by some respondents that the high costs associated with distribution infrastructure 
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must be considered, particularly as this could act against housing needs and demands which it 
is argued are currently not being fulfilled.  

One respondent suggested that the focus should be on new developments as retrofitting is 
prohibitively-expensive and challenging whilst another proposed that further opportunities to 
incorporate pipework through other planned projects should be utilised.  However, concern has 
been expressed that the added cost of the requirements could affect delivery. 

c. Energy Efficiency 

Support for district heating as a more efficient way of warming a variety of buildings has been 
expressed. However, some respondents felt there should be greater emphasis on energy 
efficiency (such as insulation) and reducing demand in new and existing buildings as well as 
overall energy consumption.  They suggested that TAYplan should set out how demand for heat 
and power will be reduced. These reference building standards and retro-fitting initiatives. 

d. Policy approach 

Some suggested that all new development should be considered for district heating and other 
suitable sites considered. 

Others proposed a proactive policy setting out what TAYplan expects in terms of projects and 
mechanisms to deliver renewable heat at both domestic and larger/strategic scale. It should also 
set out how TAYplan will actively pursue renewable energy projects within the area, making the 
most of available resources. This should be in addition to a list of policy expectations that 
renewable energy projects should satisfy. 

One respondent felt that the approved TAYplan (2012) approach which provides a locational 
framework for heat and power generation and distribution infrastructure is appropriate and 
should be retained in the Proposed Plan. 

e. Sources of heat 

Reference was made to a number of different options for heat production. Support was 
expressed for energy-to-waste plants as a way of putting the environment first along with the 
use of biomass, anaerobic digestion and other technologies including food waste. 

One respondent felt that district heating should be supported as a means of getting away from 
use of fossil fuel and more use should be made of what is already available to provide energy 
and protect the environment in the longer term. One respondent considered that local fuels 
should be encouraged.  

One respondent noted that whilst they support the principle, it will be difficult to achieve. It is 
important to retain a mix of energy technologies in order to provide a balanced supply and not 
rely wholly on renewable sources. 

f. National targets 

Support has been expressed for this approach as a means of helping to meet Scottish 
Government renewable energy and carbon emission targets. A couple of respondents 
highlighted that this approach accords with national legislation and is in line with Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014). 

g. Other  

Several other points were made by respondents including: 

 Support for the principle but specific opposition from one respondent to the proposal for 
a major biomass plant planned at Dundee Port.  

 Principle would seek to be incorporated into proposal for Cupar North. 

 There is a need to consider landing points for offshore grid connections that could 
potentially be required as a result of the Firth of Forth site (offshore wind).  

 Oil and Gas Pipelines should be identified in the proposed plan and TAYplan should help 

to safeguard existing and future infrastructure. 
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 The approach will help facilitate sustainable development and the place-making agenda. 
The respondent suggested that a Pathfinder project should be identified.  

 Careful consideration of landscape impacts is required, particularly for tourism. 

Oppose principle 

Some respondents considered that approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 approach provides 
adequate scope for district heating and no further emphasis is required. This should be more 
appropriately addressed at Local Development Plan level. 

h. Cost and implementation 

The technology for district heating systems is not currently available at a cost that is effective to 
implement. The densities within development required to make these systems functional is not 
supported by Local Authorities outwith city centres. It is highlighted by one house builder that 
they already engineer their homes to ensure they are as energy efficient as possible and a 
policy approach to this should not be unnecessarily restrictive.  

It has also been noted that there is limited technical and management experience with district 
heating systems in Scotland and current costs could prohibit the delivery of housing as well as 
adding further complexity to planning and land supply issues. This approach should not be 
progressed until appropriate solutions can be found. 

Greater focus should be put on 'fabric first' in the shorter term which can be implemented 
through building standards. However longer term, district heating systems would be better 
targeted at connecting affordable and intermediate tenures which can be more consistently 
managed by Housing Associations. There is no mechanism which currently works for the 
mainstream house building industry. 

It has been noted that there are no incentives aimed to support the delivery of district heating 
systems. 

Comments made at Community events 

Some considered that heating networks are too expensive. 

Some felt that combined Heat and Power plants could be encouraged at the local level, 
particularly for small rural settlements. It was noted that this would be good for new settlements 
but retrofitting would be very expensive. Questions were asked about where the heat would 
come from and a suggestion was put forward that manufacturers could generate more than they 
require and sell the surplus to the community. 

It was noted that housing developments should use district heating as an alternative and 
affordable source. However it was noted that house builders need clearer guidance and best 
practice examples would help. It was also highlighted that more incentives are required for 
energy efficiency as not all renewable sources of energy are efficient. The energy efficiency of 
biomass was questioned as the source of fuel can often be imported. 

 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

 

Support principle 

a. General support  

TAYplan welcomes the broad support for this approach. 

b. Cost and infrastructure 

These views are noted. Whilst storage infrastructure has costs, it also has opportunities to 
reduce heating costs and heat waste. In addition, TAYplan that the focus should be on ensuring 
buildings are ‘heat capable’ not necessarily ‘heat ready’.  

However, the cost implications are noted and the impact on housing delivery will be considered. 
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The suggestion in respect of targeting new development is also noted. 

 TAYplan will support a range of renewable energy technologies and the operational details will 
be a matter for the proposal. 

c. Energy Efficiency 

Welcome support. TAYplan already seeks to improve energy efficiency, and aims to continue to 
do this through approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 2: shaping better quality places.  

 

d. Policy approach  

TAYplan currently seeks to proactively support renewable heating systems through its policy. 
TAYplan has limited scope to actively pursue renewable energy projects but already provides a 
locational framework for energy infrastructure through Policy 6 as well as encouraging energy 
efficiency through Policy 2. Support for this existing approach is welcome. 

The principle of renewable energy is supported by TAYplan however all potential sites for 
renewable energy or heating opportunities will be considered by the local planning authority. 

The costs associated with heat distribution and infrastructure are noted however focus will be on 
making buildings ‘heat capable’ not necessarily ‘heat ready’ as there is not normally a ready 
heat network to connect to.  TAYplan will also support opportunities to encourage the delivery of 
heat networks through larger scale proposed projects. 

e. Sources of heat 

TAYplan will seek to support all opportunities for all renewable forms of heat generation and this 
includes energy to waste plants. Policy 6 already seeks to locate users and producers of heat 
close together. 

Comments regarding making use of the resources we already have available have been noted. 
Approved TAYplan’s (2012) Policy 6 already supports a range of energy technologies, however 
the need to encourage a greater proportion from renewables is a national objective which the 
Strategic Development Plan is required to support and facilitate. 

f. National Targets 

Welcome support and TAYplan already is committed to achieving Scottish Government targets. 

g. Other 

Comment regarding Dundee port is noted however this particular proposal has now been 
withdrawn. Welcome support in respect of applying this to Cupar North.  

Whilst the Scottish Government do not specifically refer to heat networks, they highlight the 
electricity distribution and the onshore grid requirements as a result of offshore wind proposals 
in the Firth of Forth which may affect the TAYplan area. The Main Issues Report (2012) did 
identify the Carnoustie landing point grid connection on the coast, however this issue is noted. 

Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 already considers distribution infrastructure and pipelines 
however the inclusion oil and gas pipelines within strategic plans is appropriate to help the 
recognition and the safeguarding of the infrastructure. Health and Safety zones have been 
considered. 

A pathfinder project could be possible and will be raised with public sector partners. 

Any proposal would be considered against a range of policies, including assessing the impact of 
development on the landscape setting which are already set out in approved TAYplan Policies 
(2102) 2, 3 and 6. These approaches are proposed to continue. 

Oppose principle 

a. Cost and implementation 

Views about the cost are noted. Some costs can be reduced at the design stage and by building 
heat ‘capable’ rather than necessarily heat ‘ready’. It is agreed that there are greater 
opportunities for this within cities, but district heating should be supported on all scales region 
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wide. It is agreed that there are smaller scale measures which could be implemented; however 
these would more appropriately be addressed at the local level. 

It is positive that energy efficiency is already integrated into house building, however there is a 
need to further develop and progress technologies which can play a part in meeting national 
targets for energy efficiency, carbon reduction and fuel poverty as well as provide wider benefits. 
It is not considered that this will produce a policy approach which is 'unnecessarily restrictive'. 
TAYplan will not seek to pursue a policy which would impact significantly on housing delivery.  

The lack of technical experience and cost barriers are noted. In addition, the implications of this 
on the delivery of housing are noted, however as highlighted, TAYplan would not seek to 
introduce a requirement that would significantly affect housing delivery. The approach to try 
being heat capacity rather than heat ready is an example of this. 

The suggestion in relation to focusing on affordable and intermediate tenures and that district 
heating would not work in the mainstream house building industry are noted.  

Comment is noted and the cost implication of incorporating district heating systems or 
capabilities is noted. 

Community Events 

Comments are noted and the cost implications of incorporating district heating systems into 
housing and retrofitting are understood and noted. 
TAYplan will seek to support all opportunities for all forms of heat generating technologies which 
would include combined heat and power plants as well as any other opportunities for heat 
generation.  

It is acknowledged that the building industry could benefit from incentives for the incorporation of 
heat networks however this would be for consideration at the national level and not within 
TAYplan’s remit. 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan Stage 

The principle of heat networks is largely supported however from the comments received it is 
evident that there are barriers which could affect delivery. In light of these comments, it is 
considered appropriate for TAYplan to encourage the development heat networks at all scales, 
and therefore the Proposed Plan will maintain and seek to enhance the role for heat networks 
without being unnecessarily restrictive.  

Taking into account the concerns raised, the strategic focus will be on ensuring buildings are 
heat ‘capable’ for connection in the future rather than being heat ready or connected to heat 
networks from the outset. This recognises the reality that there are currently few heat networks 
and focuses on the possibility to realise potential. 

Policy 2 requires Local Development Plans, Masterplans and development proposals to 
incorporate efficient resource consumption through designing in the capabilities for low and zero 
carbon heat and power generating technologies.  

In addition, the Proposed Plan will stipulate that Local Development Plans should identify areas 
suitable for different forms of range of different energy, waste and resource management 
infrastructure and policy to support this. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 6: Planning for a low carbon economy and place 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 10: Do you agree that the next TAYplan should help to reduce and 

to shift demand for heat and power to low carbon sources by: 

B: Adding heat and power storage infrastructure to the definition of energy 

infrastructure. 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 

 

ID Number Name / Organisation 
Comment  
Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846891 Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

763496 Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

832827 MD Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

742611 Mrs Linda Jeffrey MIR2014_19 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

838220 Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

760515 RES UK & Ireland MIR2014_43 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

846894 Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

344939 Scottish Enterprise MIR2014_97 

835401 Scottish Environment Protection Agency MIR2014_54 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

846913 Scottish Renewables MIR2014_114 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 
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841818 The Mountaineering Council of Scotland MIR2014_14 

845440 University of Dundee MIR2014_24 

 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Heat and Power Storage Infrastructure 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 

 
 
Of 36 responses to this question, the majority (34) agreed that heat and power storage 
infrastructure should be applied to the definition of energy infrastructure. 
General support was expressed that this would facilitate the development of infrastructure to 
support heat networks and options for technologies were suggested. Concerns have been raised 
over the cost implications.  
 

Support Principle 

a. General support 

A number of respondents expressed support for the principle, with one suggesting that a mix of 
renewable energy resources should be considered and achieved through a national spatial plan.  

Some respondents felt this would help encourage the development infrastructure; support the more 
efficient use of energy, sustainable economic growth, sustainable development and place-making. 

One response expressed support for the inclusion of strategic policies in relation to renewable 
developments.  

It was also highlighted that there will be a need for storage facilities to enable the profile of energy 
supply to match demand. They consider this to provide a huge opportunity and an integral part of 
new renewable energy.  

b. Other technologies 

Support was expressed on the basis that this will de-centralise energy infrastructure.  

It has been highlighted that heat can be captured through a number of different renewable energy 
technologies as well as biological treatments which should be recognised in the Strategic 
Development Plan. A suggestion for the use of an Envac system (Sustainable vacuum waste 
collection system) for waste was put forward. In addition hydrogen electrolyser systems were 
raised as a way of decarbonising the gas network and it was felt that this could be used in the area 
and something the respondent is currently progressing as part of the Tay Eco Valley concept. 
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c. National policy 

The Scottish Government expressed support for the principle as it complies with Scottish Planning 
Policy (2012). Another respondent noted that the principle is in line with a recent Institute of 
Mechanical Engineers report. 

d. Cost 

One respondent supports the principle but is concerned that these requirements will increase the 
cost of housing and act against the current housing need which is not being fulfilled.  

Oppose Principle 

Two respondents did not support the principle due to cost implications and technologies are not yet 
fully established. They felt that further trials in this area are needed. 

Comments made at Community events 

It was noted that renewables infrastructure is important and reference was made to the difficulty in 
approving the Beauly-Denny power line. 

 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

 

Support principle 

a. General support 

Comments are noted and support welcomed. 

b. Other technologies 

Welcome support. The suggestion for the use of Envac systems and hydrogen electrolyser 
systems is noted. However there are many current and emerging technologies.  

Any such proposals would be considered under the wider energy and waste policy for which 
TAYplan will encourage a range of renewable and low carbon options. The proposal to include 
storage would apply to all technologies. 

c. National policy 

Support is noted and TAYplan will accord with national policies. 

d. Cost 

These views are noted. Whilst storage infrastructure has costs, it also has opportunities to reduce 
heating costs and heat waste. This has major potential for financial, resource and carbon savings. 

Oppose Principle 

TAYplan agrees that storage infrastructure, particularly for heat is relatively new. However, the 
technologies for heat tend to involve hot water storage in flasks. This technology exists and 
expertise will improve as usage becomes more commonplace. This would not present a sound 
reason for excluding storage infrastructure from the definition of energy, waste and infrastructure.  

Community events 

It is acknowledged that energy infrastructure is important however, it is a complex process and 
takes time to progress and deliver. However, TAYplan will continue to seek to facilitate the delivery 
of energy infrastructure and promote renewable heat technologies.  

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan Stage 

There is significant support for the rational od including heat and power storage within the definition 
of energy infrastructure and may be subject to the same considerations and criteria as other 
elements of energy infrastructure within the Proposed Plan. TAYplan is not persuaded that the 
counter arguments outweigh the potential benefits. Therefore TAYplan will include this. Heat and 
energy storage is closely linked with the development of heat networks and infrastructure and is 
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likely to play an increasing role in overall energy and resource management. 
 
The Proposed Plan should therefore include ‘Infrastructure for heat and power generation, storage, 
transmission’ within the definition of Energy, waste and resource management infrastructure. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 6: Planning for a low carbon economy and place 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 10: Do you agree that the next TAYplan should help to reduce 
and to shift demand for heat and power to low carbon sources by: 

C: Taking account of landscape capacity for wind farms in adjoining 
Council areas and seek to optimise landscape capacity? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID Number  Name / Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn CC MIR2014_85 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

832827 MD Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

328962 Mr Graham Lang MIR2014_117 

328962 Mr Graham Lang MIR2014_117 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

760515 RES UK & Ireland MIR2014_43 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

846913 Scottish Renewables MIR2014_114 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

836278 sportscotland MIR2014_72 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 

841818 The Mountaineering Council of Scotland MIR2014_14 
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Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Landscape Capacity for Wind farms 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 

 
 
Of the 32 responses to this question, 26 were in agreement that TAYplan should take account of 
landscape capacity for wind farms in adjoining Council areas and seek to optimise landscape 
capacity.  

 
Support Principle 
 

a. General Support 

A number of respondents expressed general support for the principle with one asserting that 
whilst there is a need for wind farms, it should not be at the expense of valued landscapes. 
Another expressed support as it aims to improve energy efficiency.  

b. Boundaries 

The issue of boundaries has been raised by a number of respondents with it being highlighted 
by one that individual applications should always take account of cumulative impacts and 
landscape capacity irrespective of administrative boundaries. They added that these are often 
areas where windfarms are proposed. 

Another respondent added that local authority boundaries are merely administrative and not 
visible entities and therefore cross boundary implications should be considered between all 
authorities, including those contiguous with TAYplan boundary.  

One respondent raised supports for the principle if it means that council boundaries are not 
considered a barrier to suitable sites for wind farms 

c. Landscape Capacity 

It was felt by one respondent that the term 'optimise landscape capacity' could be misinterpreted 
as it is argued to suggest that the policy seeks to optimise the generating capacity of the 
landscape to accommodate further change. 

In addition, it was also felt that the impacts of windfarms on landscape capacity have not been 
fully addressed. The respondent considered that the TAYplan area is at full capacity for large 
scale wind farms and a statement in the proposed Plan should reflect this. 

Another respondent expressed the view that Highland Perthshire has reached saturation point in 
terms of wind farms. 
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It was also suggested that wind farms are better located in landscapes that have already been 
affected by change such as in more urban areas at Dundee Docks. 

d. Assessing Landscape Capacity 

One respondent expressed that wind farm capacity should be decided at local level. It was also 
felt that landscape capacity is very important and there is limited capacity within the area. 

In terms of assessing landscape capacity, it was suggested that a better basis for doing this 
would be using the Tay Landscape Partnerships 'Landscape Character Assessment of the Tay 
Landscape Partnership Area' 2012. As this does not cover the entire TAYPlan area  the 
respondent proposes that it is extended to do so. 

e. Environmental impacts 

Concern has been expressed regarding the environmental implications of windfarms on the 
countryside and attempts to rationalise and plan for any further wind farms developments is 
supported. 

One respondent was concerned that area 9 designated as wild land in Scottish Natural Heritage 
2013 wild land mapping has been removed. It was felt that the regional distinctiveness and 
beauty of the TAYplan area will be destroyed by wind farms is likely to negatively impact on 
Natura 2000 sites. 

Another respondent requested that this issue is expanded to include biodiversity in addition to 
landscape. It was felt that policy should consider cross boundary cumulative impacts on 
biodiversity and ensure a consistent approach amongst authorities. 

f. Tourism 

It was raised that careful consideration of landscape impacts is required, particularly for tourism.  

g. Developing partnerships  

It was raised by one respondent that that joined-up thinking between agencies, authorities and 
developers should be encouraged and supported. One respondent further stated that sharing 
council resources could help maximise benefits. 

In addition, a Strategic Development Plan Authority welcomed joint working with TAYplan and 
Fife Council on this issue. 

One respondent would like to see an improved consultation process which takes greater 
account of local views.  

h. Policy approach 

One respondent feels the current approach is ad hoc and has greatly reduced the TAYplan 
area's landscape capacity which should be reflected in the plan. It is highlighted by another that 
a proactive approach is required that considers wind farms in the same way as power stations 
which are planned for as nationally strategic developments. They felt there is an imbalance in 
the relationship between communities and developers and therefore a strategic approach is 
needed. 

i. Other technologies 

It has also been raised that the River Tay provides an opportunity for hydroelectric installations. 
Another respondent highlighted that the Sidlaws between Perth and Dundee could provide an 
opportunity for solar energy.   

j. Other 

It was suggested that sports and recreation should be considered in most policies, especially 
those which concern energy. It was raised by another respondent that the coast and highland 
boundary fault also provide opportunities for sport and recreation. 
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Oppose Principle 

k. Mix of energy technologies 

One respondent did not support principle as they felt other technologies such as water and wave 
should be developed rather than an over-emphasis on wind farms. 

l. Policy approach 

Another respondent felt that landscape capacity is only one of many tools used to inform a 
proactive spatial framework. It was raised that national guidance (notably Scottish Planning 
Policy) does not require the use of landscape capacity within the spatial framework, but used as 
a means to inform. In addition it was felt that clear strategic policies should be included that 
does not permit unacceptable cross boundary impacts, supports wind energy in appropriate 
locations and safeguards against inappropriate development. 

m. Local level 

It was expressed by one respondent that wind energy is best addressed at the local level. 
Another noted that capacity studies have been undertaken by the TAYplan authorities and 
should be used to inform decision making, not identify available capacity across the area. 

It was added by a respondent that landscape capacity should be used to inform the preparation 
of the spatial framework for onshore wind proposals however optimising landscape capacity is 
supported. However another respondent expressed that landscape capacity is for the 
consideration of development management. In terms of defining strategic capacity, the Scottish 
Government in their response stated that there is no definition and Strategic Development Plan's 
are expected to set out a spatial framework in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy.  It is for 
the Strategic Development Planning Authority to establish the scales to which the strategic 
framework will apply. 

n. Other 

One respondent felt that Fife has too many industrial turbines and offshore wind farms should 
also be carefully considered. 

Comments made at Community events 

It was highlighted that there is a need for more of an overview on windfarms – a national picture.  

However another attendee expressed that there is too much emphasis on aesthetics when the 
need for low carbon is greater. It was not considered they will impact on tourism and should be 
supported along with solar energy. 

  

TAYplan’s response: 
 

 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) was published in June 2014, during the period in which these 
comments were received. The Scottish Government have now provided more clarity on these 
issues which have helped inform the Proposed Plan.  
 
 
Support Principle 
 

a. General Support 

Support for the general principle is welcomed and locations for wind farms will be carefully 
considered.  

b. Boundaries 

Welcome support and agree it is important to consider cross boundary landscape capacity. The 
need for this to go beyond TAYplan is noted, however the new Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
now stipulates that landscape capacity is a matter for development management and should be 
considered at the local level. 
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Applications for wind farm within the TAYplan region will be assessed at a local level, ensuring 
that it complies with Local Development Plans, Strategic Development Plans as well as National 
Planning Framework 3 and Scottish Planning Policy. The capacity and cumulative impacts will 
be considered for each application. 

TAYplan anticipate the adoption of a region wide approach to assessing the impacts of wind 
farms and other renewable projects. 

c. Landscape Capacity 

Welcome support and comment regarding the misinterpretation of optimising landscape capacity 
is noted.  

Scottish Planning Policy (2014) states that wind farm capacity is a matter for local authority 
development management. Policy 6 in the approved TAYplan (2012) provides a locational 
framework for energy infrastructure and this is proposed to continue. 

The Draft Scottish Planning Policy Review 2013 identified that Strategic Development Plans 
should identify capacity for strategic onshore wind farm developments as well as cumulative 
impact pressures. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now requires potential strategic capacity to be 
identified. TAYplan have identified through Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6, a locational 
framework for infrastructure needed to generate heat and power. However, TAYplan will 
consider how to indicate strategic capacity within the Proposed Plan.  

There are currently a number of identified sites in scoping for wind farms in Highland Perthshire. 
These applications will have to comply with Local, Strategic and National policy to consider if the 
areas planned have reached saturation point. 

d. Assessing Landscape Capacity 

Welcome support. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) states that windfarm capacity is a matter for 
local authority development management and should be decided at the local level.  

e. Environmental Impacts 

Support is welcomed however Scottish Planning Policy now states that landscape capacity is a 
matter for Development Management through the application process and therefore there is not 
a strategic requirement to identify it.  

Biodiversity is already considered under Policy 6 of the approved TAYplan 2012. This would be 
considered through each proposal rather than a TAYplan-wide study. 

f. Tourism 

Welcome support, however Scottish Planning Policy now states that landscape capacity is a 
matter for Development Management through the application process and therefore there is not 
a strategic requirement to identify it.  

g. Developing Partnerships 

Strong efforts are already made to consult key agencies and the general public. The results of 
consultations are strongly considered and joint working with other Strategic Development Plan 
Authorities is welcome. 

h. Policy Approach 

The comment regarding the current approach being ‘ad hoc’ is an issue which should be raised 
at a National level. Landscape capacity however is dealt with at a strategic level and is 
highlighted through Policy 6 in the approved TAYplan (2012). 

Welcome support. The Proposed Plan will reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and National 
Planning Framework 3. Support is noted for existing policy. The scope for windfarms has been 
identified primarily through Local Development Plans with overall framework in the Strategic 
Development Plan.  
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i. Other technologies 

TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 identifies a locational framework for the infrastructure needed to 
generate and distribute power which considers all energy technologies. 

j. Other 

TAYplan will consider including impact on sport and recreation in energy policy. The detail and 
specific location would be addressed through Local Development Plans and/or planning 
applications. 

 

Oppose principle 

k. Mix of energy technologies 

TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 identifies a locational framework for the infrastructure needed to 
generate and distribute power which considers all energy technologies. 

l. Policy approach 

The Landscape Capacity assessments are used to inform decision making at local level. A clear 
strategic policy to highlight the most suitable places for energy infrastructure is included in the 
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6.  

m. Local level 

The Proposed Plan will provide a policy framework for the consideration of energy infrastructure 
proposals to inform decision making and aid the local authority. 

In addition, a spatial framework has already been created to identify the most suitable locations 
for onshore wind proposals. TAYplan will consider how best to set out a spatial framework for 
wind farms in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy and to identify the scale/size which such 
a framework should apply. Offshore wind can be updated to refer to Round 3, Zone 2 Site, Firth 
of Forth. TAYplan will consider how best to address onshore grid requirements - need to 
consider what routes need identified. 

n. Other 

TAYplan covers parts or all of four local authorities (Angus, Dundee City, Fife and Perth & 
Kinross). Landscape Capacity Studies have been carried out for Angus, Perth & Kinross and 
Fife.  

Community events 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) stipulates that each planning authority and strategic 
development planning authority should prepare a spatial strategy for wind farms in accordance 
with specific criteria. This ensures a consistent approach to wind farms. It would be a matter for 
the Scottish Government to provide a ‘national picture’, however this is not currently the 
approach taken. 
Comments regarding aesthetics are noted however every wind farm applications will be 
assessed on a case by case basis which considers a number of factors. Aesthetics will be one 
of these considerations. TAYplan will seek to support wind farms and all other renewable energy 
technologies where they comply with relevant policies. 
 
Changes to be made at the Proposed Plan stage 
 
Whilst the majority of respondents felt that taking account of landscape capacity in adjoining 
council areas should be supported, the role of strategic development plans in respect of 
landscape capacity has changed.  

Following the publication of Scottish Planning Policy (2014), landscape capacity is a matter that 
should be considered by development management. This process is informed by local policy 
including landscape capacity guidance (three of TAYplan’s local authorities have or are 
undertaking their own landscape capacity studies) which provides more localised guidance in 
respect of where there is and is not potential capacity for wind farms.  
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Cross boundary implications should also considered through the development management 
process at the local level, supported by Local Development Plans and local landscape capacity 
studies. 

Given the feedback however, TAYplan is committed to undertaking a region wide study which 
can provide greater clarity for communities and developers on cross-boundary constraints and 
opportunities. This will be based on updating the existing landscape capacity studies but 
working to a consistent methodology. This will take place over the next plan period. 

It is anticipated that this will also further fulfil the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
which states that strategic and local development planning authorities ‘should identify where 
there is strategic capacity for wind farms, and areas with greatest potential for wind 
development, considering cross-boundary constraints and opportunities’ (Para. 162, Scottish 
Planning Policy).  

In the meantime, the Proposed Plan should seek to respond to this by providing a Spatial 
Framework map as per Table 1: Spatial Framework (Scottish Planning Policy (2014)) which is 
complemented by a criteria-based approach stipulating what type of energy proposal is 
considered to be of strategic significance. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 6: Planning for a low carbon economy and place 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 10: Do you agree that the next TAYplan should help to 
reduce and to shift demand for heat and power to low carbon sources 
by: 

D: Expanding the approved policy to consider the cumulative impact on 
regionally important assets e.g. the coast and the highland boundary 
fault? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID Number Name / Organisation 
Comment  
Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

846861 Lochee Pop Up Shop Project MIR2014_102 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

832827 MD Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

328962 Mr Graham Lang MIR2014_117 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

760515 RES UK & Ireland MIR2014_43 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

836278 Sportscotland MIR2014_72 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 

841818 The Mountaineering Council of Scotland MIR2014_14 
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Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Cumulative impacts on regional assets 
 
 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 
 

Support principle 

A number of respondents have expressed support for the principle to consider the cumulative 
impacts of windfarms of TAYplans regionally important assets. A number of issues were 
raised in relation to what the policy should contain. 

a. Policy content 

One respondent expressed that the policy should attempt to rationalise and plan for any 
further wind farms developments. It was also felt that cumulative impacts on regionally 
important landscape assets should be part of the partial assessment policy to identify sites for 
wind farms. 

Another respondent highlighted that local authorities have already addressed this through 
their landscape capacity studies and through the designation of local landscape designations 
which should already take account of cross boundary impacts. It was felt that Approved 
TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 should acknowledge this. 

It was raised that the identification of regional assets should only inform development 
management and should not act to exclude development in these areas or inform the spatial 
framework for wind farms.  

One respondent felt that landscape capacity for windfarms has not been addressed and 
notes it would be sensible to include a statement in the new strategic development plan. 

b. Landscape features 

A number of respondents highlighted that natural features extend beyond administrative 
boundaries and should all be recognised regionally and taken into account through the 
application process. One also questioned the extent of the area that should be included. 

It was felt that careful consideration of landscape impacts is required, particularly for tourism. 

c. Highland Boundary fault and Coast 

Some of respondents highlighted a wind farm application (Mull Hill) which was refused on 
account of its impact on the Highland Boundary Fault which was argued as being of national 
and regional significance. It was felt that this would provide TAYplan with the opportunity to 
ensure a more consistent approach to the Highland Boundary Fault across the TAYplan area. 
They suggested that this could also apply to coastal areas, particularly as a number of 
proposals are being pursued in the Forth and Tay offshore area which could help provide 
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more certainty to developers. 

d. Existing Plan 

It was highlighted that Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 sets out ambitions for coastal 
zones and on/off shore renewables and the respondent is keen to see what has changed 
since the plan was adopted.  

e. Other 

It has been raised that the inclusion of impacts on biodiversity as well as landscape should be 
considered.  

Another respondent highlighted the need to consider other technologies such as water and 
wave as it was felt that these should be developed rather than an over-emphasis on wind 
farms. 

Support for the principle has been expressed but wider concern was raised regarding the 
environmental implications of windfarms on the countryside. Some felt there is a need to 
utilise the resources we have. 

It was also raised by a respondent that more general comments cannot be made on topic 
matters without stating yes or no. 

Oppose principle 

It has been noted by one respondent that a programme of assessment and analysis should 
be in place to refer to regionally important assets.  Without this there is no opportunity to 
assess the planning balance between the need to deliver renewables. It is also noted that this 
is more appropriately dealt with by local planning authorities. 

It was also highlighted that regionally important assets need to be protected from 
development and damage. 

Comments made at Community events 

One attendee commented that landscape management of the river valley is important. 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) was published in June 2014, during the period in which these 
comments were received. The Scottish Government have now provided more clarity on these 
issues which have helped inform the Proposed Plan.  
 

Support Principle 

Support for the principle is noted and TAYplan are assessing the most appropriate policies 
and guidelines to be adopted in the proposed plan. 

a. Policy Content 

Support is noted, however Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now states that landscape 
capacity is a matter for development management through the application process and 
therefore there is not a strategic requirement to identify it.  

b. Landscape Features 

Support is noted and TAYplan will continue to recognise natural features at a strategic level 
and ensure the correct policies and guidelines are in place to help aid the planning process. 
TAYplan will consider regional cross-boundary issues, however ultimately cumulative impacts 
will be a matter for local planning authorities to consider through the application process. 

c. Highland Boundary Fault and Coast 

Welcome support and comments are noted, however Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now 
states that landscape capacity is a matter for development management through the 
application process and therefore there is not a strategic requirement to identify it. Whilst it is 
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agreed that the Highlighand Boundary Fault is a regional asset it is not possible for TAYplan 
to define. However, the Proposed Plan will consider such assets more widely by 
acknowledging the scenic value and regional distinctiveness of the TAYplan region. 

d. Existing Plan 

TAYplan has considered the approach in Approved TAYplan (2012) and proposes changes 
that will comply with National Planning Framework 3 and Scottish Planning Policy (2014). 
TAYplan will also take into consideration any changes in coastal zones before any new 
policies are approved. 

e. Other 

Biodiversity is already considered under the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6. This would 
be considered through each proposal rather than a TAYplan-wide study. 

In addition, Policy 6’s considers all energy technologies and is not just limited to wind farms. 

In terms of environmental impacts, any proposal would be considered against a range of 
policies, including assessing the impact of development on the landscape setting. In addition, 
Approve TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 already ensures that resource management is carefully 
considered. 

Oppose Principle 

Opposition is noted. It is agreed that this issue is more appropriately dealt with at the local 
level as per Scottish Planning Policy which now states that landscape capacity is a matter for 
development management and therefore there is not a strategic requirement to identify it.  

TAYplan seeks to protect and enhance all regionally important assets and ensures policies 
support this. 

Comments from Community events 

It is agreed that the landscape management of the river valley is important. As highlighted, 
Scottish Planning Policy now states that landscape capacity is a matter for development 
management and therefore all landscapes which could be impacted upon will be assessed on 
an individual basis at the local level.  

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan stage 

The majority of respondents supported the principle. However, following the publication of 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014), it has been clarified that landscape capacity and cumulative 
impacts are a matter for development management and should be considered at the local 
level. 

In respect of the comments made, it is agreed that cumulative impacts on regionally 
important assets such as the Highland Boundary Fault and the Coast should be considered. 
However, the way this is done will be through the development management process at the 
local level, supported by Local Development Plans and relevant landscape capacity studies. 

It has been explored whether the Highland Boundary Fault and coast could be identified 
within the Strategic Development Plan (without considering cumulative impacts) as regionally 
important assets. However, in agreement with the concerns raised from respondents, it is 
considered that the ‘characteristics’ of these features cannot be easily defined spatially. 
Therefore, it is more appropriate to consider the impacts on these features at the local level.  

The Proposed Plan should include the requirement for Local Development Plans to 
safeguard the integrity of natural assets by ‘understanding and respecting the regional 
distinctiveness and scenic value of the TAYplan area’. This seeks to protect features such as 
the Highland Boundary Fault in a way that Local Development Plans see fit. It also identifies 
that areas of unspoilt coastline along the Tay estuary and coast that are unsuitable for 
development will be identified within Local Development Plans.  
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 6: Planning for a low carbon economy and place 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 10: Do you agree that the next TAYplan should help to 
reduce and to shift demand for heat and power to low carbon sources 
by: 
 
E: Providing greater emphasis in policy that landscape and/ or related 
studies are compatible across Council boundaries in the consideration 
given to national/ regional assets? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID Number  Name / Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

832827 MD Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

328962 Mr Graham Lang MIR2014_117 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

760515 RES UK & Ireland MIR2014_43 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

836278 Sportscotland MIR2014_72 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 

841818 The Mountaineering Council of Scotland MIR2014_14 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Consistency of cross-boundary landscape studies considering regional 
assets 
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Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 
 
Support Principle 

28 respondents agreed that the policy should be expanded to consider the cumulative impact 
on regionally important assets.  

a) Wind Energy 

A number of respondents agreed that the policy should emphasise and ensure a consistent 
approach to regionally important assets as it recognises the wider effects of wind farms over 
council boundaries. This was also seen as a way to provide consistency amongst authorities. 
However it was felt that if areas with a presumption against wind turbines expand, then it will 
reduce the low carbon electricity generation. 

b) Cross-boundary Issues 

By considering the impacts on regionally important assets consistently across local authority 
areas, some respondents felt that this would help to improve cross boundary issues. It was 
seen as important to look beyond authority boundaries otherwise studies would be narrow 
and restrictive. By identifying the cumulative impacts it was seen by one respondent as an 
opportunity to improve the consultation process. 

It was put forward by one respondent that considering this approach provides the opportunity 
for the Strategic Development Plan to set out key criteria that should apply, particularly with 
regard to the Highland Boundary Fault. It was felt the criteria should cover visual separation 
between clusters of turbines, avoiding turbines on both sides of the Fault in one location and 
avoiding continuous or regular patterns of turbines. 

c) Landscape 

One respondent believed that by identifying cumulative impacts on regionally important 
assets would help to boost the tourism industry due to the natural beauty of the landscape. 
This would in turn help to attract inward investment. Another respondent similarly felt the 
landscape could benefit from increased studies to help aid biodiversity. 

Oppose Principle 

One respondent did not support the principle as they  it would hinder the achievement of 
national targets. They felt that local authority landscape capacity studies have not been 
undertaken in consultation with the energy industry. They highlighted that Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014) apportions suitable protection to landscapes and the development management 
process will assess this. They did agree however that a consistent approach should be taken 
between councils. 
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Other 

d) Comments made at Youth Camp 

It was suggested by one attendee that developments should be concentrated and not spread 
throughout the countryside ‘scarring many areas’. Another felt that TAYplan should consider 
more closely where we place renewable energy infrastructure. 

e) Comments made at Community Events 

One attendee felt there should be more of an overview on wind-farms – a national picture. It 
was also suggested that combined heat and power should be implemented in all settlements 
including rural ones. They highlighted that whilst it is expensive to install the infrastructure, it 
is beneficial in the long run economically and environmentally. 

 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) was published in June 2014, during the period in which these 
comments were received. The Scottish Government have now provided more clarity on these 
issues which has helped inform the Proposed Plan.  
 

a) Wind Energy 
 

Support is noted. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) stipulates that cumulative impacts and 
landscape capacity are matters that should be considered through development management 
at the local level. It is not anticipated that there will be an expansion of areas with a 
presumption against windfarms as national parks and national scenic areas (which have 
been identified as unsuitable in Scottish Planning Policy) are already largely protected. There 
will not be a significant reduction in the levels of electricity generated from low carbon 
sources as other technologies are expanding and wind energy comprises only a part of this.  
 

b) Cross-boundary Issues 
 
The criteria suggestions are noted however Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now states that 
landscape capacity and cumulative impacts are a matter for local authorities to consider on a 
case by case basis through development management. TAYplan is considering the need to 
identify regional assets in light of spatial strategies and existing landscape guidance. 

TAYplan is unable to ensure joined-up thinking between different stakeholders, this is largely 
a matter for those involved and can be challenging in light of differing perspectives. In 
addition, TAYplan is unable to influence the consultation process or apportion weight to local 
perspectives. This is a matter for national policy and local authority decision making. 

c) Landscape 

Support noted and Scottish Government highlights, as per Scottish Planning Policy that 
cumulative and cross-boundary impacts are matters for consideration by development 
management at the local level. 

Biodiversity is already considered under the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 and 3. This 
would be considered through each proposal rather than a TAYplan-wide study. 

Oppose principle 

Opposition is noted. TAYplan will not seek to progress a policy which would hinder national 
targets. Consultation on local landscape capacity studies is a matter for local authorities, and 
cannot be influenced by TAYplan. However, it is agreed that development management 
should assess the impact of wind farm applications on landscapes as per Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014). TAYplan will seek to ensure a consistent cross boundary approach to 
landscape capacity. 
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Changes to be made in Proposed Plan 

In respect of the comments made, it is agreed that there should be greater emphasis on 
compatibility between authorities’ landscape studies in respect of regional assets. However, 
as per the 10C and 10D, the way this is done, following the publication of Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014), will be through the development management process at the local level, 
supported by Local Development Plans and local landscape capacity studies. To support this, 
Scottish Planning Policy provides a list of considerations in respect of energy development 
proposal (p. 40, Para 169) to help provide consistency in the way these elements are 
considered and assessed. 

Whilst the Proposed Plan should not identify specific regional assets, it should require Local 
Development Plan’s to protect and enhance TAYplan’s natural and historic assets, which 
includes areas of coast as well as landscapes. This reflects a continuation of Approved 
TAYplan (2012) Policies 2 and 3. 

Taking into account the feedback received, TAYplan is committed to undertaking a region-
wide study which can provide greater clarity for communities and developers on cross-
boundary constraints and opportunities. This will be based on updating the existing 
landscape capacity studies but working to a consistent methodology over the next plan 
period. An associated action should be set out in the new Action Programme. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 6: Planning for a low carbon economy and place 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 11: Beyond those identified on the map on page 41 are 
there other opportunities for heat networks and district heating? 
 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID Number Name / Organisation Comment Ref 

442583 Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA MIR2014_79 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

832827 David Lawson MIR2014_90 

846891 Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

763496 Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

846894 Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

835401 Scottish Environment Protection Agency MIR2014_54 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

846913 Scottish Renewables MIR2014_114 

846836 Tom Henshaw MIR2014_104 

845440 University of Dundee MIR2014_24 

 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Heat opportunities 
 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
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Support Principle 

All of the 17 respondents who answered this question felt that there are other opportunities 
for heat networks within the TAYplan area beyond those identified in the Main Issues 
Report. A number of opportunities to expand heat networks in the TAYplan area have been 
suggested along with how they should be delivered. 

There have been some reservations in respect of the associated costs of developing and 
delivering a strategic heat network. In addition, it has been raised whether there is a need 
for TAYplan to identify a regional heat network map. 

a. Suggested opportunities 

All respondents expressed agreement that there are further opportunities for heat networks 
and district heating systems and a number of suggestions for doing this were put forward. 

It was recommended that Scotland’s national heat maps could be used to identify additional 
opportunities as well as further consultations with partner authorities. In addition, it was 
highlighted that Angus Council is currently undertaking heat mapping work which may 
provide additional locations for the development of district heating.  

A number of specific opportunities for heat networks/energy centres have been put forward 
including: 

 Binn Eco Park  

 Dundee University’s district heating system  

 A site on the edge of Montrose 

 

b. Other opportunities 

Other opportunities to enhance heat networks beyond those in the map have been put 
forward. 

It is also recommended that the new policy provides the opportunity for developers to 
supplement or add to heat networks on the map and ensuring opportunities for small 
developments and district heating should always be considered. Further to this it has been 
suggested that all new developments should be considered. 

It has also been noted that some high rise flat development have heating included in the 
rent. This was suggested to highlight an opportunity to change existing heating systems 
which serve multiple households to renewable sources such as biomass. 

c. Sources of heat / heat networks  

It has been suggested that the River Tay could be used for river based heat pumps. In 
addition it was put forward that geothermal heat from former coal mines in Fife could be 
explored as another potential heat source option.  

d. Delivery 

It has been highlighted that there are additional heat network opportunities however they 
may be less economic to develop. It was added that heat networks should not be limited to 
the map. It has also been raised that areas outwith the map should be considered on a case 
by case basis in order to let the industry propose new and innovative solutions. This was 
also considered to be particularly important in rural areas where such systems can be 
utilised by communities with a ‘transition ethos’ to enable and support delivery. 

It has been asserted that planning authorities should look more favourably on proposals 
which incorporate heat networks and micro - renewable generation and the planning system 
should not set extra hurdles in order to support delivery. 

It has also been suggested that delivery should be supported through the preparation of 
supplementary guidance. 
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e. Role of TAYplan 

Two respondents assert that there is no requirement for TAYplan to specifically identify 
suitable locations for heat networks. They added that the systems will become more 
attractive as they become economical and people are more reassured about such schemes. 

It was noted that Strategic Development Plans have a role in facilitating heat and 
addressing cross boundary issues. It was suggested that the Main Issues Report does not 
address the later and this should therefore be strengthened in the proposed Plan. 

f. Other 

It has also been suggested that the Main Issues Report does not indicate how the Carbon 
Capture and Storage Network could be addressed within the plan itself. It is recommended 
that it is a safeguarding issue as per National Planning Framework 3. 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

Support Principle 

a. Suggested opportunities 

The identification of opportunities will not preclude other proposals coming forward and 
being supported. Those on the map are not the only opportunities and TAYplan will 
encourage all opportunities to be utilised. 

In respect of suggested opportunities including Binn Eco Park and Dundee University as 
well as potential new developments such as in Montrose, the general policy will seek to 
encourage a range of low carbon technologies and solutions throughout the TAYplan area. 
The reuse of heat and consideration for associated infrastructure are set out in Approved 
TAYplan (2012) Policies 2 and 6. 

b. Other opportunities 

The policy would be relevant whether it is a large or small scale development. 

As mentioned, the identification of opportunities will not preclude other proposals coming 
forward and being supported and the policy will seek to not only encourage new 
opportunities but support low carbon heat networks in existing developments such as that 
highlighted in the high rise flats example. 

c. Sources of heat / heat networks 

Support is noted. The policy would be to encourage low carbon technologies and solutions, 
which may be water based. This would continue to apply to all technologies at all scales in 
all places within TAYplan. 

Some work on geothermal potential is being undertaken in other areas of Scotland eg. 
Glasgow. The policy will seek to consider all opportunities for low carbon heat technologies. 
Although it uses all technologies, geothermal will be mentioned. 

d. Delivery  

There is a presumption in favour of all developments that incorporate heat networks and 
would assist in making development proposals more sustainable, in the right location. 
Support is noted in respect of supporting heat technologies within a rural context.  

The identification of opportunities will not preclude other proposals coming forward and 
being supported. TAYplan are highlighting known opportunities. 

Support noted for supplementary guidance. 

e. Role of TAYplan  

TAYplan is seeking to identify known strategic level opportunities as part of a wider energy 
strategy. The identification of opportunities will not preclude other proposals coming forward 
and being supported.  

Cross boundary implications are already covered in recognition of Dundee Heat Networks. 
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The work informing the Proposed Plan will consider whether there are any cross boundary 
opportunities for heat networks. 

f. Other 

Consideration will be given to include safeguarding of the Carbon Capture and Storage 
Network in preparing the Proposed Plan. However the national approach is based on 
existing pipelines which are protected by HSE exclusion zones. The map already includes 
National Planning Framework 3’s carbon capture pipeline and carbon capture and storage 
schemes. 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan stage 

All respondents felt there will inevitably be further opportunities for heat networks. The 
opportunities suggested were largely those that exist at a smaller and more local scale. The 
Map was designed to identify broad opportunities and it is not considered necessary to 
identify site specific opportunities as these will be considered at the local level. None of 
those suggested were considered to be of strategic significance. 

However, taking into account the feedback, the Proposed Plan should ensure greater 
emphasis on supporting opportunities for heat networks at all levels as well as from a 
variety of sources and technologies. The Proposed Plan should continue to support a range 
of opportunities at all scales for the development of heat networks and heating 
infrastructure. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 7: Planning for Resource Security 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 12: Do you think the next TAYplan should include a policy to 
consider the extraction of shale gas and coal bed methane? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID Number Name / Organisation Comment Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

846746 East Strathearn Community Council MIR2014_85 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

763496 Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

450207 Largo Area Community Council MIR2014_52 

846861 Lochee Pop Up Shop Project MIR2014_102 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

832827 MD Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

846384 Mill o' Mains Local Learning Together Group MIR2014_45 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

328962 Mr Graham Lang MIR2014_117 

610383 Mr James Watt MIR2014_9 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

742611 Mrs Linda Jeffrey MIR2014_19 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

835401 Scottish Environment Protection Agency MIR2014_54 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 

372307 Trustees MZCT MIR2014_28 

846947 UK Coal Authority MIR2014_123 
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Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Shale gas and Coal Bed Methane 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 

 
 
22 of the 33 respondents who responded agreed that TAYplan should include a policy to 
consider the extraction of Coal Bed Methane and Shale gas. 11 respondents did not support 
this principle.  

Whilst the majority of the respondents were in support, there were a number of issues raised, 
largely surrounding the potential environmental implications of coal bed methane and shale 
gas extraction.  

Support Principle 

a. Regulation 

Support has been expressed by a number of respondents for the creation of a policy to 
ensure that unconventional gas, which includes ‘fracking’ is tightly controlled with strong 
safety and management regulation procedures in place including ensuring public safety and 
environmental risks. 

b. Energy security 

It was raised by some respondents that energy security is becoming an important issue in 
Scotland and Shale/Coal Bed Methane should be promoted to respond to development 
pressures. 

Some felt it is important to establish a variety of energy sources to provide secure and 
affordable energy supply. Therefore they suggested that next plan should consider the 
extraction of both shale gas and coal bed methane as well as coal gasification on account of 
a number of interests that lie within the TAYplan area (south Fife, Perth & Kinross and 
Angus). It was put forward that any policy will require a strategic environmental assessment 
to inform its formulation. 

c. Safeguarding of resources 

One respondent suggested that TAYplan should establish the nature, extent and quantum of 
resources to formulate appropriate policies. It was also highlighted that resources should be 
safeguarded. 

d. Environmental concerns 

One respondent highlighted that there is increasing interest in this sector and concern was 
raised over the potential that coal bed methane and shale gas have to increase greenhouse 
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gas and carbon emissions as well as cause environmental impacts. 

One respondent felt that policy is required to consider environmental damage against the 
benefits of extraction and ensure environmental impacts are minimised. 

It was also raised be one respondent that relevant environmental assessments should be 
undertaken by neutral experts and development of this nature should only be undertaken 
where it can be done without significant environmental or social impacts. 

e. Community impacts 

It was felt by some that a policy could be used as a way of considering whether 
unconventional gas is appropriate in the TAYplan area or not. The need for community 
empowerment (which involves multiple consultations) was highlighted by one respondent 
who stated that proposals should be allowed to be turned down by communities. 

Another respondent expressed their support of Scottish Planning Policy's precautionary 
approach which requires consultation with statutory consultees and communities. They 
suggested a buffer is applied for people and sensitive areas for wildlife. It was also felt this 
should also apply to coal gasification and appropriate aftercare requirements should be 
considered at the outset. One respondent recommended that consents are associated with a 
financial guarantee to ensure restoration will take place. 

It was also raised that the policy should be cautious due to the potential environmental 
implications and should not impact on communities. They too suggested a buffer distance 
between drilling and homes. 

f. Consistency 

Support for the creation of a policy on unconventional gas was expressed by some 
respondents as it is a way of ensuring consistent approach among local authorities.  

It was expressed that the role of coal as an energy mineral in Scotland should be recognised 
by TAYplan and the need to support production. The UK Coal Authority highlighted that there 
is inconsistency amongst Strategic Development Plans in Scotland and it is felt that they, in 
conjunction with the Scottish Government should determine what are Strategic Development 
Plan and Local Development Plan matters. It considers that areas of search should be 
identified at the strategic level (in the way Glasgow and Clyde Valley have done).   

It is noted by the Scottish Government that areas covered by Petroleum Exploration and 
Development Licences are a matter for local development plans. Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014) does not propose a specific role for Strategic Development Plan's however they could 
provide support by ensuring a consistent approach to extraction across local authority 
boundaries. 

g. Other 

One respondent highlighted that unconventional gas is an emerging technology and there is 
still some uncertainty however considers that appropriate location is key.  

Opposition to policy 

h. Environmental / emissions 

A number of respondents have opposed the principle as unconventional gas would involve 
burning gases which would increase greenhouse gas and carbon emissions. They 
considered that it is not sustainable and could pose significant environmental risks. 

Some felt that this could detract from low carbon and renewable sources of energy, with one 
respondent asserting that Tayside should focus on renewable energy. 

It was also expressed that an unconventional gas policy would be counter to the existing 
environmental policies in the existing TAYplan. One respondent felt that it is illogical to 
consider the prospect of further fossil fuel extraction as this would underestimate the 
environmentally sound sentiments which exist in the plan. 
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Another respondent suggested that proposals should be assessed under the existing policy. 
The inclusion of such a policy is not supported without detail of its possible contents. 

i. Water contamination 

One respondent highlighted concern over water contamination and considered there is not 
enough evidence to understand potential damage. 

j. Safety 

One respondent expressed that unconventional gas techniques are not proven to be safe or 
efficient especially where they could affect communities.  

Comments made at workshops 

Some raised the question of why we want ‘fracking’ as they argued that it is not renewable 
and is at odds with the philosophy of reducing carbon emissions. It was highlighted that this is 
not a ‘secure’ source as it is not renewable. The question of viability was raised as it was said 
that the lifetime of extraction is only 2 years. 

Concerns were also raised in relation to what is being pumped into the ground to extract the 
gas as well as the the economic and ecological viability of it. It was noted that there are 
environmental issues to address and the precautionary principle should be used for fracking 
i.e. if there is doubt then it was suggested it should not be permitted 

On the other hand it was considered that it could be a useful resource if managed correctly 
and more information is made available to the public about the process.  

Comments made at Youth Camp 

It was stated that fracking would not benefit Tayside and its surrounding area as it would be 
devastating for the environment and drilling into the ground would be bad. However it was 
also recognised that there was potential for it to create jobs which would be great. It was felt 
that fracking should be suspended until there is a greater demand for it and ensure the 
protection of our resources as long as possible. 

 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

Support Principle 

a. Regulation  

Support is noted. Any Proposed Plan policy will take account of Scottish Planning Policy 
(2014) and consider environmental impacts. The Scottish Government have set out 
regulations on the requirements for unconventional gas and also policy in Scottish Planning 
Policy about the requirements for infrastructure.  

b. Energy Security 

The need for a range of energy supplies is noted. In terms of providing energy security, any 
policy will accord with Scottish Planning Policy (2014). The TAYplan Environmental Report 
(2014) assessed the Main Issues Report (2014) and this will inform the Proposed Plan also. 
This will be done in consultation with the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency and other 
consultation authorities. 

c. Safeguarding of resources 

Work has been undertaken to inform the Main Issues Report (2014). The comment regarding 
the need to safeguard these resources has been noted. However the British Geological 
Survey has already carried out the work to identify the nature, extent and quantum of 
resources. 

d. Environmental concerns 

Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now sets out the decision making framework for Shale and 
coal bed methane. Many of the considerations will be informed by an environmental impact 
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assessment. Policy 6 of the approved TAYplan (2012) could be slightly extended to cover the 
extraction infrastructure for solid, liquid and gas minerals. 

Any Proposed Plan policy will take account of Scottish Planning Policy and consider 
environmental impacts. Comments regarding the potential for increased greenhouse gas 
emissions have been noted. The need for environmental impact assessment to be 
undertaken by a neutral body has been noted however this is not a matter that TAYplan can 
address. 

In terms of ensuring a balance between the benefits and environmental impacts, Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014) which requires the in-depth consideration and assessment of 
environmental impacts which any Proposed Plan policy will accord with. 

e. Community Impacts 

In respect of the request for any proposals to consider and consult with communities, any 
Proposed Plan policy will take account of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and consider 
impacts on communities and the environment. It was suggested that a buffer distance should 
be applied. Scottish Planning Policy has set out a national guide of a 500 metres separation 
distance. 

Regarding aftercare requirements, Scottish Planning Policy (2014) has set out that Local 
Development Plans should address the need for restoration.  

Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now sets out specific requirements relating to this matter. 
Including extraction infrastructure for solid, liquid and gas minerals in a revised Policy 6 could 
also support this. 

f. Consistency 

Areas of search for mineral extraction are not considered a strategic issue within the TAYplan 
area. This is for Local Development Plan’s to identify and if necessary protect specific 
locations. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) sets out a clear framework for shale gas and coal 
bed methane as well as covers many other aspects of mineral extraction works and TAYplan 
does not propose to repeat this. 

Coal as an energy was considered as part of the first plan however, each Strategic 
Development Plan area will not have the same strategic cross boundary issues. With regards 
to minerals the TAYplan area is very different to Glasgow & The Clyde Valley (now Clyde 
Plan). 

Any Proposed Plan policy will accord with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and consider 
environmental impacts. It will not repeat Scottish Planning Policy (2014). 

g. Other 

It is acknowledged that there is uncertainty surrounding some elements of unconventional 
gas and the comment is noted. 

Oppose Principle 

Covers h, i and j. 

Concerns expressed in relation to the potential increase in carbon emissions and 
environmental damage is noted. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now sets out a national 
policy, which removes a presumption in favour of such development. It places greater 
emphasis on the role of Local Development Plans to consider unconventional gas extraction 
opportunities. In addition, there is currently an extensive legislative framework to ensure all 
environmental, social and safety implications of unconventional gas proposals are carefully 
considered and assessed by relevant authorities.  

TAYplan does not seek to repeat this but does propose to add extraction infrastructure for 
solid, liquid and gas minerals to a revised Policy 6 with additional requirements for site 
reinstatement after operations.  
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Comments made at community events 

The comments questioning the need for fracking are noted. It should be emphasised that 
TAYplan will continue to promote and encourage renewable sources of energy whenever 
possible. However we must take into account the need for a mix of energy sources as 
outlined in the recently published Scottish Planning Policy (2014), which is also important to 
ensure energy security.  

Youth Camp 

The environmental concerns highlighted are noted however, as outlined above, there are 
extensive measures in place to ensure all proposals for unconventional gas are thoroughly 
and carefully considered and assessed by a range of different stakeholders. TAYplan will 
support this and adhere to the guidelines stipulated in Scottish Planning Policy (2014). 

Changes to be made at the Proposed Plan Stage 

A number of views were raised both in support and against the creation of an unconventional 
gas policy.  Whilst some felt that this nature of development required a policy to consider 
environmental and safety concerns, others felt it could encourage development of this nature 
which they opposed.  
 
However, Scottish Planning Policy (2014) has since provided clarification in respect of 
unconventional gas and energy, which is largely aimed at local planning authorities. In light of 
this, it is evident that there is a limited role for Strategic Development Plans in providing a 
policy position for this issue given the already extensive legislative framework and 
requirement for Local Development Plans to identify areas of search. 
 
Unconventional gas extraction is one form of mineral extraction like that of other solid, liquid 
or gas minerals and given the responses received, there is considerable support for the 
inclusion of a policy on unconventional gas. Many of the concerns raised, whilst noted, are 
covered in some depth by Scottish Planning Policy (2014). However TAYplan consider it 
appropriate to refer to unconventional gas extraction within the Proposed Plan to include the 
‘exploration, extraction, transfer, distribution and storage of solid, liquid or gas minerals’ 
under the definition of Energy, waste and resource management infrastructure. This 
comprises, amongst others, ‘unconventional gas and oil extraction equipment’ for the 
currently unlikely event of unconventional gas progression in the area.  
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 7: Planning for Resource Security 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 13: Do you agree with the approach for the next TAYplan to 
amend existing policy to respond to any shortfall in construction 
aggregates and/ or to safeguard deposits of minerals identified on the 
British Geological Survey’s Risk List? 

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

ID Number Name / Organisation Ref 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846056 Dalgleish Associates Ltd for M-I SWACO MIR2014_82 

846746 East Strathearn CC MIR2014_85 

846891 Errol Estate MIR2014_116 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

846894 Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

835401 Scottish Environment Protection Agency MIR2014_54 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

372307 Trustees MZCT MIR2014_28 

846947 UK Coal Authority MIR2014_123 
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Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

Aggregates and BGS Risk List 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

 
 
20 out of the 22 responses to the question agreed that TAYplan should respond to any shortfall 
in construction aggregates and safeguard deposits of minerals identified on the British 
Geological Survey’s Risk List. 
 

Supports principle 

a. Extent and security of resources 

One respondent expressed that planning authorities should seek to establish the nature and 
extent of aggregate resources to formulate an appropriate policy. They considered that 
assessing the shortfall in aggregate supply would be necessary to assess their ability to 
contribute to regional and national demands. However they added that flexibility is required to 
ensure there is no shortage. 

b. Safeguarding 

It was also highlighted by some respondents that these resources are finite and should be 
safeguarded. Therefore they felt that construction aggregates should not be built over before 
extraction has been completed as they will disappear quickly. 

One respondent also highlighted the need to safeguard resources of barite (drilling fluid) which 
is on the British Geological Survey Risk List Index. One third of the UK sector of the North 
Sea's demand comes from Foss near Aberfeldy (the rest imported) therefore it is critical that 
future resources are safeguarded. It is therefore proposed that the ridge between the Tay and 
Tummel valleys are safeguarded for this. 

Others expressed support for the principle as way of ensuring we safeguard important 
resources and the importance that the MIR has in securing the role of resources was 
recognised. 

c. Areas of Search 

Support for the principle was expressed but one respondent highlighted that TAYplan does not 
propose to address areas of search which potentially could fall between Local Development 
Plans and Strategic Development Plans as neither consider it their responsibility. 

It was also raised that construction materials should be as sustainable as possible. 
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d. Other 

One respondent feels ‘it is too early to quarry’, and highlights what is happening in the Ochils 
adding that materials from demolished buildings should be re-cycled. 

It is also expressed that joint working with SESplan would be welcomed to address any cross 
boundary issues. 

Oppose principle 

2 respondents did not support the principle as it was considered this is unnecessary and that 
the current policy is adequate. 
 
 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

 

Supports Principle 

Support has been noted. 

a. Extent and security of resources 

Each local authority regularly updates demand and supply which informs mineral strategies, 
where necessary. Awaiting the Scottish Government (2012) Aggregates survey. Conclusions 
will tell if there is a current shortage.  

b. Safeguarding 

Barite is recognised in the Main Issues Report as a mineral at risk. Any policy in the Proposed 
Plan should recognise this. However rather than just listing at risk minerals, which is already 
done by the British Geological Survey, the decision making framework is designed to protect 
them.  

The Proposed Plan will consider whether Foss is a matter for Local Development Plans or 
Strategic Development Plans. However, on balance the extent of any protected area would be  
best managed by local development plans. 

Comments are noted. The Main Issues Report recognises the importance of waste 
management and security. It is considered that this is covered with the areas of policy where 
no change is proposed from the Approved Plan.  

c. Areas of Search 

Local Development Plans need to be consistent with Scottish Planning Policy. Areas of search 
for minerals and protection, where required are a matter for Local Development Plan’s as part 
of their delivery of Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1: Locational Priorities and 3: Managing 
TAYplan’s assets. 

d. Other 

Comments are noted. Any cross boundary issues identified will be discussed. Re-use of 
secondary aggregates are already a requirement of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and 
TAYplan will continue to work with neighbouring authorities. 

Oppose principle 

Comments are noted. Any new policy will need to comply with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 
and whilst it is generally adequate, enhancements would provide greater clarity. 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan stage 

The principle to respond to any shortfall in construction aggregates and safeguard deposits of 
minerals identified on the British Geological Survey’s Risk List is supported by the majority of 
respondents to this issue. TAYplan is not persuaded that the opposing arguments outweigh the 
rational for this.Therefore this requirement should be included within the Proposed Plan. 
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Issue: 
 

Main Issue 8: Planning for multi-functional green networks to 
be enhanced 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 14: In order to provide for strategic green networks 
which option do you think should be included in the next 
TAYplan  

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 

 

ID 
Number Name/ Organisation 

Comment 
Ref 

330201 Auchterhouse Community Council MIR2014_41 

423150 Braes of the Carse Conservation Group MIR2014_13 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

540817 David Wardrop for Persimmon/ Headon/ VICO MIR2014_99 

752940 
David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/ Iain Bett, 
Esq MIR2014_16 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland MIR2014_23 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846251 Holder Planning for Forth Ports Limited MIR2014_32 

785148 Homes for Scotland MIR2014_34 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

846384 Mill o' Mains Local Learning Together Group MIR2014_45 

845111 Mr Andrew Smith MIR2014_101 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

846308 Mr George Morrison MIR2014_76 

610383 Mr James Watt MIR2014_9 

846265 Mr John Webster MIR2014_40 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

842450 Mr Vince Taylor MIR2014_87 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

345339 NHS Tayside MIR2014_115 

838220 Planner Persimmon East Scotland MIR2014_121 

763496 Ristol Ltd for John Dewar Lamberkin Trust MIR2014_110 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_93 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

835401 Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) MIR2014_54 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

846891 Smiths Gore for Errol Estate MIR2014_116 
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846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

836278 Sportscotland MIR2014_72 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

441235 Tactran  MIR2014_22 

443732 Visit Scotland MIR2014_8 

 
 

Main Issues to which the 
comment relates 

n/a 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overall concept – Option 1 
31 respondents agreed with Option 1.  Option 1 was considered to be the more ambitious 
option and indicates commitment to green networks and has a greater opportunity to deliver 
multiple benefits.  Specifically, support was given to the recognition of the blue networks and 
as green networks identified as a climate change mitigation.  It was also noted that green 
networks are important in connecting rivers with their floodplains and natural barriers.  
Natural barriers should not facilitate development behind them but act as a barrier to prevent 
water from draining into the river. 
 
Option 1 presents a more holistic approach as it focused on the whole region and 
emphasises that green infrastructure should be central to development.  Specific support was 
given for the green link along Carse of Gowrie between the 2 cities and the strong approach 
to collaborative working. 
 
It was suggested that as part of option 1, the Strategic Development Plan should look at 
cross boundary active travel routes and general expectations for masterplanning and 
networks of greenspace.  It was also suggested that the Proposed Plan should focus the 
green network strategy on outcomes and explain what should be delivered on the ground.  
Furthermore, it was suggested that the Action Programme should set out the projects within 
the green network and include details of phasing. 
 
There was a query around the impact on Strategic Development Areas outwith the area 
between Dundee and Perth. 
 
It was considered that graphics should set out the main areas of focus to enhance strategic 
green networks.   
 

Option 1: 31

Option 2: 7
No Comment: 

87

Option 1: Preferred

Option 2: SDAs Only

No Comment
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a) Tourism, recreational and economic benefits 
It was suggested that Option 1 would increase tourism and economic benefit and that green 
networks should play a key role in recreational opportunities and development.  The Carse of 
Gowrie was considered important for tourism and recreational activity, but needs 
collaborative working.  There was recognition that the Carse of Gowrie could be further 
enhanced with greater public access to the Tay estuary for leisure, recreation and tourism by 
foot/cycle/bridle-ways.   
 
There was clarification sought on the use of brownfield land in the Carse of Gowrie for green 
networks. 
 

b) Development Delivery 
It was recognised that green networks will help prevent fragmented, localised development.  
It was also considered that green networks should be established before development, 
through advance planting. 
 
It was suggested that country parks around Dundee are part of the green network strategy as 
they have strategic significance and that there should be a focus on enhancing green 
networks at Scone Palace and Estate. 
 
The strategy and joint working of Option 1 was generally supported, however there was 
caution expressed to ensure that the strong spatial vision is not diluted by making the green 
network area too broad.   
 
It was considered that TAYplan's Action Programme should set out what Local Development 
Plans should contribute to the green network strategy e.g. identify and map green networks 
and enhancement opportunities at a local level and that the delivery of green networks should 
be through Local Development Plan's and planning applications. 
 

c) Habitats and Wildlife 
Promoting connectivity between habitats in the Carse of Gowrie through green networks and 
using green networks to protect against flooding were considered to be key factors.  
Increased access for wildlife was also considered important. 
 

d) Health and Quality of Life 
There was support for green networks encouraging health promotion and support for the link 
between health and quality of life. 
 

e) Transport 
There was a query about whether Option 1 means more access for cars and a focus on 
alternatives to the private car. 
 

Overall concept – Option 2 
7 respondents agreed with Option 2.  There was some concern that there would be new 
housing development in the Carse of Gowrie with green networks and that this area should 
be protected from development, giving wildlife greater chance to survive. 
 
There was recognition that green network opportunities are a key element of Cupar North 
Strategic Development Area (SDA).  However, it was considered that developer contributions 
shouldn't be left to deliver green networks. 
 
It was also considered that each area is unique and should be allowed to individually 
consider its problems and how these can be addressed by the people who live and work 
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there.  There was also some concern about building on parkland, as these areas are good for 
health (both mental and physical). 
 

 
Other 
It was reported that green networks should not be suggested through the Port of Dundee as 
this makes operations more difficult. 
 

f) Comments made at Youth Camp 
It was considered important to encourage community gardening spaces, green roofs and 
large public green spaces to improve the quality of the environment by providing natural 
habitats for animals and plants absorbing CO2 emissions in new housing developments.  
 
Sustainable travel was also considered important to limit car use preventing harmful 
emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides as well as reducing costs, in addition to 
more direct cycle routes and public walkways.  A key national cycle route identified was 
between Dundee and Perth. 
 
Green networks were considered vital for tackling both physical and mental health issues.  
However, it was pointed out that green networks and green spaces must be designed and 
maintained correctly, to help tackle crime and ensure safety. 
 

g) Comments made at Community Events 
Active travel, biodiversity, visitor economy and linking health, well-being and green space 
were considered to be key factors for green networks in both new and existing development.  
In addition, retaining green belts around towns and villages was considered important.  
Access to greenspace was considered a key issue.  There was also an emphasis on the 
need for maps showing green network routes and areas and the ability to walk and cycle 
between them. 
 
The Tay was considered an asset and one which should be used more e.g. create spaces for 
users and habitats, but not for commercial development. 
 
 
It was considered that the Carse of Gowrie should have green networks improved but not 
have an impact on soft fruit production.   
 

TAYplan’s response: 
 

Overall concept – Option 1 
 
TAYplan welcomes the overall support for Option 1.   
 
The corridor between Perth and Dundee is included as a key project forming part of Option 1.  
TAYplan's 2 cities are only 22 miles apart and TAYplan considers this to be an ambitious 
opportunity which focuses on the existing and potential linkages between the cities.  Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014) emphasises the need for Strategic Development Plans to consider 
cross boundary green network linkages. 
 
However, whilst TAYplan have outlined the linkage between Dundee and Perth being a key 
project, this does not diminish the importance of ensuring that green networks are a core 
component of all other Strategic Development Areas.  This will be set out through 
masterplanning exercises at Local Development Plan level. 
 
TAYplan propose that active travel will be a core component of green networks across the 
region and this will be considered in more detail in the Proposed Plan.  In developing green 
network linkages along the Carse of Gowrie, this will not only be from new development, but 
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also from other projects e.g. delivered by the Tay Landscape Partnership.  It is not therefore 
the case that this will all be on brownfield land.  Furthermore, the Proposed Plan will continue 
to consider green networks in the context of the outcomes and the Action Programme will 
consider the actions and proposals related to the delivery of the green network strategy.  
However, it is considered that it is the role of the Local Development Plans to outline detailed 
proposals and the phasing of these.  Local Development Plans will also recognise other 
linkages and networks e.g. along the Fife and Angus coasts.  The Strategic Development 
Plan will, however, set out the key considerations for a green network, in the Proposed Plan. 
 

a) Tourism, recreational and economic benefits 
TAYplan welcome the support for green networks playing a key role in recreational, tourism 
and economic benefits.   
 

b) Development Delivery 
TAYplan agrees that green networks are a part of development delivery in so far as green 
networks should be a requirement at the masterplanning stage of a development, ensuring 
questions are an integral feature to the development scheme.  TAYplan agree that the more 
detailed planning and delivery of green networks will be through Local Development Plans 
and planning applications. 
 
As Scone Palace and Estate is not a Strategic Development Area, it is not specifically 
considered within the strategic green network strategy.  Perth & Kinross Council will consider 
local green infrastructure and networks through the Local Development Plan.  TAYplan 
welcomes the support from Scone Palace and Estate. 
 
TAYplan do not consider country parks to be strategic.  A detailed mapping exercise was 
carried out in developing the green network strategy and country parks was considered in 
this, however it was concluded that this was a dataset for use at the Local Development Plan 
scale as it was not visible at the city region wide scale on the map.  Dundee City Council will 
consider local green infrastructure and networks through their Local Development Plan. 
 
TAYplan welcomes support for the spatial vision for green networks.  TAYplan wishes to 
retain a strong spatial vision.  Further work will be done in investigating if further links to Fife 
can support and enhance the spatial vision.  TAYplan agree that there will be an action in the 
Action Programme highlighting the role of the Strategic Development Plan/ Local 
Development Plan in terms of green networks. 
 

c) Habitats and Wildlife 
TAYplan welcome the support for protecting habitats and wildlife through green networks and 
also using them as a natural flood defence. 

 
d) Health and Quality of Life 

The support for green networks encouraging healthy lifestyles and quality of life is welcomed 
by TAYplan and the points made are agreed with.   
 

e) Transport 
The Green Network strategy does not suggest more access for cars, the focus instead is to 
encouraging alternative, more sustainable transport options e.g. walking and cycling.  
TAYplan agree that the focus of the green network strategy should be on active travel, 
instead of the use of the private car. 
 

Overall concept – Option 2 
 
TAYplan's green network strategy does not suggest new development in the Carse of 
Gowrie.  New large scale (strategic) development is contrary to TAYplan's spatial strategy.   
 
TAYplan welcomes the comment that green network opportunities are a key element of 
Cupar North Strategic Development Area (SDA).  However, Option 1 also encourages the 
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implementation of the Strategic Development Areas to link up new and existing green 
infrastructure.  Enhancing green networks through development sites and linking with 
surrounding areas is integral to designing new places, whether that be brownfield or 
greenfield.   
 
The Green Network strategy does not recommend that parkland should be built on, instead, it 
encourages additional green corridors to be created and linked. 
 
TAYplan agrees that each area is unique and that it is important for local people to assist in 
solving problems for each area.  However, it is this very fact that makes a green network for 
the TAYplan area so unique and diverse - the social, environmental and economic factors.   
 

Other 
TAYplan has not identified any green network to go through the centre of Dundee Port where 
operations take place. 
 

a) Comments made at Youth Camp  
TAYplan supports the requirement for climate adaptation and mitigation measures in new and 
existing development, including active and sustainable travel options. 
 
TAYplan also agrees with the role green network can have in improving physical/ mental 
health and tackling crime. 
 

b) Comments made at Community Events 
TAYplan agrees with the role of green belts and greenspace.  TAYplan also support the 
requirement for maps to demonstrate green network routes.  Whilst these routes can be 
shown conceptually through the Strategic Development Plan, Local Development Plans and 
Core Path Plans will show these routes in more detail. 
 
TAYplan supports the point made about considering the Tay as an asset and consideration 
will be given to any development around the Tay to ensure it is fit for place. 
 
TAYplan supports the principle of green networks along the Carse of Gowrie and integrate 
and work with existing rural industries in this area. 
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan  
In light of the Approved TAYplan (2012) and the responses received to the Main Issues 
Report consultation (2014), and subsequent discussions with Key Agencies, the following 
recommendations have been made for graphics and policy content in the Proposed Plan.  
 
Strategy: 
TAYplan’s Green Network Strategy aims to enhance green networks in, around and between 
the settlements near the River Tay and the Firth of Tay, in addition to Strategic Development 
Areas and the Dundee and Perth Core Areas. The network will provide more opportunities for 
people to experience the exceptional Coastal and river landscapes of the region. Delivery in 
these areas will be ‘project’ based and this will be set out through TAYplan’s Proposed Action 
Programme. 
 
Besides the policy requirements which will be set out in the Proposed Plan, a longer term 
vision for a strategic green network that will deliver transformational change in the region is 
also required. Green networks within and around Dundee and Perth Core Areas should be 
enhanced and better connected. There should be better green links and active travel routes 
between them along both banks of the River Tay. There should be better opportunities for 
active travel and recreation, improved access to the countryside and in particular to the river 
landscapes and seascapes that make this area so special. This will be an area where more 
people want to live and invest in. 
 
Graphics: 
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h) Transformational Project 
It is considered that simplicity is the key to graphics illustrating TAYplan’s green network 
strategy, focusing on what is existing and what is planned.  It is proposed that the existing 
style of graphics should be retained, continuing to give a geographical perspective of the 
TAYplan area and proposals.  It is considered that a new graphic is required to represent the 
transformational project between Perth and Dundee and along the Carse of Gowrie.  This 
style of graphic looks at bringing the strategy alive and provides greater recognition of Fife, 
by showing the link around south of the river, as well as the link between the two cities.  
There should also be a greater focus on delivery, in looking more at the actions required to 
deliver each of the key pinch points which together form the transformational project.  This 
will link directly to the Proposed Action Programme where there is more detail on aspects of 
delivery of the strategic green network strategy. 
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i) Defining Strategic Green Networks 
Consideration has also been given to a definition of green networks.  A number of ways have 
been considered to represent this.  It has been concluded that the below diagram focuses on 
the green network services and is the most easily accessible and understandable by the 
widest audience.  There is a focus on both urban and rural green network services. 
 
 

 
 
Green Network Policy Structure: 
A criteria based policy should be developed, bringing out key spatial considerations, place 
considerations and the protection of assets and providing direction to Local Development 
Plans.  The principles of this will be around: 

 Protecting and enhancing green and blue networks; 

 Identifying existing key networks of green infrastructure and opportunities to enhance 
them to maximise the benefits they provide; 

 Focusing in on the Strategic Development Area green networks and providing new, 
networked green spaces which are integrated to those that already exist; 

 Use green infrastructure enhancements within Dundee and Perth core areas to 
improve health and access; and, 

 Identify opportunities to improve active travel links in the Carse of Gowrie and the 
North Fife Coast. 
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Issue: 
 

Have we missed anything? 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Question 15: Thinking about the TAYplan Vision and 
Outcomes and the eight Main Issues in the Main Issues 
Report; have these covered everything that you think 
needs to be addressed for the next TAYplan?  

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

 

ID 
Number Name/Organisation 

Comment  
Ref 

442583 Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA MIR2014_79 

846303 Angus Council MIR2014_38 

846888 Barton Willmore for Scotia Homes Ltd MIR2014_105 

335651 Campion Homes Limited MIR2014_84 

846376 Christine Alton MIR2014_44 

543847 Cllr Andrew Arbuckle MIR2014_122 

846430 
Cockburn's Consultants for The Harris Family C/O Fleming 
Homes MIR2014_120 

846363 Crieff Community Council MIR2014_42 

846022 DPP LLP for Balmossie Developments Limited MIR2014_57 

832929 DPP LLP for Shell UK Limited MIR2014_11 

548525 Dr Peter Symon MIR2014_109 

877918 Dr Robert Hopkins and Mrs Jane Hopkins MIR2014_131 

845127 Dundee Civic Trust MIR2014_78 

847016 Fiona Jarrett MIR2014_126 

832827 Forthside properties MIR2014_90 

344811 Freuchie Community Council MIR2014_113 

845935 Friends of the Earth Tayside MIR2014_103 

846254 Gladman Developments Ltd MIR2014_31 

846492 Gwen Willison Davies MIR2014_62 

846251 Holder Planning for Forth Ports Limited MIR2014_32 

785148 Homes For Scotland MIR2014_34 

846844 Industrial Ecology Company and Eco Park MIR2014_119 

846392 K.C Fraser MIR2014_46 

833277 
Keppie Planning For CALA Homes East for CALA 
Management Ltd MIR2014_25 

336079 Ladyinch Partnership MIR2014_53 

450207 Largo Area Community Council MIR2014_52 

846921 Lita Khazaka MIR2014_112 

443979 Lynne Palmer MIR2014_51 

846402 Marilyn Workman MIR2014_47 

846384 Mill o' Mains Local Learning Together Group MIR2014_45 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_33 

343111 
Montagu Evans LLP for Wallace Land Investment 
Management MIR2014_35 

846560 Mr Alistair Frame MIR2014_68 

821782 Mr Andrew Dundas MIR2014_56 

846494 Mr Anthony Michael Davies MIR2014_63 

841675 Mr Ceri Williams MIR2014_60 

845011 Mr David Grant MIR2014_27 

540817 Mr David Wardrop for Persimmon/Headon/VICO MIR2014_99 

752940 
Mr David Wardrop for Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett, 
Esq MIR2014_16 

752938 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey MIR2014_20 
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834831 Mr David Wardrop for Taylor Wimpey/AWG Properties MIR2014_39 

752799 Mr George Gall MIR2014_49 

328962 Mr Graham Lang MIR2014_117 

846579 Mr Henry Waters MIR2014_71 

844372 Mr James Allan MIR2014_70 

846491 Mr John Macfie MIR2014_61 

846335 Mr Roderick Gauld MIR2014_83 

846999 Mr Stuart Walker MIR2014_124 

432592 Mrs Alison Thomson MIR2014_96 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond MIR2014_77 

846556 Mrs Elspeth Jane Smith MIR2014_66 

844415 Mrs Jennifer Hughes MIR2014_67 

742611 Mrs Linda Jeffrey MIR2014_19 

846561 Mrs Maureen Ann Waters MIR2014_69 

832812 Ms McEwen MIR2014_6 

413585 Perth & Kinross Council MIR2014_127 

846555 R J Smith MIR2014_65 

760515 RES UK & Ireland MIR2014_43 

443486 Royal Burgh of Cupar and District Community Council MIR2014_80 

843701 Ryden for Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_50 

443918 Scottish Government MIR2014_129 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage MIR2014_37 

753162 SESplan MIR2014_88 

846894 Smiths Gore for Scone Palace and Estate MIR2014_118 

836278 sportscotland MIR2014_72 

539251 Stewart Milne Homes MIR2014_98 

328507 Tayside & Fife RSPB Scotland MIR2014_100 

841818 The Mountaineering Council of Scotland MIR2014_14 

346698 Theatres Trust MIR2014_81 

846585 Unreadable name MIR2014_73 

846861 Volunteer Lochee Pop Up Shop  MIR2014_102 

  

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment 
relates 

N/A 
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Summary of the comments to MIR: 

 
Overall Concept – All Covered 
15 respondents agreed that everything had been covered in relation to the 
TAYplan Vision and Outcomes and the 8 main issues in the Main Issues 
Report. 
 
Overall Concept – Issues Not Covered 
70 respondents considered that not everything was covered in relation to the 
TAYplan Vision and Outcomes and the 8 main issues in the Main Issues 
Report. This enabled them to make further comments on the issues they 
considered to be missing. Below the comments have been categorised into 
broad groups: 
 

a) Strategic Development Areas and Infrastructure Progress 
Some concern raised on progress of Strategic Development Areas and why a 
strategic transport strategy, including the A90, is not a priority. One 
respondent questioned the settlement hierarchy and considered trunk roads 
and rail corridors need to have a more sustainable strategy for new 
development. 
 

b) Development Quality 
The quality of development was considered important and expectations 
raised.  
 

c) Planning system and TAYplan 
It was commented that development in Scotland is limited by the planning 
system.  
 
The purpose of TAYplan was also seen to be unclear by 1 respondent. 
 

d) Youth and young people 
Concern was also raised at what was suggested to be the ‘lack of 
development towards the youth’. 1 respondent believed that young people 
were not being considered in proposals. It was also commented that there 
was little mention of new schools in development proposals.  
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e) Infrastructure 
One respondent suggested that oil and gas pipelines should be identified in 
the proposed plan. It was also considered that full recognition should be given 
to existing pipelines and TAYplan should help to safeguard existing and future 
infrastructure.  
 
It was also recognised that Scottish Enterprise has identified Dundee as 
having the 2nd best medium-term potential for servicing the Scottish offshore 
renewables industry. 
 
It was recognised that as part of the TAYplan Strategic Development Area 
proposals that some transport infrastructure would need to be upgraded. 
Respondents referring to these highlighted the Kingsway A90, the A92 
Northern Fife to Dundee road, the A91 trunk road in Newport on Tay and the 
re-instatement of a rail link to St. Andrews. It was suggested that since the 
Government’s Strategic Transport Projects Review (2008) these roads have 
become much more heavily congested and therefore require re-assessment. 
 
Transport Scotland also seeks the removal of proposed rail stations at Bridge 
of Earn, Newburgh and Wormit. 
 
There was a view that any proposed new rail stations should not reduce the 
speed of Aberdeen-Glasgow and Aberdeen-Edinburgh services. This went on 
to suggest that if a new station can be introduced on a local service basis, this 
would be welcome. It was suggested that TAYplan and TACTRAN should 
both continue to push Transport Scotland and others in a co-ordinated way to 
see these improvements delivered within the plan period. 
 

f) Housing Areas 
Some respondents considered that besides Dundee and Perth as economic 
drivers for development that other locations should be supported too. There 
was also an emphasis on developing not only brownfield sites but greenfield 
sites around Dundee. It was suggested that there is an opportunity to permit 
additional housing in small clusters in both the countryside and green belt 
areas. The respondent believed that this would help support rural 
communities. 
 
These responses cover a variety of different locations from specific sites to 
general areas where the respondent has a land or commercial interest. The 
suggested locations were: 
-Montrose and Montrose Port due to the suggested good rail, sea and road 
transport connections.  
-Development to the east of Dundee at Balmossie due to the suggested 
potential for housing and employment land. 
-a future village housing developments should be confined in previously 
identified areas. There was a concern that village employment is not enough 
to be sustainable. 
-Growth of smaller centres such as Carnoustie. 
-Land at The Grange, Monifieth was promoted. 
 
A larger variety of housing was also suggested with the scope for a Garden 
City in Dundee.  
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A concern was raised at the number of derelict and empty buildings in the 
TAYplan area, especially in Dundee. Lower Dens works was highlighted as a 
particular example. 
 
It was highlighted that the current TAYplan does not identify any sites for the 
travelling community.  
 

g) Low Carbon 
It was considered that TAYplan should adopt a Low Carbon Travel, Heat and 
Power region wide initiative, particularly in respect of public buildings. 
Promoting and educating consumers on how to reduce energy consumption 
was also raised.  
 

h) Cupar North SDA 
19 of the respondents, which equates to almost 16% of all the respondents, 
highlighted the Cupar North Strategic Development Area as a concern. Most 
of these were signatories to a single response which was then submitted by 
different individuals and bodies who supported the points of view expressed. 
Overall the responses conclude by stating that they cannot think of ‘any 
aspect of Cupar North that would be beneficial’. The respondents raise 
numerous concerns and the nature of these are detailed below: 
 
1. Consultation and process 
The respondents argue that there was initially insufficient consultation on the 
Fife Structure Plan and that this was simply absorbed into the first TAYplan 
without consultation or review. They also argue that the primary school on the 
A913 road was built without consultation. 
 
The respondents consider that Cupar North represents ‘a gross abuse of 
Local Authority power given that plans have a 4 year review’. It is assumed 
that this refers to the anticipated timescales for development being longer 
than four years and that this is argued to prejudice future plans. 
 
2. Reflecting the aims of approved TAYplan (2012) 
The respondents argue that Cupar North does not fulfil any TAYplan aims – 
this is assumed to refer to the aims set out alongside the vision on page 6 of 
the approved TAYplan (2012). The respondents make several additional 
points about Cupar North highlighting specific aims and presenting arguments 
about why they think Cupar North does not comply with these.  
 
3. Locational Policy 
The respondents argue that Cupar should not accommodate the scale of 
growth associated with Cupar North as this is inconsistent with the position 
stated in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 for a tier 2 settlement. They quote 
this as stating that that tier 2 settlements ‘…will accommodate a smaller share 
of the region’s growth which is more about sustaining them’. They also argue 
that the location for Cupar North is outside of the current settlement envelope. 
 
4. Housing 
The respondents argue that the assumptions made about the amount of new 
housing needed are incorrect and out of date. In particular they cite recent 
build rates for North Fife and argue that ‘at best it will take till 2056 to build 
Cupar North’. They therefore argue that Cupar North was proposed during a 
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housing boom and is therefore now less relevant because this situation does 
not exist anymore. 
 
5. Traffic and Transport 
The respondents argue that the conclusions of the traffic assessment for 
Cupar have been incorrectly used by Fife Council to justify the proposal and 
that there is no longer any congestion as a result of traffic light improvements 
within Cupar. 
 
They also estimate the costs for the new by-pass (with associated junctions 
and bridges) along with a new school and argue that this will prevent the 
delivery of 20% affordable housing, which they argue to be a long standing 
national policy position.  
 
6. Impact on Dundee 
The respondents argue that Dundee City Council made several objections to 
Cupar North when it was originally proposed in the Fife Structure Plan. They 
also argue that the only local jobs would be associated with the new primary 
school and that job creation at the retail park is optimistic. They suggest 
instead that the shops and services available in Glenrothes and Dundee will 
attract people and induce travel. They also argue that this would make the 
retail park unviable. They suggest that Dundee City Council’s objections were 
around the impact on the A91, A92 and Tay road bridge as a result of 
additional commuter and visitor traffic to Dundee. They argue that this 
objection is still relevant. 
 
They argue that Cupar North fails the aim approved TAYplan (2012) aim to 
‘Strengthen the critical mass of Dundee’. In particular they argue that Dundee 
City Council objected to the Fife Structure Plan on the basis that Cupar North 
would undermine efforts to resolve population decline in the city. 
 
7. Impact on infrastructure 
The respondents argue that no assessment has taken place to show the 
impact on Cupar’s infrastructure, leisure facilities and services. They 
reference recent post office closures and sewers collapses to highlight their 
point. They also point out ground water flood risks at the western end of 
Cupar North. 
 
They argue that there has been no consideration of secondary education and 
that it would be inappropriate for Bell Baxter High School to grow from 1,800 
today by an additional 224 pupils. They also argue that there is limited post 16 
education provision in Cupar requiring the additional young people to travel to 
Fife College or Dundee and Angus College locations. 
 
8. What constitutes Cupar North 
The respondents argue that it is not clear whether Gilliesfauld Farm is 
included as part of Cupar North whether this forms part of the 1,400 homes 
described in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 or not. 
 
9. Town Centres first approach 
The respondents argue that Cupar North is contrary to the town centres first 
approach because it puts a retail park next to a proposed bypass on the edge 
of a settlement and vacancy in Cupar town centre has increased by 332% 
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between 2006 and 2013.  
 
10. Travel 
The respondents argue that the proposal will fail to improve access to 
markets, jobs, services and facilities by non-car transport. They base this on 
the proposed retail park and argue that there is no proposal to ‘increase 
markets in Cupar’. They suggest that the distance and topography of the area 
would mean inhabitants would not walk to Cupar town centre. 
 
11. Landscape 
The respondents argue that Cupar North fails to comply with European 
Landscape Convention on the basis that if fails to provide actions to conserve 
the significant or characteristic features of landscapes. In particular they 
highlight the visibility of Cupar North given is position on a slope, the use of 
prime agricultural land and the historic significance of the landscape in 
connection with former large estates. 
 
12. Development Quality 
The respondents use reports in the national media to argue that a particular 
developer does not deliver good quality homes and that this is contrary to 
approved TAYplan (2012) policies for good quality development. They also 
suggest that developers will not want to build houses to reflect the local stone 
and character of Cupar. They further assert that there will be significant light 
pollution from the new development. 
 

i) Proposed New Development Locations 
The proponents of development land at Westfield, Forfar propose a new 
Strategic Development Area in this location and submitted a detailed 
proposal. They suggest that as well as encouraging inward migration to 
Angus this development would have strong connections with rural 
communities. The site has potential for over 1,000 homes, employment land 
and retail provisions. There are 4 proposed phases of the development, each 
with 200-400 homes. A varying density profile was suggested to respond to 
landscape sensitivity. The proposal also includes a park and ride 
development. 
 
Land opportunities in Kinross were also highlighted by a different respondent; 
this proposal included a number of sites around Kinross which were not 
supported by the Local Development Plan.  
 

j) Green Networks / Green Belts 
It was suggested that the Perth Green Belt is a restriction to development in 
the Perth and Scone areas. It is felt that the Green Belt is used to protect the 
natural heritage of the area and it is recognised that Scottish Planning Policy 
states Green Belts should not be used for this purpose. 
 
It was also believed by 1 respondent that there is too much emphasis on 
developing land rather than preserving it. 
 
Land at Carnoustie was also commented on stating that no development 
should take place on prime agricultural land as the land was highlighted as a 
restricted zone. 
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TAYplan’s response: 

a) Strategic Development Areas and Infrastructure Progress 
The settlement hierarchy (locational strategy) identifies settlements that have 
the potential to accommodate the strategic needs of the area and provide a 
sustainable long term strategy. The locational strategy was approved by 
Ministers in 2012. It is a long term strategy which provides a clear locational 
framework for sustainable development, in accordance with Scottish Planning 
Policy (2014). Transport infrastructure requirements are considered within 
TAYplan. The transport strategy is consistent with the Regional Transport 
Strategies and Strategic Transport Projects Review. These recognise the 
importance of the A90 specifically. No changes are proposed to these from 
the approved plan.  
 
The Strategic Development Areas are large and complex sites. As a 
consequence these complexities take time to resolve. As with smaller sites 
and the market in general the economic downturn has led to more risk averse 
financial institutions and investors. This has slowed the pace of development 
everywhere. However, considerable investment activity and progress is being 
made in the strategic development areas. Dundee Western Gateways and 
Wider Waterfront are underway. Cupar North and St Andrews West are at 
pre-application stages. Detailed design frameworks are being prepared for 
Perth West/North West and work is underway to design the new Cross Tay 
Link Road. Orchard Bank Forfar is already partly operational. Progress and 
activity continues at the others. Therefore TAYplan does not consider there to 
be a lack of progress. 

b) Development Quality 
TAYplan agrees that high quality design should be at the forefront of shaping 
successful and sustainable places. Approved TAYplan (2012) puts place 
shaping at the heart of its strategy as set out in Policies 2 and 3 in particular. 
It is proposed to continue this with some enhancements consulted upon 
during the Main Issues Report consultation (2014). 
 

c) Planning system and TAYplan 
TAYplan disagrees that the planning system limits development. Change is 
constant through time and across the TAYplan area. Planning is the way in 
which change to places is managed. It is the role of the planning system to 
deliver sustainable development by bringing about a decision making 
framework that provides certain and achieves a series of competing and 
sometimes conflicting outcomes. Planning legislation explains the role of the 
system and of strategic development planning authorities. TAYplan also 
makes this clear in its literature and on its website. 
 

d) Youth and young people 
TAYplan agrees that young people should have the opportunity to be involved 
in shaping their future. TAYplan has worked hard to engage with young 
people through schools workshops and youth camps in association with 
Planning Aid Scotland (PAS) during the Early Engagement exercise (2013) 
and the Main Issues Report (2014) consultation. TAYplan also launched the 
Young Placemakers initiative. 70 respondents involved in the consultation 
were young people. TAYplan is hopeful that this will contribute to make places 
that are more suited to young people and a better understanding amongst 
decision makers about what this entails. 
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The Strategic Development Areas in the Approved plan (2012) are promoted 
as mixed use communities to meet the needs of different age groups. 
TAYplan has also consulted on lifetime neighbourhoods during the Main 
Issues Report (2014) consultation. These are areas that are designed to 
support people throughout their lives including the young and the elderly. 
TAYplan is considering how to take these forward as part of the place shaping 
approach in the Proposed Plan. 
 

e) Infrastructure 
Oil and gas pipelines are already considered in approved TAYplan (2012) 
Policy 6 as energy and waste management infrastructure. There is no 
proposal to alter this although storage infrastructure is proposed to be added. 
This could also be seen as recognising the storage role played by pipelines. 
TAYplan has used the health and safety Executive PADHi system to consider 
the implications of development for pipelines. This also provides an 
appropriate tool for planning authorities in determining whether development 
is within a statutory exclusions zone. 
 
TAYplan agrees and recognises the important contribution that Dundee port, 
and indeed Montrose port, can make to growth in the offshore renewables 
sector and also offshore oil and gas. This was recognised in the approved 
TAYplan (2012) by the protection of both ports for port related land uses and 
also the promotion of both as Strategic Development Areas. TAYplan 
continues to recognise the importance of both ports and proposes to continue 
its approach to these areas. 
 
The Strategic Development Areas include specific new infrastructure including 
transport improvements. Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 requires a design 
framework (previously called a strategic development framework) and 
masterplanning to consider all of these important factors prior to development. 
This is proposed to continue. Similarly the approved TAYplan (2012) policy 3 
already protects land for new infrastructure associated with the Strategic 
Development Areas; this is also proposed to continue. 
 
The Strategic Transport Projects Review (2008) and both Regional Transport 
Strategies that cover the region have identified infrastructure or service 
enhancements. These are identified on the approved TAYplan (2012) 
proposals map. This is proposed to continue with the exception of those that 
have been completed such as Gleneagles station enhancements for the 2014 
Ryder Cup.  
 
The TAYplan Action Programme also considers these proposals and monitors 
progress to delivery. This will continue in the next Action Programme. The 
approved TAYplan and Action Programme set out the further work that is 
required to fully consider the impact of these new stations. 
 
Any re-assessment of the proposals in the Strategic Transport Projects 
Review will be a matter for Transport Scotland and the Scottish Government.  
 
TAYplan has continued its ongoing discussions with TACTRAN and Transport 
Scotland regarding new rail stations at Oudenarde (Bridge of Earn), 
Newburgh and Wormit. These have concluded that rail stations at Ourdenarde 
and Newburgh are proposed as each are part of broader masterplans or local 
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policy. The proposals at Wormit are more aspirational. The Proposed Plan will 
continue to make the important distinction that these stations are proposed 
but are not part of Transport Scotland’s funding requirement and are subject 
to Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG). 
 
Similarly any implications for the speed of other services on the rail network 
as a result of these new stations would be considered in discussions with 
Transport Scotland and Network Rail. 
 
Further consideration will be given in the Proposed Plan to encourage active 
and public transport use. A rail link to St. Andrews was again considered in 
2013 and TAYplan concluded that the submitted study promoting this project 
is a high level study not to the level of detail for TAYplan to either support or 
reject the proposal. A full Strategic Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG) 
assessment would be needed. The proposed scheme is severely disruptive to 
the Old Course Hotel and Links Trust property. No comparison has been 
carried out with alternative improvements to public transport modes.  
 
TAYplan will consider further wording in approved TAYplan (2012) relating to 
new stations.  
 
Upgrading of the A90 remains a national project which requires progress and 
action by Transport Scotland. Comments will also help inform the regional 
transport strategy. 
 

f) Housing Areas 
Perth and Dundee are the largest settlements in the TAYplan region. Dundee 
is home to over one third of the population and both together account for 
almost half. The remaining half is split almost equally amongst the other 
principal settlements and other locations in the TAYplan area. Dundee and 
Perth will be the major economic drivers of the future economy and also have 
the labour and infrastructure to support this compared with other locations. 
 
Montrose is already highlighted through the approved TAYplan (2012) as a 
Tier 2 settlement. This means that the area has the potential to make a major 
contribution to the regional economy but will accommodate a smaller share of 
the region's additional development. However, Montrose is not a location that 
would accommodate growth from Dundee or Perth. 
 
Carnoustie is a tier 3 principal settlement within the Greater Dundee Housing 
Market Area. It will accommodate some additional homes but the sites will be 
a matter for the Angus Local Development Plan. 
 
Strategic growth to the east of Dundee was considered, however a new 
Strategic Development Area is not required within this Plan review. The 
strategic focus for the city's expansion will continue to be at Dundee Western 
Gateway and Dundee Wider Waterfront. 
 
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) has 
not highlighted any strategic, cross-council boundary issues regarding 
Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople. Therefore although the 
housing supply targets and housing land requirement in the proposed plan will 
cover these needs there is no specific strategic issue to highlight. It will be for 
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Local Housing Strategies and/or Local Development Plans to identify any new 
sites and prioritise refurbishment or other activities. 
 
The approved TAYplan (2012) prioritises the reuse of previously developed 
land and buildings and particularly focuses new development within principal 
settlements ahead of elsewhere. This is proposed to continue. It is clear that 
not all of the new development will be on previously developed land and 
therefore some will be on greenfield land. This includes some strategic 
development areas. It will be a matter for Local Development Plans to 
determine which sites are identified. 
 
However, there remain challenges in releasing some sites (both greenfield 
and brownfield) either because of the costs of remediation or new 
infrastructure. Not all of these will be for housing. Nevertheless the principle of 
support for continued reuse of previously developed land and buildings 
remains. 
 
The boundaries of green belts at Perth and St. Andrews are set out in the 
respective Local Development Plans. Appropriate land uses within green belt 
areas are set out in Local Development Plans in accordance with Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014). Given the identification of strategic development 
areas at St. Andrews West, West/North West Perth and Oudenarde, 
alongside smaller sites it is not envisaged that there would be a need for 
significant greenbelt releases arising from this Plan review. Similarly it is not 
clear how allowing development in the two green belts would support the 
countryside, particularly given their proximity to Perth and St. Andrews 
respectively.  
 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 already sets out an approach to enable 
development in the countryside under specific conditions. Similarly there is a 
presumption against housing development in the areas surrounding Perth and 
Dundee where this would conflict with regeneration or the delivery of strategic 
development areas. These approaches are proposed to continue and are 
considered more appropriate as tools to support a living working countryside 
and vibrant rural and coastal areas without suburbanising the countryside and 
leading to unsustainable patterns of travel and development. 
 
TAYplan has not identified any small villages to be a strategic development 
area or to be the focus for significant growth. Approved TAYplan (2012) does 
allow development to take place in settlements that are not principal 
settlements and in the countryside in specific circumstances. However, 
significant growth in such locations is not supported. 
 

g) Low Carbon 
The approved TAYplan (2012) already sets out requirements for new 
development to reduce consumption of energy and resources as well as the 
appropriate location of infrastructure to support the shift to low carbon heat 
and power generation. The approved TAYplan (2012) also concentrated the 
majority of new development within the largest settlements (principal 
settlements) so as to reduce people’s need to travel. These approached are 
considered appropriate to meet the intentions of a low carbon economy based 
on action to change behaviour and levels of carbon consumption and 
emissions. These approaches are proposed to continue as well as additional 
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policy enhancement to reflect other areas consulted upon in the Main Issues 
Report (2014) such as active travel and new policy framework for energy set 
out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014). TAYplan therefore welcomes these 
comments as supporting the proposal to continue its current approach. 
 
TAYplan acknowledges that educating consumers in more efficient 
consumption behaviour will play a key role in reducing carbon emissions. 
TAYplan also considers that ensuring the location, design and layout of 
development facilitate such behaviour is also essential. 
 

h) Cupar North SDA 
1. Consultation and process 
The Fife Structure Plan was replaced (for the North part of Fife only) by the 
approved TAYplan (2012) on 8 June 2012. Any matters regarding the 
consultation arrangements for the Fife Structure Plan and its content are a 
matter for Fife Council. Similarly so too are matters relating to education 
provision including new schools. 
 
The suggestion that the Fife Structure Plan was simply absorbed into the first 
TAYplan without consultation or review is incorrect. TAYplan undertook a pre-
Main Issues consultation in 2009; including seeking new sites and then 
consulted upon development strategies, build rates for new homes and other 
matters. The conclusions drawn were that a focus on settlements was the 
most appropriate basis to deliver the vision of the Plan (which reflected the 
respective single outcome agreements and community plans of the four 
constituent councils). The locational strategy subsequently incorporated within 
approved TAYplan (2012) is similar to that of all constituent authorities’ 
preceding Structure Plans. 
 
These preceding Structure Plans also included major sites or locations for 
new development. Of all of these the work in Fife was the most recent during 
2009/10 when the Main Issues Report (2010) was being prepared. All of these 
strategic sites, including Cupar North, were referenced in the TAYplan Main 
Issues Report (2010) whilst considering the most appropriate development 
strategy for the City Region.  
 
2. Reflecting the aims of approved TAYplan (2012) 
TAYplan considers Cupar North to meet many of the aims set out in the 
approved TAYplan (2012) including: 

 Plan for an effective supply of land for housing (supported by a robust and 
credible housing need and demand assessment) and employment 

 Provide for good quality, mixed housing type, size and tenure 

 Support an advanced, thriving and diverse economy occupying a 
competitive position in European and world markets. 

 Locate most of the region’s new development in principal settlements to 
improve accessibility to jobs and services, reduce resource consumption 
and reduce the need to travel by car. 

 
3. Locational Policy 
The quote provided by the respondents for tier 2 settlements is factually 
incorrect and in fact refers to tier 3 settlements. For clarity Cupar is a tier 2 
settlement in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1. Policy 1 states that tier 2 
settlements ‘have the potential to make a major contribution to the regional 
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economy but will be expected to accommodate a smaller share of the region’s 
growth’. The proposals for Cupar North are appropriate and consistent with 
this, as indeed they are for other tier 2 settlements which also include 
Strategic Development Areas (SDA), namely Montrose, Forfar and St 
Andrews. In respect of new homes the total housing supply target is proposed 
to be 41,700 for the whole of TAYplan (2016-36) and Cupar North is proposed 
to deliver 1,400 to contribute to this, assuming that all house building takes 
place before 2036. 
 
4. Housing 
The approved TAYplan (2012) was informed by a housing need and demand 
assessment that was declared robust and credible by the Scottish 
Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis. Approved TAYplan (2012) 
Policy 5 proposes 110 homes per year for the Cupar and North West Fife 
Housing Market Area – equivalent to 2,200 homes over the 20 year plan 
period (2012 to 2032).  
 
The proposal at Cupar North is large, with the Development Plan proposing 
1,400 homes for the Strategic Development Area. Given the anticipated build 
rates it is possible that some of these will be completed later in the plan period 
or beyond. This will be monitored annually via the constituent authority 
Housing Land Audit and regularly reviewed through the Local Development 
Plan Action Programme. 
 
The Main Issues Report (2014) included the conclusions of the new TAYplan-
wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013). This was declared 
robust and credible in February 2014. It concluded a need and demand for 
109 new homes per year for Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area. 
The majority of these homes would be focused in the principal settlements of 
Cupar and Newburgh. Again Cupar North has the potential to make a major 
contribution to meeting this need and demand. Therefore the proposal is 
neither out of date nor incorrect in its assumptions about housing need and 
demand. This contributes to meeting both current and anticipated future need 
and demand for new homes. 
 
TAYplan agrees that the housing boom has ended and that since then build 
rates have fallen. Reaching the build rates set out in the Main Issues Report 
(2014) will not happen overnight particularly as infrastructure requirements 
within Cupar, including the relief road, need to be satisfied. However, the 
annual Fife Housing Land Audit (2013) anticipated that build rates will reach, 
and in some instances exceed, these levels in the 7 years following 2014. 
Infrastructure requirements are also being included as an integral part of the 
phasing programme and masterplan ensuring that the proper planning of the 
area is not jeopardised in the event of a further housing slowdown during the 
lifetime of the Strategic Development Plan. 
 
5. Traffic and Transport 
Cupar will be the concentration for the majority of the new homes and 
businesses for the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area in line 
with the strategy and premise of TAYplan to focus growth on a tiered 
settlement approach. This ensures that locations which can accommodate 
development based on size, services and physical location are supported and 
development levels geared appropriately to meet anticipated future need and 
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demand. Without the identification of such a settlement led approach it would 
be necessary to redistribute homes across North Fife without securing the 
infrastructure gains and sustainability principles which accrue from focussing 
on existing communities. 
 
Cupar North was the consequence of baseline traffic assessments conducted 
2006/-/2008 by Fife Council. Any specific matters about the nature of traffic 
assessments and the need for new infrastructure associated with 
development are a matter for Fife Council and the technical assessments now 
underway (2013/14) informing developers’ masterplans for Cupar North. 
 
The cost estimations for infrastructure, specifically the proposed relief road 
are drawn from cost appraisals conducted 2006/-/2008 by Fife Council. The 
perceived or likely costs arrived at today (at circa £15 million) are a result of 
applying inflation index adjustments to reflect standard construction cost 
increases. Detail matters regarding planning obligations for infrastructure are 
a matter for Fife Council to determine. The Local Development Plan, FIFEplan 
policies including associated Supplementary Guidance on planning 
obligations provides a basis for this. 
 
6. Impact on Dundee 
TAYplan considers that Cupar North will result in more business opportunities 
within Cupar, either for existing shops and businesses to service a larger 
population and for other employers to take advantage of the business park 
and bulky goods retail. This could save some journeys to equivalent outlets in 
Dundee and Glenrothes thereby addressing economic leakage from the town 
and revitalising Cupar’s role as a service centre for North Fife.  
 
No evidence has been presented to support the assertion about the potential 
success and viability of the Cupar North business park, retail facilities and 
consequent jobs impact on Cupar. The arrival of new facilities will bring some 
job opportunities and may also reduce the need to travel further afield. Fife 
Council continue to review the need for socio economic profiles within North 
Fife and are confident, underpinned by the Fife Employment Land Strategy 
and Retail Capacity Studies, that new opportunities for jobs and investment 
will support existing businesses within Cupar in addition to retaining 
population, reducing travel and achieving sustainable strategic growth. 
 
Cupar also has a rail station which will support non-car travel for those who do 
work or choose to visit larger centres for other purposes. It is also clear that 
Dundee Waterfront (also a Strategic Development Area) has the potential to 
attract visitors from outside of Dundee and this will include nearby settlements 
in Fife. 
 
The TAYplan strategy reinforces the critical mass of Dundee as a major 
employment, retail and population centre but it ensures that this is in harmony 
with, rather than at the expense of other principal settlements, including 
Cupar. In particular the population of Dundee City has been growing since 
2006 and is projected to continue doing so. 
 
7. Impact on infrastructure 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 requires the preparation of Strategic 
Development Frameworks (now called Design Frameworks) to identify and 
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coordinate detailed matters of density, infrastructure and other matters. 
Further masterplanning will then take place. Fife Council has prepared such 
frameworks for its Strategic Development Areas and has included these within 
the adopted St Andrews & East Fife Local Plan 2012 in addition to the recent 
FIFEplan Proposed Plan 2014. This will inform the preparation of a 
masterplan that is being prepared by developers of Cupar North to inform 
forthcoming planning application/s. Specific matters of additional infrastructure 
provision and the means by which this will take place are a matter for Fife 
Council and the respective developers and infrastructure providers. However, 
the St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan (2012) highlights that developer 
contribution for secondary education will be sought with additional detail on 
estimated costs now also included within the Planning Obligations 
Supplementary Guidance that was published for consultation alongside 
FIFEplan Proposed Plan in 2014 
 
Currently students will travel to access post-secondary education e.g. at Fife 
College or Dundee and Angus College. This is likely to continue but will be 
complemented wherever possible by encouraging skills, employment and 
enterprise opportunities locally. 
 
8. What constitutes Cupar North 
The specific sites and locations that form Strategic Development Areas, and 
the exact scale of development, are matters for the respective Local 
Development Plans. Fife Council set out the details of Cupar North in the 
adopted St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan (2012) and the FIFEplan 
Proposed Plan (2014).  
 
Cupar North will also not be the only site in the Cupar and North West Fife 
Housing Market Area, and indeed Cupar, to accommodate new homes over 
the plan period. 
 
9. Town Centres first approach 
TAYplan agrees that the focus for retail should firstly within town centres. 
However, this does not mean that there will be no retail in any other location. 
The town centres first approach is based on a sequential approach set out in 
Scottish Planning Policy (2014). The retail element at Cupar North is for bulky 
goods only and is restricted to a maximum of 6,500 sq m. 
 
10. Travel 
The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 focuses development within principal 
settlements to reduce the need to travel in recognition that this provides 
options for active and passenger transport. TAYplan considers that the 
alternative of dispersed development would almost certainly lead to car travel 
and this would be contrary to the aim of reducing poor air quality prevalent 
within part of the town. Cupar is one of only two areas across Fife and four 
across TAYplan to be formally declared an Air Quality Management Area. 
 
Although the focusing most new development will increase the possibilities for 
people to access non-car travel it is clear that not everybody will do this all of 
the time. The requisite masterplanning and approach to shaping good quality 
places (approved TAYplan (2012) policies 4 and 2 respectively) are designed 
to ensure that places are walkable. This is to make active travel a convenient 
and easy choice. Nevertheless it is a matter of choice. 
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11. Landscape 
Member states to the European Landscape Convention declared their 
concern to achieve sustainable development based on a balanced and 
harmonious relationship between social needs, economic activity and the 
environment.  
 
TAYplan considers that the harmonious relationship between social needs, 
economic activity and the environment relates to the principles of sustainable 
development set out in the Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006. This has been 
at the heart of the vision and strategy in the approved TAYplan (2012) and 
thinking behind the next TAYplan. 
 
TAYplan does not consider that the European Landscape Convention or 
indeed planning legislation prevents or restricts development in landscapes. 
Rather that landscape is a factor in considering the location, setting, design 
and layout of development and this is reflected in the approved TAYplan 
(2012). The Adopted St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan and FIFEplan 
Proposed Plan recognise the Dalgairn Designed Landscape/Garden in 
addition to being informed by landscape appraisals conducted for the 
Strategic Development Area and the preparation of Green Infrastructure 
Supplementary Guidance to accompany FIFEplan. This is consistent with 
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 the emphasis of which is proposed to 
continue in the next TAYplan. 
 
12. Development Quality 
Approved TAYplan (2012) place shaping approach is not designed to name 
specific developers and exclude them from the market. Instead it focuses on a 
series of factors to which an appropriate solution must be presented and 
designed-in at the outset. Matters regarding structural integrity and other 
important build standards are covered by the Scottish Building Regulations 
and building standards teams at respective Councils.  
 
There are examples where developers use local stone and integrate this with 
their design. It is not clear at this time to what extent the respective 
developers involved with the Cupar North proposal would or would not wish to 
reflect Cupar’s local stone and character but commitments have been 
received by Fife Council that the style, layout and mix of development within 
the Strategic Development Area will be befitting of the town. Approved 
TAYplan (2012) Policy 2 would expect developers, through masterplans and 
in turn development briefs or design coding, to demonstrate how they will 
integrate their development so that it complements its surroundings. 
 

i) Proposed New Development Locations 
TAYplan invited submission of potential new development areas or proposals 
of strategic scale and significance during the early engagement (Pre-Main 
Issues) consultation which ran from April to June (2013). Subsequently all 
new sites and the existing Strategic Development Areas from approved 
TAYplan (2012) were considered using numerous criteria (see Topic Paper 2: 
Growth 2015). The location proposed at Westfield, Forfar was one of those 
considered through this process. 
 
TAYplan concludes that the existing Strategic Development Areas remain 
effective or are expected to become effective during the first 12 years of the 
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plan. TAYplan does not consider that a new Strategic Development Area is 
required for the next Strategic Development Plan.  
 
The scale of the proposal is strategic and any impact on the spatial strategy 
would need to be considered if released in addition to the effective land 
supply in the Housing Market Area at that time. Any smaller element or 
phasing of the site could be considered as part of the LDP process. 
 
Kinross is already highlighted through the approved TAYplan (2012) as a Tier 
2 principal settlement. This means that the area has the potential to make a 
major contribution to the regional economy but will accommodate a smaller 
share of the region's additional development. Approved TAYplan (2012) 
Policy 5 plans for 70 homes per year in the Kinross housing market area. 
Given the location priorities in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 the majority 
of new development would be expected in Kinross itself. Which specific sites 
are identified for new development will be a matter for the Perth & Kinross 
Local Development Plan. If there is effective land within Kinross on sites 
which better achieve this strategy then alternative sites would not be 
supported. 
 

j) Green Networks / Green Belts 
The principle of establishing a green belt at Perth and St. Andrews is set out 
in the approved TAYplan (2012). The actual boundaries of green belts are set 
out in the respective Local Development Plans. These green belts are 
proposed to continue. There is no designated Green Belt at Carnoustie and 
no green belt is proposed there. 
 
Small scale housing proposals are considered at a local level through LDPs. 
TAYplan does not consider there is a strategic issue with housing in the 
countryside which requires a TAYplan policy. 
 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 recognises that prime agricultural land and 
carbon rich soils are finite. This Policy already requires consideration of the 
importance of these and other natural and historic assets to determine 
whether the location, design and layout of development is appropriate. This is 
proposed to continue. TAYplan also proposed the addition of a new policy 
considering green networks in more detail. These are linked green spaces 
within and between our settlements. These will embed the principles of 
protection and enhancement of green networks within Policy and improve 
access to green space.  
 

Changes to be made within Proposed Plan Stage 
 
Many of the comments refer to considerations for Policy or enhancements of 
Policy that are already active or proposed through the Main Issues Report. 
TAYplan has considered these responses along with those made specifically 
on Policy changes and proposals to incorporate enhancements to adaptation 
to climate change, health and active travel and place quality. 
 
TAYplan proposes to continue its vision and the sustainable pattern of 
development set out by location priorities with the focus on principal 
settlements. There is therefore no proposal to promote major growth in the 
countryside or to shift the emphasis from principal settlements to villages. 
However, it is proposed to continue the approach to allow some development 
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outside of principal settlements as set out in the approved TAYplan (2012). 
TAYplan also proposes to continue its recognition of the importance of natural 
and historic assets in achieving this. The two greenbelts at Perth and St. 
Andrews are proposed to continue and no additional green belts are 
proposed.  
 
There is no evidence to suggest that the current Strategic Development Areas 
are no longer effective. All have a lengthy history due to their size and 
complexity but many are underway or at pre-application/application stage. 
There is no evidence to suggest that an alternative or additional strategic 
development area is needed and no evidence to suggest that the current 
strategic development areas should be removed. Therefore TAYplan 
proposes to continue with the current strategic development areas and also to 
continue to require design frameworks and detailed masterplanning to 
coordinate development and infrastructure and to ensure that the appropriate 
measures for shaping good quality places are delivered. This is considered 
appropriate to ensure that important issues relating to infrastructure and 
development quality are resolved prior to development taking place. 
 
Cupar North will continue to be a Strategic Development Area in the Proposed 
Plan for 1,400 or so homes, business and some bulky good retail. Although 
there is some opposition to this the evidence presented does not persuade 
TAYplan that Cupar North should be removed. TAYplan continues to be 
persuaded that Cupar North (and indeed the other Strategic Development 
Areas) represent an appropriate choice to accommodate anticipated need and 
demand for new homes and businesses in accordance with the visions and 
strategy of the Proposed Plan.  
 
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) does 
not highlight any strategic, cross-council boundary issues relating to Gypsies 
and Travellers or Travelling Showpeople. Therefore any specific matters 
relating to these groups will be considered in the respective Local Housing 
Strategy and Local Development Plan. The housing supply targets and 
housing land requirement set out in the Proposed Plan will include the needs 
of all groups including Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople. 
 
TAYplan will continue to identify major infrastructure projects in the Proposed 
Plan. These will include all infrastructure or service enhancements detailed in 
the Scottish Transport Projects Review (2008) and the two Regional 
Transport Strategies that cover the region. The accompanying Action 
Programme will continue to set out the related details and timescales 
including which organisations are involved. In particular the proposed new 
railway stations will continue to be referenced in both the Proposed Plan and 
Action Programme. These will reference the need for Scottish Transport 
Appraisal Guidance (STAG) appraisals. A distinction will be made which 
describes new stations at Oudenarde and Newburgh as ‘proposed’ given their 
masterplanning status and political support. The new rail station at Wormit will 
be referred to as ‘aspirational’. 
 
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 already considers pipelines for oil and gas 
as well as other distribution and transmission systems to be part of energy 
and waste management infrastructure. This is proposed to continue with the 
additional of infrastructure for storage. This is important as pipelines also 
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store substances such as oil, gas and water. The Policy also recognises that 
in siting such infrastructure there needs to be a recognition of buffer and 
safety exclusion zone. This includes those around pipelines. There are also 
already procedures for local authorities to consider the relationship and 
impacts of proposed new development on pipelines using the Health and 
Safety Executive’s PADHi system or liaison with pipeline operators. No 
additional change is proposed. 
 
A new green networks policy will embed green network thinking into 
development decisions and improve access to green space. This will operate 
closely with place shaping policies about active travel and green 
infrastructure. It will also support the continued approach to managing 
TAYplan’s assets responsibly to support their social, economic and 
environmental benefits. 
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Environmental Report Comments Received 
 

Issue: 
 

Strategic Environmental Assessment: Environmental Report 

Question and  
MIR Reference: 

Questions 1 - 9 
 
       

Body or person(s) submitting comments and the Comment Number: 
 

Question 1: Do you agree with our understanding of the baseline environment in the 
TAYplan Area? 
 
Question 1A: If you answered 'No' please tell us your reasons for this. 

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond SEA2014_5 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

844703 Scottish Water SEA2014_6 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning for National Grid/ 
Scotia Gas Network SEA2014_3 

 
Question 2: Do think there are there any other plans, policies (in addition to those 
listed in the Environmental Report) or wider environmental objectives that should be 
taken into account?                         
 
Question 2A: If you answered 'Yes' please tell us what plans etc. should also be 
considered and tell us your reasons for this.           

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

548525 Dr Peter Symon SEA2014_7 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond SEA2014_5 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning Ltd for National 
Grid/Scotia Gas Network SEA2014_3 

 
Question 3: In your opinion have we identified the most important or significant 
environmental problems affecting the TAYplan area? Are there other environmental 
effects arising from the Main Issues Report?                         
 
Question 3A: If you answered 'No - there are other problems and effects' please 
explain what these are and tell us your reasons.      

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning Ltd for National 
Grid/Scotia Gas Network SEA2014_3 
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Question 4: What are the most significant negative effects arising from the 
assessment that should be taken into account as the Plan is finalised?     

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

344877 Historic Scotland SEA2014_9 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond SEA2014_5 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

               
Question 5: How can the Plan be enhanced, to maximise its positive environmental 
effects? 

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

344877 Historic Scotland SEA2014_9 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond SEA2014_5 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

844703 Scottish Water SEA2014_6 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning for National 
Grid/Scotia Gas Network SEA2014_3 

 
Question 6: Do you have concerns about significant or cumulative environmental 
effects on particular parts of the TAYplan area or on particular environmental 
features?                         
 
Question 6A: Please tell us what your concerns are, what they relate to and your 
reasons? 

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond SEA2014_5 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

 
Question 7: What do you think of the proposed approach to mitigation and 
monitoring proposed in Section 8 and 9 (of the Environmental Report)?           

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

344877 Historic Scotland SEA2014_9 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

 
Question 8:  Do you think there are further, relevant positive aims and aspirations for 
the environment that the Strategic Development Plan could deliver in the long term?                         
 
Question 8A: If you answered 'Yes' to Question 8 please tell us about the further 
positive, relevant aims and aspirations for the environment that the Strategic 
Development Plan could deliver in the long term.      
 
 

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

846286 Mrs Anne Richmond SEA2014_5 
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844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 

763366 
Wallace Planning ltd for National 
Grid/Scotia Gas Network SEA2014_3 

                  
Question 9: Is there anything else that you would like to tell us about the 
Environmental Report that has not been covered in any of the questions above?         
 
Question 9A: If there are other points you would like to make about the Strategic 
Environmental Assessment which have not been covered by the questions above 
please do so here.          

ID Number Name/ Organisation Comment Ref 

845330 Forestry Commission Scotland SEA2014_2 

344877 Historic Scotland SEA2014_9 

844164 Scottish Natural Heritage SEA2014_4 

847183 SEPA SEA2014_8 
 

Main Issues to 
which the 
comment relates 

n/a 

Summary of the comments to MIR: 
 

Question 1/ 1A 
 
There was overall agreement with TAYplan's understanding of the baseline 
environment across the region. 
 
SEPA also suggest some changes: 
1. Terminology should be changed from River Basin Plans to River Basin 
Management Plans (RBMP);  
2. Expansion of meaning in Table 3.1 and Table 3.4; and, 
3. Would welcome reference to the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from 
traffic in Table 3.3. 
 
SNH also suggested a change to the peat soil cover figure and it was considered that 
there should be a greater emphasis on areas requiring remediation and 
redevelopment and associated environmental, social and economic benefits. 
 
Question 2/ 2A 
Overall, the SEA was considered to be comprehensive. 
 
The below plan/ policies were suggested for inclusion in the Environmental Report: 

 2020 Challenge for Scotland's Biodiversity (2013);  

 Creating Places (2013); 

 Forestry Act (1967) on the control of woodland removal; 

 Landscape Character Assessment of the Tay Landscape Partnership Area 
(LUC, 2012); 

 Scottish Government's forthcoming Heat Generation Policy Statement;  

 14th Onshore Oil and Gas Licensing Round and relative SEA (UK000041 
ER); and, 

 Scottish Government's Low Emission Strategy for Scotland.    
There was also a suggestion that more emphasis is required on identifying areas in 
need of remediation and regeneration, specifically provisions. 
 
Question 3/ 3A 
There was general agreement that the most important or significant environmental 
problems and effects have been identified.   
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However, some additional important or significant environmental problems affecting 
the TAYplan area were suggested: 

 Environmental impacts of unconventional gas;  

 Assessment of the environmental effects of identification of areas of nationally 
and regionally important clusters for business, tourism and leisure;  

 Further details on issues related to River Basin Management Plans e.g. 
environmental problems with regards to poor and moderate status of water 
bodies;  

 Greater reference to AQMAs and the impacts of these on air quality a 
considerable distance away;  

 Welcome consideration of flood risk assessments as a mitigation measure, 
but note that there is no reference that some FRAs that have been 
undertaken through LDPs;  

 Assessment includes some of SEPAs comments from SDP1 on flooding, but 
these have not been applied consistently; 

 Should also capture the importance of high quality places to good health 
outcomes; and, 

 There should be more emphasis on the environmental effect of 
redevelopment and remediation, specifically referring to the Gas Holder Site, 
Dock Street, Dundee. 

 
It was welcomed that whilst there was no change to the SDAs, a full environmental 
assessment has been undertaken again on each of the projects submitted at pre-MIR 
stage.   SEPA also noted the value of the green network as a mitigation measure for 
many environmental effects, but also note the role the green network can have as a 
natural barrier.  Likewise, SEPA welcome the reference to the inclusion of the blue 
network within the green network strategy.  However, SEPA do state that there is 
some contradiction between the role of the green network and flood risk avoidance. 
 
Question 4  
The most significant negative effects are considered to be: 

 Impacts of new housing allocations on greenfield sites, soil, biodiversity and 
landscape. It was considered that LDPs should map green networks and 
opportunities within one year of proposed plan being published; 

 The loss of woodland cover for windfarms, deforestation and death of older 
woodland for field enlargement and housing; 

 The impact of increased pressure of development on the historic environment 
resource; and, 

 Densely concentrated housing e.g. Cupar North, which would be detrimental 
to the character and quality of life of the town. 

 
One respondent considered that all significant negative effects from the assessment 
should be taken into account and mitigated. 
 
Question 5 
There was support for the green network approach set out in TAYplan’s Main Issues 
Report, specifically in terms of a design led approach to surface water management 
to enhance and protect water quality.  It was, however, suggested that the Plan 
should set a requirement for LDPs to identify and map green networks, using this in 
masterplanning.  It was considered that green networks should form an integral part 
of the design of development. 
 
One respondent considered that scaling down the size of Cupar North and dispersing 
amongst smaller sites would be critical to maximise positive environmental effects.  
Another respondent suggested that positive environmental effects could be 
enhanced through remediation and redevelopment. 
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It was recommended by 1 respondent that further enhancements to the good status 
of water bodies and improvement for moderate status, and improving as well as 
protecting the water environment are important. It was also considered that SDPs 
should continue to focus on the main cross boundary land use and development 
issues. 
 
Finally, it was considered that more clarity could be given to ascribing a positive 
impact on the historic environment from the housing strategy.  It was regarded more 
appropriate to note this as an uncertainty as opposed to reporting a positive effect. 
 
Question 6/ 6A 
While respondents were generally content with the approach, there were some 
suggested changes: 

 Would have welcomed consideration of an assessment of cumulative effects 
'within' TAYplan; 

 Recognising NPF3 and SPP 2014, considering the impact of any changes to 
the SDP and SEA; 

 Concern about the Cupar North development damaging the landscape; 

 Concern about the cumulative effect on biodiversity in the countryside on non-
designated sites and suggest impact and mitigation should be set out in the 
Environmental Report; and, 

 Suggestion that ancient and semi-ancient woodlands should be included as 
an indicator of biodiversity in Table 9.1.  There was also concern about the 
loss of habitat and biodiversity networks through inappropriate development. 

 
Question 7  
Respondents were generally content and welcomed the reference to specific 
mitigation.  There was specific agreement with the use of the multi-functional green 
network as a mitigation measure for several effects.   
 
Suggestions for improvement were as follows:  

 Reinforcing the preference for development outwith areas of flood risk and 
including references to the RBMP for mitigation;  

 Reducing the need to travel will reduce greenhouse gas emissions (section 
8.18, bullet point 4); 

 Include the number of water bodies at good status in Table 9.1;  

 Mitigation relies heavily on the Green Network Strategy and it is not clear how 
TAYplan intend to measure and monitor the indicators related to biodiversity; 

 It is suggested that the monitoring of ancient woodland sits more comfortably 
in the biodiversity section; 

 Change terminology in water section of Table 9.1 to refer to the 'status' of the 
water bodies; and,  

 Consistency in where climate change mitigation indicators are listed. 
 
Question 8/ 8A  
There was a suggestion that TAYplan should include a calculation of the current 
emissions of greenhouse gas emissions from road traffic and use this for monitoring 
in future years.  It was also suggested that TAYplan should consider long term 
measures for enhancing the water environment and looking to achieve measures 
within the RBMP.  It was also considered that there should be further consideration of 
including better recreational and sports facilities as a positive aim. 
 
One respondent reiterated the environmental improvements through redevelopment 
and remediation e.g. Gas Holder Site, Dock Street, Dundee. 
 
Question 9/ 9A 
TAYplan’s continuing engagement throughout the SEA process was welcomed and 
respondents were generally content with the assessment approach and its findings. 
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There were specific comments provided on air quality and flood risk, in relation to the 
Strategic Development Areas and an updated position on these provided. 
 

Perth & Kinross Council’s response: 
 

Perth & Kinross Council is the Responsible Authority. 
 
Question 1/ 1A 
Perth & Kinross Council will use the term River Basin Management Plans (RBMP) in 
the Proposed Plan. This is to keep terminology universal. Other minor changes will 
be made at post adoption stage. 
 
Question 2/ 2A 
Perth & Kinross Council welcomes the Consultation Authorities confirmation that the 
Environmental report is comprehensive. The changes suggested to additional 
legislation and strategies as well as more emphasis in the need of remediation and 
regeneration will be incorporated at post adoption stage. 
 
Question 3/ 3A 
Perth & Kinross Council welcomes the Consultation Authorities general agreement 
that the most important or significant environmental problems and effects have been 
identified.   
 
The environmental impacts of unconventional gas were considered as an overview. 
The Proposed Plan does not set out a spatial strategy and therefore there is no 
significant change from the assessment undertaken at Main Issues Report stage. 
Clusters have not specifically been identified and all Strategic Development Areas 
have been assessed.  At post adoption stage the comments which would result in 
very minor changes will be picked up, including more emphasis on the environmental 
effect of redevelopment and remediation, including the Gas Holder Site, Dundee. 
 
Perth & Kinross Council note that Consultation Authorities welcomed that whilst there 
was no change to the SDAs, a full environmental assessment has been undertaken 
again on each of the projects submitted at pre-MIR stage.    
 
Question 4  
The post adoption stage will consider the comments made. 
 
Question 5 
The Proposed Plan incorporates the suggestions relating to Green Networks and 
related actions are set out in the Proposed Action Programme. 
 
It is not considered that allocating many smaller development sites rather than Cupar 
North Strategic Development Area would maximise positive environmental effects. 
Cupar North, along with the other Strategic Development Areas, has been assessed 
at a strategic scale and in more detail through the adopted Fife Local Plan, and 
respective other Local Development Plans. 
 
Other minor comments will be considered at post adoption stage. 
 
Question 6/ 6A 
Suggestions to make minor changes in relation to national documents, ancient 
woodland etc. will be considered at post adoption stage. The comments in respect of 
Cupar North raise concern. Any mitigation to potential environmental effects is set 
out in the Environmental Report (and the Environmental Report relating to the 
adopted Fife Local Plan). 
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Question 7  
Perth & Kinross Council welcomes the support and specific agreement with the use 
of the multi-functional green network as a mitigation measure for several effects.  
Suggestions were made for minor changes, which will be considered at post adoption 
stage. Policy on flooding within the Proposed Plan has been prepared with SEPA 
and addresses the comment made. 
 
Question 8/ 8A  
TAYplan undertook work in 2010 on a Greenhouse Gas Regional Inventory which 
has informed policy work. The Proposed Plan addresses the comments in relation to 
recreation and sport. TAYplan has worked with SportScotland and other Key 
Agencies on the policies. Other minor comments will be considered at post adoption 
stage. 
 
Question 9/ 9A 
Perth & Kinross Council welcomes the supporting comments from the Consultation 
Authorities and confirmation that they are generally content with the assessment 
approach and its findings. 
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Appendix 1: Planning Aid Scotland Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




